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IN ESTERIIAZI’S WRITING.
Evidence Accumulating of Officer’s
Guilt.
Soft, White Hands with Shapely Nails, Luxuriant Hair with Clean, Wholesome Scalp, produced by Cuticura Soap, the most effective
;

j

(Oticura
is sold throughout the xrorld. Pottbb Dnco A Che*.
Cor.p,, Sole Props., Boston. U. S. A.
ana
••
(t'r* How to Purify and Beautify the Skin, Scalp
Bair,” mailed free.

Boaj*

BW KIE?lAfl53& Itching and scaly, instantly reIeADY nWJaiUIaa liered by Cuticuba Remedies.

DA

HOME : COMFORTS
Are Not Complete
Without

Gold

Flour.

Medal

NEVER
BUY

ANY_OTHER.

BROWN & JOSSELTN.
eodtilstp

febl4d

SALE IS OVER

1

Blit we have a few lots of ODD
SIZES left which we are going
if
once
to close out at
prices will move them.
Ladies’ Patent Leather Oxfords,
low leather heel, formerly $4.00. Now

$2.60.
Sizes A A, 2 1-2, 3.3 1-2, 4, 4 1-2 and 31-2.
Sizes A, 21-2, 3, 31-2, 4, 4 1-2 and 5.
Sizes B, 2. 2 1-2, 4, 4 1-2 and 6 1-2.
Sizes C, 2, 2 1-2. 3, 3 1-2, 4,51-2, 6,6 1-2 and 7.
Ladies’ All Patent Leather Oxford,
Loui Con. Heel, formerly $5.00. Now

$2.70.
Sizes A, 2 1-2. 3, 3 1-2. 4, 5, 5 1-2 and 6.
B, 3,3. 6 1-2, 6 and 6 1-2.
C, 21-2, 41-2, 5,6 1-2 and 6.

Sizes
sizes

mcdowell,
Brown Block.

CENTER &
639 Congress St.

dtflstp

feb5

WORMS!

Hundreds of Children and adults have worms k
tk but are treated for other diseases. The syrupare :—indigestion, with a variable appetite; foul tongue; offensive breath; hard and
N full belly with occasional gripings and pains N
about the avel; heat and itching sensation in N
the rectum and about the anus; eyes heavy and \
^
V dull; itching of the nose; short, dry cough; Ik
£ grinding of the teeth; starting during sleep;
slow fever; and often in children, convulsions.

Stoms

^

kj

J
J

TRUE’S
^
| ELIXIR
PIN WORM

|— t
5

is the best worm remedy made.
K,«1"1
S
It has been in use 46ycar», LTWAPC
is purely vegetable, harmless and effectual. S
jH
Hi Where nc worm: are present it acts as a Tonic,
\ and corrects the condition of the mucous mem- b.
^ brane of the stomach and bowels. A positive £
W cure for Constipation and Biliousness, and a val- £
^ uable remedy in all the common complaints of
children. Price 36ov Ask your druggist for it.
Dr. J. F. TRUE & CO., Auburn, MeS
O Special treatment for TapeWortns.Write for free pamphlet S
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BPKOUL

KO TICKS*

AW1PUI-. 2
The mess that lady made trying to do “HOME DYEING.”
She stained her hands, splashed
her face and clothes, lost her
temper, nearly spoiled her goods,
and then after all her trouble
she brought the work to us to
have it done over and done right.

FACTS.
CnOTCD’O Forest City Dye House and
rUO I tn O Steam Carpet CteonsinsWorks

13 PREBLE

ST., OPP. PREBLE HOUSE.
fb!4tf

Kid Gloves Cleansed Every Day.
W

11

<i.
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ilanicure

1 i Supplies.

1

5

Nail

j3

Nail Brushes,
Baud Brushes,
Nail Enamel,
Nail Scissors,
Nail Nippers,
Nail Files
Pure Soap,
Pumice Soap,
Benzoin Lotion,

3

§
$'N

f
I

1

Polishers,

|
|

25c to $1.00
10c to 1.00
5c to 1.50
25c
.75
35c to
.50
2.5c lo
.75
25c to
10c to
.75
5c and
.10
15c hot.

=

H. II. HAY &
Middle Street.

ALFRED

CORN

SENSATIONAL STATEMENTS
EVOKED AT ZOLA’S TBIAL.

MOKE

purifying and beautifying soap in the
world, as well as purest and sweetest, for
toilet, bath, and nursery. The only preventive
of inflammation and clogging of the Pores.
skin
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hid

being

declared

it

handwriting,but
had been traced by a

forger.

Frank proceeded to technically demonstrate the improbability of this explanation, showing how recurring words
presented certain divergencies.
The lengthy demonstration of the witness caused impatience among the public
in court, culminating in open murmurs
when M. Frank affirmed that the Bordereau was written by one person alone,
and added that this person was Major EsAnnoyed at the mumurs M.
terhazy.
Frank turned and cried: “I intended to
M.

\

Auer’s
berry Pectoral

|1
{?

|

“

We tried almost everything for
asthma without success. At last we
tried Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral and the
relief was immediate.”
S. A. ELLIS, Keene, N. H.

FACTORY SOLD.

Alfred, February 15.—Cummings Bros,
of Portland, have purchased from F. C.
Payson & Co., their Alfred corn factory.
The price is
understood to be in the vicinity of ?60UO.

Unimportant Meetings
ford

TIVE

murmurs.

In New Bed-

yesterday.

CENTRES IN

LEGISLA-

INVESTIGATION.

then removed and
of the
polytechnical
school,deposed that he signed the protests
against the conduct of the Dreyfus affair EocouragiDg Reports Received by Colleo
French tecause he was convinced that respect for
LettersIFrom Major Esterliazy to
the law, honor and the Fatherland was
tors yesterday—Reports from Various
Woman Introduced Into the Case—Con- involved.
The whole proceedure struck
Centres’ Show that Proposition for
Ke- this witness as being extraordinary.
He
tained
Very Uncomplimentary
General Strike is Received Coldly.
“In spite of the disgusted threats
■“
added,
Officers.
and
marks Upon French Army
and acts of
intimidation of which
I
have been the victim, I here affirm that
New Bedford, February 15.—A general
Paris, February 15.-Th3 arrival ot M. revision of the case
is a crying necessity meeting of the Spinners’ Union
was
Emile Zola, M. Pereux and others at the and I Intend to do my utmost to obtain
held this eveniDg, but besides listening to
the
Seine
the
of
today,
it.”
assizes court
The witness concluded by asserting his the various representatives with regard to
eighth day of the trial of the novelist
as a patriot and bis love for the the progress of the strike little
aotion
rights
and of the publisher of the Aubore, was
army, whlohj brought forth hearty ap- was taken.
The proposition to close the
not marked by any incident. The crowd plause.
Havert of the College of Franco yarn mills which was outlined yesterday
Prof.
present was not so large as that of yesthe Bor- was discussed, but not acted upon.
said he examined as an
terday and the people In the lobbies were dereau.and the letters of expert
Major Esterhazy
A meeting in the City hall tonight the
calm. Opinions as to the Issue of the trial and
letter
written
Dreyfus, as well as a
chief interest was a discussion of Mrs.
While some people
The
did not vary greatly.
his
condemnation.
since
by Dreyfus
at the legislative
are
already discussing the extent of the latter, the witness oontinued, was devoid Pickering’s appearance
that
of
resemblance to the Bordersau of which heading with the understanding
sentences others regard the acquittal of
was
he was convinced Major Esterhazy
she was present to represent the Weavers
the defendants as being certain, as it Is the author. Court then adjourned. The
union.
Mrs. Pickering was crltioized
Bvident the court is becoming more fa- crowd made no demonstrations and the
and to some extent, but no action was taken
MajorjEsterhazy
officers,
towards
M.
Zola.
The
including
vorably disposed
toward rebuking her.
Gen. Peliieux left in silence.
The matter of a
trial is not expected to finish before Satstrike was not brought before the
urday, and it is believed that a night ses- CONFIDENT OF THREE-CONERED general
weavers at all.
sion may be necessary to complete it even
RACE.
The strike council held a meeting this
;hen.
N. Y., February 15.—Charles S. afternoon when
Ithaca,
encouraging reports of
At the opening of the proceedings toFrancis, the veteran oarsman of Cornell, eollectors were received and various offliay the presiding judge, M. ilelegorgue, who has been in Ithaca for the past few
of a ers of benefit contributions for the relief
lisallowed the request of counsel for M. davs arranging for the purchase
home for Cornell s coaoh, witn tno Court- of the strikers were acoepted.
A cheok
that
the
heard
at
the
Esteriola,
experts
ney testimonial fund, said today that he for $400 was received from the Boston
hazy court-martial should be called to was confident that Harvard, Yale and
Cornell would come together for a race Traveler as the proceeds of the benefits
testify.
M. Lahorie,replying to Gen.Conse, said this spring.
given at the Tremont and Columbia
that if he desired to throw light upon
Theatres in Boston Sunday evening.
t
LIVES OF FISHERMEN LOST,
the ease, he (Conse), could ask the war
minister’s permission to do so.
num15.—A
LEGISLATIVE INVESTIGATION.
Buffalo, N. Y., February
To this Gen. Conse answered that it
ber of
men, estimated at between 20 and
was not within his
province to transmit 80, who were fishing through the ice on Massachusetts Lawmakers Inquiring Into
such a request to the minister for war.
Lake Erie several miles up the lake, are
The Cotton Mill Situation.
M.
Tessonnieres, M. Grepienx Janin believed to have lost their lives or are
New Bedford, February 16.—The legisadded, bad declared that it was on his adrift on the ica on the lake. A large
and not resone
(M. Tessonniere's) deposition
party Is on its way through a lative committee on labor began its inon M. Bertlllon’s on which Dreyfus wa6
blinding snow storm up the lake shore, vestigations into the textile situation unconvicted. This statement oreated a sen- but will not return before morning.
der the Flynn order today, hearings besation.
ing held morning and afternoon in Odd
M. Janin added that it was because
BURNED.
HOTEJj
ANDJCOTTAGE
Fellows' hall. The witnesses hoard today
;
M, Tessonniere was angry with the witof the story and
New York, February 15.—The West End told the operatives' side
ness for not sharing his opinion in regard
was
taken down by a
their testimony
to the Dreyfus case that he tried to com- hotel and seven cottages at Rockaway
In the employ of the manubeach were destroyed by fire toight, de- stenographer
promise the matter.
The hotel was facturers. Milton Rped^of Fall River, us
said he was a tailing a loss of $100,000.
The witness further
It contained 200 counsel for the Arkwright club, was presFrenchman and a Catholic, and exercised owned by .Paul Hauk.
ent and cross-examined the witnesses. The
the profession of a dentist and did not rooms. The fire broke out in that buildoperatives were without counsel. Sevthe profession of an expert in ing.
exercise
eral_of the mill treasurers were present,
handwriting.
AND MAINE BILL PASSED. but remained only a short time. They
Director Meyer of the French record BOSTON
will again be asked to testify tomorrow,
office, opened his testimony by affirming
Boston,
February 15.—The bill perto do^so will be summoned in due
himself a Catholic. He declared that the mitting the Boston and Maine railroad to failing
form.
of
the
Bordereau
similes
fac
leased
of
shares
hold
the
and
lines,
published
buy
A sensation was created in committeo
were as exact as possible.
was given a third reading in the Senate
by the publio statement of Senator Leach,
M. Meyer conoluded with saying that today without debate.
that the members if prethe chairman,
the handwriting of Major Esterhazy rejudiced in the matter at all,had a leaning
DE LOME'LEAVES WASHINGTON.
sembled that of the Bordereau.
In behalf of the operatives. Several memM. Da boric then asked permission to
Washington, February 15.—The late bers took exceptions to the remark. Later
examine the experts Conard, Belhomme Spanish mini-Ur. Pjiaor Dupuy de Lome,
Mr. Leach withdrew his statement. The
and Varinard, but the court refused the accompanied by Mme. de Lome, their two
hearing will be continued through toDaborio
drew
II.
up
left
whereupon
request,
sons and a Spanish valet,
Washing- morrow.
the conclusion, asking the court to take ton at 4 o’clock this afternoon for New
Senator Leach, who presided, said that
cognizanoe of the fact. But the presid York, whence they will sail tomorrow the committee had decided to hear the
ing judgo, before even hearing the ques- for Liverpool. A large delegation from parties in this city that they might not
tion, refused to let it be put, after which the dipomatlo corps accompanied by their b.i
put to the expense of appearing before
the court retired to deliberate and decid- wives, gave a hearty au revoir at the stathe oommittee in Boston.
was right ir
ed that the presiding judge
Mme. de
their late assooiate.
tion to
is to be given all who
An
refusing to allow questions, “the only Lome carried a bouquet of red roses and desire opportunity
to enlighten the committee or to
effect of which would be to uselessly pro
flowers
were
carried
of
several baskets
express their views, whether they are lablong the proceedings.
bv the attendants and places in the car. orers or employers.
Prof. Ernest Moiliner of the College ol The’entire staff of the Spanish legation,
When the bearing went forward, only
France, testified that Major Esterhazy’i 1 headed by Senor du Bose, the charge d’
about a score of persons were in attendhandwriting absolutely resembled that affairs, was present, and others at the ance, all of whom were operatives or their
of the Bordereau.
Countess de
Count and
station were
except William J. ReyM. Clemenceiu, counsel for the Aurore Lichtervelde of.the Belgian legation, Vis- representatives,
nolds.
de
from
letters
read
Boulancj count and Viscountess de Sauto Thyrso
Maday
one time it looked as if Ihe hearing
At
admitting the possession of letters fron of the Portuguese legation, Mr. Pioda,
stop, as the operatives objected to
Major Esterhazy wrote her between 188: the Swiss minister, Gen. Rengiffo of the might
their hand unless the other side
and 1894 and containing serious animad- Colombian legation, Baron Reldl of the showing
was present, but on second thought they
versions of France and the French army, Austrian legation, M. Da Weeherlin. the
decided to go on. The hearing was held
M. C.'emencpau urged thej court to ap
minister of the Netherlands, the Duke in Odd Fellows’ hall.
point a magistrate to ask Mine, do Bou and Duchess d’Arcos of,Spain; Mr. Gana,
It was decided to hear the representalancy if, among the letters, there was the Chilean minister, and Mme. Gana, tives of the laborers on the set questions
not one containing the following expres
of
the
Central
Ameriand Senor Corea
adopted and .fames Cook, president of the
sions:
Senor de Lome passed local Mule
can
legation.
Spinners’ Union, was first
“Firstly—‘Gen. Sanssier (then the com among his former associates, giving them called upon.
mander-in-chief of the French army ant a warm farewell, and Mme. de Lome
said that in his opinion the
Mr.
Cook
military governor of Paris) is a clown waved her adieu to the men and embraced
T
‘nAtinHen fha Dorinonc wnn lr? nff 1
Dlngley tariff had not kept line goods out
ladies. Quite a number of outsiders of the country, as
the
it wasj expected it
in acirous.’” (Uproar ii were attracted by
show him
the gathering, hut would. He did not think any hardship
I frivtliaii tkon f-Viot tlin wiinicfow’fl HonnrfiTno
court.)
the
on
manufacturers by
was imposed
“Secondly—‘If the Prussians got as waa quiet and unobtrusive.
legislation. Between now and ten years
far as Lyons they
might throw awaj
ago he said there was a great difference
ARRIVES IN NEW YORK.
and keep only their riding
their guns
in the amount of labor required of a mule
whips ’’*to drive the French in front ol
New York, February 15.—Senor Dupuy sntnner. With much more work the addithem.’
sensation.)
(Prolonged
de Lome and party arrived in this city tior.al pay is about 51.ou.
While
the
Three amateur experts in handwriting at 9.15 tonight from Washington en route
have increased tho price of piece
testified that the fao simile was an exact for Madrid. All efforts to get an inter- wages
not
The
have
work has decreased.
wages
reproduction of Major Esterhazy’s hand- view with the ex-minister when the train bean increased in proportion to the price
writing, statements which oaused furthei reached Jersey City proved futile.
of labor.
sensations in court.
Mr. Cook was sure there has been over
M. Felix Frank, a lawyer of Brussels,
THE WEATHER.
,
production of cotton cloth. Reducing
testified that
in order to“ demonstrate
hours of labor, he thought, would imthe
his evidence it would be necessary to have
prove the condition of the laborers.
a black
board and that it would require
Reducing wages, he argued, is reducan hour in his theory.
ing the purchasing power of the people.
Amid an
uproar in court the session
He preferred national legislation on shortwas suspended while a blackboard was
If all the
state legislation.
er hours to
traced
procured, after which M. Frank
United States were working on the Mason
the blackboard
a
fac simile of the
sachusetts system of hours he thought the
Bordereau and of Major Esterhazy’s hand
condition of the laboring people would
demonstrahis
and
commenced
writing
improve. To Senator Towle, Mr. Cook
tion.
said the highest week wanes he knew a
g M. Frank made some long technical demule spinntr to make in New Bedford is
monstrations and said:
“The majority
SIS, the lowest $10. The average, he said,
of the experts started on the false idea
is $14. To Mr. Ross, Mr. Cook said that
that the
writer of the Bordereau had
Boston, February 15.—Local forecast there
mule spinners now
were only 350
The Bordisguised his handwriting.
for Boston and vicinity for Wednesday; out on a strike, out of HOOO operatives
dereau, however, was written naturally
The
idleness.
in
only reason Mr. Cook
and in a running hand which is identi- Threatening with light rain or snow,folcould see for the reduction was the comfied with that of Major, Esterhazy.
lowed by clearing, rapidly freezing tem- bination of the niill treasurers in Boston,
The latter (Major Esterhazy),continued
winds shifting to northwest whereby the mills with modern machinthe; witness, hid recognized the Bor- perature;
ery should help out the mills with old
dereau as
his own
becoming high.

c

|

CONDITION OF THE STRIKE

The blackboard

was

Prof.KOrimaud

•

SON,

end here, but, since I nm interrupted, I
will continue.”
The presiding judge here remarked:
“I will ask you to use different language
than that, which is discourteous.”
M. Laborle thereupon intervened, asking the presiding judge to order silence
in the court, pointing out that the lawyers were
lollowing the evidence with
the olosest attention.
“I am convinced,” M. Frank resumed,
‘‘that the writer of the Bordereau has a
German mind.”
The witness concluded with predicting
that some day it would be recognized
that the Bordereau was not written by INTEREST
Dreyfus, which remark was greeted with

I_I
HALF-SIZE BOTTLES,

50C._

Washington, February
for Wednesday for Maine,
shire

Vermont:

and

14.—Forecast

Hampprobably
or night;

New

Snow

clearing Wednesday afternoon
colder; easterly gales shifting
westerly.

to

north-

Local Wcottier Report.

Portland, Me.,

Feb.

15.—The

loca-

weather bureau office records as to

the

follows:
8 a. m. Barometer 29.811: ThermomHumidity 93;
eter 32; DewPoint 81:
Wind SW; Velocity 3; Weather cloudy.
weather

are

as

8 p. m. Barometer 29.568; Thermometer 30; Dew Point .30; Humidity 94;
Wind NW; Veloeirv 14; Weather lt.snow.
Mean
daily therm. 32; maximum
vetherm, 35; minimum therm, 30; max.
locity, wind 12 S; total precipitation, .15

The Lewiston district Ministerial
business
at
its
Association
at
Bethel
Tuesday,
meeting
elected J. A. Corey of Auburn, presi-

dent;

I). B. Holt of

Bridgton,

vice

presi-

dent; T. P. Baker of Mechanic Falls,
secretary, and It. A. ltich of Buckfield,
treasurer.
Tbe Boston

aggregates

a

firemen’s relief fund now

trifle

over

$35,000.

at perfect liberty to employ counsel
if they choso.
william
Cunnana, president of the
Weavers’ Protective Association, asked if
the manufacturers were to be present.
Chairman Leach said he understood
the manufacturers would bo present only
by counsel,
whereupon Mr. Cunnano
said that he' did not think the weavers
would be present unless the manufacturers were also
present.;
It was understood that the manufacturers ^should be present later, and the
operatives wilt have the same opportunity to cross-examine them that is now
given to tho counsel for the Arkwright
club.
The weavers did not appear to like the
turn affairs had taken, and their delegation left thelhall in a body.
John Waldron, secretary of the Carders
Union, said there was no attempt made
by a majority of the cloth mills of this
city to live up to the particulars bill. Ho
stated the law as it affects the carders.
He knew places where the posted particulars had not been ohanged in six months,
while the work had been cbnnwteu a number of times.
The speeder tenders are
supposed to be paid by the hanks they
turn off, but as a matter of lact Mr. WalWithin ten
dron said, they are not.
years, Mr. Waldron said, the method of
has
changed considrunning machinery
erably, so that the number of operatives
Ten years ago a
required Is much less.
card would produce 250 pounds of cotton
a week. Today the production is between
600 and 700 pounds for a single carding
machine.
The
wages of carders during the ten
years has decreased with an Increase of
the product.
Mr. Waliron quoted the
highest prices he knows in the card
room.
These are as follows:
Picker-tenders, $0.67 per week; speedertenders, $5.45 per week; drawing-frametenders, $4.25 per week; slubbers, $7 to
With relation to slub$7.50 per week.
bers, he said that within the past three
in wages has been
reduction
the
years
forty per cent to his personal knowledge.
On “intermediates,” which are run by
women, Mr. Waldron said that ten years
ago the help thought they were poorly
Now they
paid if they got $12 a week.
were

lUlUft

IIUCJ

ua»o

nti uvn

w

MAINE BLOWN UP.

single thing operating against them,
except the shortening of hours. We admit
and we admit long hours
low wages

are

the conditions of
living in the South among mill help
much
worse than they are in the north.
tho
are cheaper in
Necessities of life
and rent costs less. Clothing is
South
not much less expensive. A noticeable
thing about Southern mill help is their
lack of energy. An operative in.the South
works about two-thirds of tho timo, und
a*good many of them will positively not
work when they get a little money until
it is gone. The Southern mills average
about 66
hours a week. In Massachuhas about reached top
setts
the speed
notch, while the speed.might bo increased
not likely that the
in the South.
It is
Southern mills can ever meet tho speed
here, for climatic conditions will operate
against it.
Mr. Ross was questioned by Mr. Reed
concerning the strike In a Georgia mill.
Mr.
Ross
thought that as soon as the
Southern help is organized they will be
quicker to resort to strikes than the
Northern operatives.
As there were no weavers or loom Oxers
machinery.
the hearing was adjourned until
present
Senator Towle asked if tho cause of the
10.30 Wednesday. S
strike could not he lnid
to two or three
WILL
OPERATIVES
old mills in Fall River. Mr. Cook re- AUGUSTA
WORK.
plied that in his opinion if Fall River
had not accepted the ten per cent reducAugusta, February 15.—There is very
tion he did not think tnat New Bedford little
probability that the operatives at
Mr. Cook said that tho
would hav6 struck.
Edwards Manufacturing company,
the highest number of yarns spun in New cotton mill here will strike unless the rest
Bedford at the present time is 170 S to of the New
England mills are shut down.
140 S, and the lower 4 S to 5 S. Mr. Ross
S40
that
the
A STRIKE.
runs
number
1
S
AGAINST
explained
yards to the pound; number 3 S twicea
Mass., February 15.—The
Araesbury,
840 yards to the pound; number 100
sentiment among the textile operatives
hundred times 840 to the pound and so on. here is
against a general strike. There
To Miiton Reid, counsel for the Ark- being no
organization in this town it
wright club, Mr. Cook said that the follows that there would be no strike for
in
spinners have to work for low wages
sympathetic purposes.
He could not tell where
the old mills.
Bedare
more
New
than
in
paid
spinners
ANOTHER
DISASTER IN PITTSford, although he knew there were such
BURG.
There' is very little difference
places.
in New Bedford and Fall River.
So far
Pittsburg,Pa., February 15.—The south
wall of the Union Storage
company
as he knew, the new scale of
wages goes
the building which was destroyed by lire last
into effect very uniformly all over
o’clock
11
he
after
section. To Mr. Ross, Mr. Cook Baid
Wednesday, fell shortly
knew of places where it cost the mills today.
about
A number of
more to spin yarn than in the mills of
boys were at play
the ruins and it is believed that at least
New Bedford.
and
live
were
wall
this
Mr. CulliDane of the committee at
caught by the falling
point commented on the presence of Mr. ftr® buried under the debris,
Reed as the counsel for the manufactur- fc I wo persons, Samuel Lewis, a colored
ers.
Mr. Donohue of the committee said man, and Charles Cramer, a boy, were
if the operatives had known the mills taken out.
They are not dangerously
were to be represented by counsel that hurt.
Young Cramer said a number of
his companions were caught under the
preswould
have
counsel
had
their
they
°
ent. Chairman Leach said that all sidas wall.

brought

It Is

a

as

they

shore.

on

Gen.‘Solano and

terrible sight.

generals

other

have been ordered by Capt.

possible.
correspondent of the Associated

in every way

crew

The

Battleship Totally Destroyed In Havana
Harbor Last Night.

Press was

Dear

the Maine In one

of

the

boats of the cruiser Alfonso XIH.and was
the wounded, who corrob-

others of

seen

orate the* statement

first inter-

of those

viewed that they were already asleep when
the explosion oconrred.

Captain Sigsbee says the explosion
curred in the bow of the vessel. He
ceived a wound in the head.

ocre-

Orders wero

given to the other officers to save themselves as best they could. The latter who
literally thrown from their bunks In

were

their
orders

night clothing gave the necessary
with great self
possession and

bravery.
Maine

11.30 p. in., the

At

continues

burning.
The first theory was that there had been

preliminary explosion in the
(magazine) with powder

a

Barbara

Santa
or

dy-

namite below water.
believes that

Admiral Manterola
of

explosion

was

hurled over the navy

was

a

the

grenade shell that

first

yard.

commander of the Maine, Capt.
is a favorite in the navy department. For four years he was chl6f of the
hydrographic office and by his energy
The

Sigsbee,

up the office to
to get so

brought
He

lucky

was

a high standard.
important'a ship

the Malre, considering his actual rank
which is that of a commander, but immediately justified the department's judgselection by
ment in the
running his

as

ship straight into a dock In New York
harbor to avoid running down a packed
boat.

excursion

His officers are also

a

lot, including Lieut. Commander
Richard Wainwright, Lieuts C. F. Hol-

good

Hcod and C. W. Younger,
man, John
lieutenants (junior grade), C. W. Blew,
J. T. Blaudin, F. W. Jenkins; Cadets J.
Amos
T. Culverius,
W.
H. Holden,
D. F. Boyd, Jr.; Surgeon
Bronson and
J. G. Heneberger; Paymaster C. W. Littlefield, Chief Engineer C. P. Howell,
Passed Assistant Engineer F. C. Bowers,
Assistant Engineers J. R. Norris and
R.
Merritt; Cadet Engineers Pope
Washington and Arthur Grenshaw, Chaplain J. P. Chidwick and Lieutenant of
D.

Marines A. W. Catlin,
The Maine is a second class battleship,
the keel of which was laid down in the
Brooklyn uavv yard in 1888. She is of
6,03-3 tons displacemJ ;t witl a net tonnage of 3,120; length, 318 feet; breadth,
67 feet; mean draught, 21 feet 0 inches;
with indicated horse power of 9,293, and
estimated speed of 17.45 knots. Sho cost
*2,503,000. Her side armor is of 12-inch
nickel stee! and her turret 15-inch, with

One Hundred of the Crew Believed Te
Be Killed.

main turrets equipped with two ten-inch
inguns each. Her secondard batteries
clude seven
rapid lire six-pounders of
The Maine was attached
the same kind.
to the North Atlantio squadron immedi-

ately after being placed in commission.
The Maine had a steel hull and a comof 87-ljruen.; Of the two offiers
unaccounted for Fred W. Jonks, cadet,
was
appointed from Pennsylvania on
September 28, 1882, became an ensign
July I, 1888, has seen nine years sea-service and overjfive yeas shoro duty. He was

plement

of the

Explanation

MTo

Terrible Disaster

Country--:?!any

Has Yet Beached This

south. We olaim,however,that the Southlaborer is the better paid in accordance with the work done. Mr. Ross
stated figures to back up his,comparisons
of the Northern and Southern laborer.
The Arkwright club cites Charlotte as
an
example of Southern competition.
This puts the argument of the manufacturers' in the strongest possible light as
the average age of the mills in that city
is only about! six years. An investigation
recently made does not bear out
what the manufacturers have claimed and
the
figures from other sources do not
agree with those whichithe mill men have
Rnec

nrnnnrlfid.

giving aid,

Blanco to take stops to help the Mulne'g

ern

given.
m,.

are

firemen

attending carefully to the wounded

they get $10

a

ha*

uuu

01

Havana

The

»»"V..

a week, and the prices range
downward from $10 to $8. In response to
a member of the committee, Mr. Waldron
said that card room help requires to be
just as skilled a laborer as the man who
runs a pair of mules.
Secretary Ross
shook his head in doubt at this. The only
Waldron
which Mr.
recommendation
would offer would bo the enforcement of
the laws of the present time and was in
law.
favor of the national short hour
He thought the condition of the operaThe
sweatthan
formerly.
tives Is worse
shops of New York are no worse than the
New Bedford mills, he snkl.
Representative Ross said that in most
lines wages are higer than they were 15
years ago. In the cotton trade this is not
“In 1881 there was a reduction of 10
so.
per cent in wages. In the same year
there was a reduction of tho mule spinners of 8 per cent; in 1895 there was another cut down of 10 per cent. Thore have
been advaneos so that the amount of the
reduction has been reduced. In 1894 after
a
coma strike of six weeks there was
promise of 5 per cent on a reduction of 10
per cent. At the present time the wages
are 20 per cent lower than they were in
These
1888.
figures may not be absolutely correct, but they approximate the
exact condition.
“Millmen admit that the present reducthem. The mation will not bonefit
chinery is run at the highest possible
If the reduction goes into effect,
spthe buyer will demand all that the manufacturer has taken from the operatives
and in a few weeks the advantage of the
out down would be lost. The market is
glutted and nothing is gained by forc=
ing lower cost goods upon it.
The Fall River men give as the cause
of the situation lower wages and longer
the South and legislative rehour3 in
striction in the North. Mr. Kos9 thought
be
restrictive legislation might
that
dropped out of the argument.
An adjournment for dinner was taken
at this point. When the hearing was reopened in the afternoon there was a larggreater proporer delegation present, the
tion of whom were women. Representative Ross resumed his presentation of
tho case of the
operatives’ case. None
manufacturers have pointed out
of the

k.and

t>

“tDijam/o

MISCELLANEOUS,

CENTS.—

_

Are Said to Have Been Killed and

to the Maine on September 17,
Darwin R,
1895. Assistant Engineer
was appointed from Iowa and
Merritt
became a naval cadet on September 10,
lsuirUe iervetf cn the Indiana previous,
to being assigned to tho Maine.

assigned

In-

Secre-

jured—Capt. Sigsbee Telegraphs

tary Long and Asks That Eight House

SPANIARDS WANT TO FIGHT.
February 15.—A special deo,‘
spatch from Madrid, says the populace
that city are greatly enraged owing to ths
beliet that the Spanish cabinet has apol-

[Key West—Spanish
Officers Doing What Then Can to Help
Tenders be Sent

to

Ha-

—Wildest Excitement Prevails in

nnnaidnrpd

London,

nwi'/pd

vana.

make

February 15.—At

Havana,

plosion took place

are

quarter

a

terrible exthe United

All the

wounded.

or

Spanish

cruiser Alfonso XIII.

As yet the oause of the ex-

assisting.

plosion

board

on

killed

were

boats of the

a

Maine in Havana harbor.

cruiser

States

Many

evening

o’clock this

of ten

is not

The wounded

apparent.

sailors of the Maine

are

anable to

explain

Navy Department thinks it possible that

destroyed.
The explosion

they

The

windows

the

whole city.

broken

were

in

all the

The

were on

time

correspondent- of the Associated tents

were

Press says he has conversed

with

several

sailors and understands

of the wounded

Bhore at the time of the

Stated

The popu-

a

demonstration. In conclusion the

ac-

the food pure,
wholesome and delicious,

Royal makes

cident. The secretary of the navy reoeived
another despntoh from Key West at the
same

houses.

the United

despatch says- The people pr fer war tc
thinking that Spain will,
apology,
!
“Spanish office!s, representatives of an
suffer the least thereby as war would b€
and
me
with
now
express
Blanco
Gen.
exceedingly disastrous to the large commerce of the United States.”
sympathy.
CASE AGAINST DAUNTLESS DIS(Signed)
MISSED.
“SIGSBEE.”
New Orleans, February 15.—-On motioE
The officers referred to in the above are: of District Attorney Gueley, in the Unit*
ed States court of appeals, the proceedFred W. Jenkins and Assistant Engineer
ings against the alleged Cuban fiilbusterProer Dauntless were today dismissed.
Darwin R. Merritt.
will be continued against the
ceeding
the
of
the
despatch
From the wording
Dauntless in tho Florida court.

it as it believed that the orulser is totally
shook

frn

lace, the despatch adds, are bitter*? op*
po3ed to such a course and are exceedingly hostile to the government and may

with the above, but its
not mado

public.

for the lighthouse tenders

The orders

at once sent to Key West

were

g

con-

in

plain

that
explosion took place language,
from
use of cipher.
arisen
the
have
would
can
so
that
they
while they were asleep
Paymaster Charles W. Littlefield who is
give no particulars as to the cause.
given in the list of the officers on the
Washington, February 15,—The Secre- Maine has recently been replaced by Paytary of the Navy received the following master Ryan. He is now in Washington.
telegram from Capt. Sigsbee:
Havana, February 16.—The wildest con“Maine blown up in Havana harbor,
The
Havana.
in
0.40, and destroyed. Many wounded and sternation prevails
thus

from them that the

doubtless
Wounded

more
and

drowned.

and

killed

others

board

on

wharves

Spanish people.

man-of-war an! Ward line steamer. Send

aro

It is

curred in

a

avoiding

the delay

crowded with thousands
believed the; explosion

Binall

oi

oc-

powder magazine.

remains
quarter of 11 o'clock what
Captain
still
burning.
is
Maine
of
the
crew and few
pieces of equipment still
have been
Sigsbee and the other officers
above water. No one bad other clothes
lot of the
ovor
that
saved. It is estimatd
than those upon him.

light house tenders

“Public

Key West for

A11

a

suspended

Jenkins and Merritt not yet

accounted for.

At

crew were killed, but it is impossible
to give exact details.
yet
officers believed

opinion should be

till further report.
to be saved.

from

Admiral
boats

of all

Mantorala

has

i

POWDER

Absolute!/ Pur©

as

ordered that

kinds should go to the

ROYAL BAKING POWCCR
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SALE OF KANSAS PACIFIC.

Spirited

Discussion of

Question
Senate Yesterday.

HARRIS

AIR.

DENOUNCED

ia

PRES-

ENT PLAN OF SALE OF ROAD.

3lr. Foralrer

Explains

Convinced

is

Committee

(

is

That the

lteorganization

That

Proposed

President!

to

Pay All lload

Worth—A Busy Bay in the Bouse.

Washington,February 15.—A resolution
of inquiry offered yesterday by Mr.Harris
of Kansas, precipitated a spirrited discussion of the Pacific railroad question
In the Senate today. The resolution called
upon the attorney general for the casous
which induced him to abandon his plan
of redeeming the first mortgage bonds of

attorney general. Referring to a
petition from a London banking firm,
read as a part of Mr. Harris’s remarks,
which contained evidence'that there was
trouble between reorganization commithe
tee and those whom they represented,
said that when rogues foil out, honest
were
uues.
men
likely to get their
“That is a consummation duvoutedly
to be wished,” exclaimed Mr. Harris.
“When those thieves fall out perhaps
the United States will get its dues.”
Mr. Gear, continuing, regarded as the
greatest plume in the cap of the present
administration the fact that it received
10;> cents on every dollar of the Union
Pacific indebtedness.
48
“Then why is it willing to accept
cents on the dollar of the Kansas Pacino
indebtedness?” inquired Mr. Morgan.
replied Mr.
“I don’t know That it is,
to the

»

Gear.
“But if it is, it is perhaps because the
road is worth only 48 cents on the dollar.
sitMr. Korakor of Ohio, discussed the
uation as it hod been viewed by the PreThe President asked Congress to
sident
sale of
givo him authority to enter the
the Kansas Pacific as a bidder, hut ConThe final
had taken no notion.
gress
offer made by the reorganization comrehad
President
evidently
mittee. the
garded as reasonably satisfactory. Senators might differ with the Pre3idont as
to the value of the property, but he had
consulted many well informed persons
and felt that In receiving the full'amonnt
Pnciflc
debt, less than
of the Kansas
the interest, he was doing very well.

the Kansas Pacific branch of the Union
Mr. Gear moved that the resolution be
Pacific and having the road operated by
referred to the committee on Pacifio railMr. Harris denounced the
reoeiver.
a
roads. Pending the voto on this motion,
present plan to sell the road at the bid Mr. Turpie deolured that au effort was
deas
committee
being made by the reorganization comof the
reorganization
mittee to
recoup out of the Kansas Pafrauding the government of something cific sale what
it was compelled to pay for
than $0,000,000. Mr. Forakev of the Union Pacific main line In addition
mote
of
the
taken
view
the
it
had
to
what
Ohio,
explained
expected to pay. He mainbranch
matter by tho administration, showing tained that the Kansas Pacific
was necessary to the owners of the main
the President was convinced the reorgaand that they were compelled to
lino
committee proposed to pay for
nization
the branch road.
purchase
view of this fact they ought to he
In
the noad all that it was worth. The resothe six millions of interest
lution was filially passed in an amended forced to pay
due.
form.
Mr. Turpie then offering the following
resolution and asked that it He over until tomorrow:
Washington, February 15.—Mr. Pettns
“Resolved, as the opinion of the Senate
sale of the Kansas Pacifio diof Alabama offered and secured tho pas- that the
Presi- vision of the Union Pacific railroad made
sage of a resolution requesting the
ought not to be confirmed excert
dent, if not incompatible with the public today ft., terms that the original claim
interest,to inform the fc'enato what action and tho interest thereupon due to the
has been taken in ‘reference to the mur- United States from said railroad comtho Kansas Pacific division be
der of Segundo H. Lopez, a citizen of the pany of
in full by die bidders.”
United States on the 11th of April, 18%, paid
to refer tho resolumotion
Gear's
Mr.
in the district, of San Diego del Valla tion to the Pacific Railroad company was
Senate and the motion
Maguerralla, Cuba, by armed soldiers of submitted to 19the
Was defeated to 34. Two verbal amendSpain, commanded by Col. Estrich.
were agreed to,
Chandler
Mr.
ments
by
The resolution introduced yesterday by and the resolution was adopted without
the
AtOn motion of Mr. Chandler
Mr. Harris of Kansas, directing
division.
in- the preamble was then stricken from the
torney General to furnish tho Senate
The resolution as adopted
to thojagreement reached resolution.
as
formation
read ns follows:
the
with
reorganizaby the government
Resolved, That the Attorney General is
if he has
tion committee of the Union Pacific rail- directed to inform the Senate
the Kansas authorized the abandonment of his exroad coiiii-iay, concerning
tho first
redeem
intention to
Pacific branch, was laid before the Sen- pressed
by the Union
mortgage bond3 issued
diviseastern
ate.
Paciflo railroad company,
Paoifio division of
Mr. Chandler, said ho had^io,objection ion now the Kansas
Pacific railway, and ask a
of the. Union
to the resolution, but did not approve
postponement of the sale thereof and for
the preamble which included a press de- the appointment of a receiver therefore
in the interests of the government of the
spatch.
and also ii he has authoMr. Harris replied that he might not United States,
rized an agreement by which said properinsist on the preamble after he had made
for the faoe value of the
sold
ty is to bo
The Union Pacific, he said, subsidy
bonds resulting in a loss to the
a statement.
amount of six milfor a long time had attempted to influ- government of the
six hundred and twenty-four thouence Congress and officials of the admin- lions,
and seventy dollars,
hundred
one
istration to scale down the debt of that sand,
has agreed not to
about oO per and if the government
the
to
government
company
be a bidder at the said sale.”
Until a year ago last January, the
tent.
A bill making Rockland, Me., a subAt that
company had been unsuccessful.
for entry was passed.
with
port
an
made
arrangement
timo they
At 2.30 p. m., on motion of Mr. Davis
Mr. Cleveland's administration by which
Senate went into executive session.
to he disposed of with a the
the road was
After the executive session the report
loss to the government of about {iJS.OOO,of the Attorney.: General on the Harrjs
00U. Mr. Harris then outlined the reason
resolution was read. Several bills of miwhy that arrangement was not carried nor importance were then passed. The
was
sentiment
Public
effect.
into
Senate at 5.85 p. in., adjourned.
aroused from Maine to California, the
demand of the people, he said, being that
they should not be swindled out of the
BUSY DAY IN THE HOUSEenormous sum mentioned.
came
administration
Devoted toSBlllg Under Call of ComTime
the
When
present
into
power the question was grappled
mitteefl.
with and the government finally obtained
15.—The House
Pacific
Union
February
from
the
Washington.
overy cent due
/
on the main lino.
in a busy day. The time was devoted
put
“We were ail very glad,” said Mr. Har- to the consideration of bills and joint resris, “that the government received its
olutions presented under the call of comjust due and nobody bus moro cordially
congratulated the present administration mittees and sixteen of more or less pubthan I UDon the successful negotiation of lic importance were passed.
that transaction.”
An order was also entered by unaniIt was also hoped, Mr. Harris said, that
the full value mous consent for the consideration of the
would
tho

government

get

duo of the debt from the Kansas Pacific
branch. In case the reorganization comshould decline to pay tho full
mittee
amount- due—about gl5.GOO,OCO—it was
the understanding that the government
would redeem the first mortgage bonds
and have tho road operated by a receiver.
A
competent receiver would show the
value oi the property, which Mr. Harris
believed was
quite §3'1,000,000 The reorganization committee, h said, had evidentiv succeeded in obtaining from the
iittornov general such concessions as had
tho Associated Press
been out lined in
to
dispatches and the government was
stvnd idly by and see the enormous sum
The
of $6,700,000 of interest sacrificed.
value of property, Mr. Harris thought,
wan a most imnortant consideration.
Bv the reorganisation committee and
by tho Union pacific officials an effort
had been made to minimize the value of
the road. “It is particularly significant,”
“that the statements
said Mr. Harrisof the reoigi'iiir.rlion committee and the
Pacific regarding
Union
officials of' lhi
of tho main line have been
the value
subsequent events to be unproved by
true.
said by the Senator
“As was once
from Missouri (Vest), ‘When they speak
they lie, and when they aro silent they
1

steal.’

■

Mr. Harris discussed the value of the
t.insas Pacific road and said that having been a civil engineer of the line, his
evidence was that of an expert. He said
during the last 11 years the line had
earned an amount equal to 4 per cent on
Ho further said that on the
£30,000,000.
the attorney general had
5th instant
agreed to redeem the first mortgage
have the road operated by
to
and
bonds
This arrangement,, Mr. Hara receiver.
was perfectly satisfactory to
ris said,
those for whom he spoke, but the intention of the Attorney General to abandon
that plan and let the road go with a
lose t the government of nearly $?,080,on:>, was not only a surprise to him and
others, bat absolutely unsatisfactory.
Mr. Harris maintained that tho Kansas
Pacific road was worth the last cent of
the government’s claim and it ought to
Le demanded by the attorney general.
Mr. Morgan, referring to the effort to
pass a bill in tho Senate giving powers-to
administration to become a bidder
the
lor the Kansas Pacific railroad, said that
the Senate ought to take the measure up
and pass it. Whether it would pass the congestion whlcti sometimes takes place in
the other branch of Congress,he could not
say. It would be possible, however, thus
to demonstrate whether there was a power in ilte Ilor.si of Hi presentatives which
would stand in tho way of the proposed
to save tho people of
measure intended
tho country nearly seven million dollars.
“Political parties will sometimes permit robberies. They will swallow the
consequences of those robberies without
a
strain, but the people a ill not allow
themselves to l e juggled ■- ith, whatever
may do,” concluded
political parties
Mr. Moreau.
Mr.
obj' Ctcd rot only to the preamble of the resolution, but also to the
of
tho
resolution, as discourteous
wording

view of ths explanation, Mr
that
Dingley submitted to Mr. Cooney
he acoordle withdraw his motion, which
:ow.

HAD TO HUSTLE TO WIN.

In

Mr Pavno, Republican of Bow York,
ihairman of the ooramittee on merchant
*°
called
marine,
up the Senate S'11
emend the navigation laws of the united
States.
Mr. Payne explained that ,the bill had
been prepared by the trade and was designed solely to proteot onr sea coast trade
ilong the Paoiiic coast with Alaska.
Mr. Dingley said the pending bill was
lesigned to oarry out the traditional poll;y of the government of restricting our
;oast wise carrying trado to American
without
The bill was passed
vessels.
division.
A bill presented by the committee on
merchant marine and fisheries was
rassed amending the law relating to the
licensing of mates of ocean and river

liockLuids (lave the Home Team

■

sideration.
Mr. Williams, Democrat of Mississippi,
suggested that the debate be extended
The suggestion was acuntil March S.
cepted and the order was entered.
Mr. Loud then called up a bill reported
by his committee requiring prepayment
of postage on all first class mail matter.
Mr
Clark, Republican of Iowa, exbeen prepared at
plained that the bill hadoffice
department*
the instance of the post

other classes of mail matters were
All
latter class,
prepaid savo that in theinstance
for a
which was carried in each
on
such
due
single postage. The postage
the
at
be
to
paid
was
letters
supposed
was not
point of delivery, but much of it
collected and the government suffered a
icvuuuo.

The prinoipal critioism brought against
the measure by Mr. W. A. Stone, Repubwas
lican of Pennsylvania, and others
that a letter whloh by the inadvertence of
would
not
fully
was
prepaid
the sender
office. He thought
go to the dead letter
the government would lose quite as much
at
as it does now by holding up the letter
the point of sending and besides cause
A
much more annoyance to the people.
lette" now always went direct to its destiamendment
nation. Under the proposed
reach their desmany letters would never
The
tination or get back to the senders.

Coiintv

aillSv

Notary Pnblie,
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally
acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials, free
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists. 75c.
Hall’s Family Fills are the bets.

and

ar.il oo1:.
a

John
more

disastrous defeat. That goal tender is
oil right and is the making of the Hooklands. John Allen had his eyes wide open
and oovered himself with
last night

All

Easy Sailing—Lincoln May Go To
lllockland and O'Malley Come Here.

Portland—Campbell and Curtis, rushers: McKay, centre; Turnbull, half book;

They Settled Bowu to Good Solid

Then

Work

and

This

lifter

Happened

"Was

Allen, goal; Linooln, substitute.
Hockland—O’ Malley and Murphy, rushers; Perry, centre; (iendreau, half back;
John Smith, goal.
Goal. Won by. Rush by. Caged by.Time.
8.31
1— Kookland, Campbell, Perry,
Murphy, 4.35
2— Hockland, Murphy,
Limt.
O’Malley,
6.16
Curtis,
3— Portland,
Murphy,
Murphy,Ftociilands were onejgoal in the,lead and 4— Portland,
Campbell, Campbell, 5.15
1.08
home team
:he
Campbell, Curtis,
was not playing in its 5— Portland,
.14
Campbell, Turnbull,
asuari good form.
More
than this the 6— Portland,
Campbell,-Limit
for
all
were
Etockdandsjwere hmstling
they
Score, Portland, 4; Hockland, 2. Foul,
worth and John Smith in the ItookJand Murphy. Stops,
Allen, 32; Smith, 38.
goal, was stopping every drive which Referee. Kelley. Timer, Dyer, faoorer,
Those who staid away from last night’s
nolo,,game beoauae they thought it would
36 an
easy one for the home team, were
lever
more mistaken in their lives.
It
was
not an easy one.
Jjt was about the
lardest looking show for the game at the
snd of the seoond period of any whioh
las
been seen here. At this timo the

made at the cage.
Taking it all in
it was
a
very interesting game to
witness and the crowd of 700 persons were
given their^money a worth of fun.
was

A. S. Marr.

When the game began it was very evident that the Portland team was not in
The
the best
of shape.
weak
point
seemed to he fJurtils who.'since his in inrv
ago, has not been
could not
get down to good solid work. Campbell
worked like a tiger, but alone and withsome

time

playing polo^and consequently

out much help from
Cnrtis in the first
he ccxild not accomplish
two periods
much.
It was a decided surprise to the
spectators last night when Rockland won
One of these was
the
first two goalis.

Attendance,'JOO.

BATH, 6; LEWISTON,

ill

received

2.

a uaru
Bath, neoruary
fought and an exciting game of polo here
tonight which resulted in a victory for
the home team by a score of 6 to 2. Lewlost a goal on fouls. J. Mooney,
iston
McGilvray and Murtaugh played admirably. Summary:
Bath—J. Mooney, McGilvray, rushers;
E.:;Mooney, centre; Murtaugh, half back;
Burgess, goal.
Walton, rushers;
Lewiston—Tarrant,
Fitzgeral, centre; Furbush, half hack;
White, goal.
Goal. Wonilby. Rush by. Caged by. Time.
6.40
1— Lewiston, Tarrant, Tarrant,
J. Mooney, McGilvray, .25
2— Bath,
J. Mooney, J. Mooney, 5.40
3— Bath,
io.—xnere

was

Murtaugh-Limit

_

“Bradley-Martin”

to Curtis in front of the Rock land
Frontier Expedition Characterized over
on deck and with a
Curtis was
cage.
Veninre.*’
an
as
“Inglorious
quick stroke drove it into the Rockland
winning Portland’s first goal.
London, February 15.—Continuing the cage,
to the This delighted the crowd and the old
debate on the address in reply
man
was
Portland
given a round of
speech from the throne, in the House of
cheers for his work. But after this RookH.
Herbert
Mr.
today,
Commons
land seemed to be outplaying us again.
Asquith, Liberal, described the Indian
Curtis is not used to the team work, and
frontier
expedtlon as being “one of the
the remainderuf the period Campmost inglorious adventures in tho annals during
had to dojifabout all the hustling.
bell
House
the
asked
and
of Great Britain,”
was getting his fighting blood up
to declare the war a “violation of sound McKay
the condemnation and played a savage game. Many interdeserved
which
policy
scrimmages oocurred between
esting
of the legislature.
and McKay in whioh the Portfor
the
Murphy
secretary
The Parliamentary
land man usually came out on top. John
H.

be

arranged today

or

tomorrow.

Indian

foroign office, Goorge

Curson, pointed

out

ARBITRATE RAILROAD STRIKES.
Washington, February 15.—The Sen-

ate committe on education and labor deunanimous vote to report
cided by a
favorably the bill prepared by the trainof tho country and recently intromen
Senate by Senator Kyle,
duced in the
providing forjthe arbitration of railroad
strikes by a board of arbitration to be
ohosen by the strikers and the interstate
commerce commission.

SMALL POX EPIDEMIC.

Ky., February 15.—Small
been
declared epidemic here.
pox lias
cases.
are £9
All saloons and
There
are
closed. No loitering
public schools
on the streets is allowed.
The mails are
fumigated and surrounding towns are
olosed against Middlasboro.
Middlehoro,

IN

THE GRAND

CIRCUIT.

Rigby Track Will Participate in Great
National Series of Races.

Detroit,Mich., February 15.—The

stewof the Grand Trotting Circuit at
annual meeting today admitted
their
Buffalo and Portland, Me., to memberfor races and total
The dates
ship.

ards

purses fixed are

as

follows:

Detroit, July 18, $50,000; Cleveland,
July 85, $40,000; Columbus, August 2,
$30,000; Ft. Wayne, Augusta. $25,000;
Buffalo, August 16, $30,000; Glens Falls,
Readville, August
August 23, *30,000;
Turnbull played his fine blooking game 80, $40,006; Haitford. September 6, $40,Portland.
000
18, $35,000, Total
September.
times
and
many
prevented
throughont
purses, $320,000.
the Rocklands from getting another goal
TROTTERS SOLD AT AUCTION.
by his prompt .work with his stiok. It
would be a funny game, indeed, in which
New York, February 15.—A consignTurnbull did not work like a fiend .from ment ol trotters and pacers from the Saginaw stock fahn went under the hammer
beginning to end.
1
Wm.
at Madison Square Garden today.
The second period was a lively one for
B. Fasig & Co., had charge of the sale.
John Smith and he made some of the The famous
sire Spinx attracted the
was sold for 58500 to
prettiest stops seen here in a good while. most attention, and
H. Spear of New Haven. Spinx
The ease with which this veteran kicks George
has a record of 8.20 1-2, and at the close
t ho ball
out of his cage is a wonderful
the
of 1897, was the sirs of 54 in
list,
had 23 stops in this number for his age, 14 years, that has
Smith
see.
to
sight
lead ed by two other horses only.
had 10.
Allen
been
anti
period
is by Eleouonaer-Sprite.
In the last period It was do or die with Spinx
Portland team. They saw defeat
INVADERS WERE ROUTED.
siaring them in the face and the way
February 15.—Minister
Washington,
they got down to good solid work was Corea hns informed the stato department
to
see.
a
has
received
that he
cablegram from
worth going a good ways
the Greater Republic and
of
The Portlands kept up the fast gait the Diet
the* Prpeidpnt nf
f.hA KtAfA nf Nioa.
whilo tho Rocklands began to show the
rauga informing him that the invaders
work.
hard
distina fow days since
of
that
state
Campbell
effects
Who entered
been utterly routed fand that conguished himself in this period by liis hard have
the republic is still at peace, all
drives, rapid plays and fine juggling. He sequently
inhabitants being engaged in their

the

won

the second

goal

for Portland and tied

elegant shot from the
tho
Then
Curtis, who
side of the hall.
stuck to the cage like a leech, caught one
score

on

of the

usual occupations.

an

hard drives ; and sent it
of Campbell’s
home into the Rockland cage like a shot
It was well done and
out of a cannon.
once more the crowd yelled its approval,
'Then
for Portland had taken the lead.
John Turnbull’s turn. Every one
Portland team has mado a goal
this season excepting Turnbull. He has
played a craok-a-jack game throughout,
came
on

the

LINEMAN KILLED.
Hartford, Conn., February 15.—Geo.
Davis, uged 32, single, a lineman in the
employ of the Hartford eleotrie light comon a pole near the
pany. while working
station, this afternoon, got a
power
shook which resulted in his death 10 minlay
utes after, receiving 1000 volts. He
aoross the wires after receiving the shook
taken
down
his
associates.
was
by
and
WORKED MOJO.

Philadelphia,February 15.—John Mojo,
but has devoted himself more particular- said to be the proprietor of a saloon and
restaurant on Bird nvonue, New York,
tho
ly to the defenso than to his aggressive was fleeced out of $2000 by threo confichance and
work. Last night he got
men who workod a orooked faro
dence
by a long drive caught .Smith off his
on him in this city last night. Ono
first goal.
his
It
game
was
landed
and
guard
tho last

one

made

Dangerous Use

of

t

ills

Republican Caucuses Held

in the game and it

Strong Purgatives.

MAYORALTY

CUE

ot the swindlers is now under arrest and
the police are looking for the others.
MEDUSA A

WRECK.

Calcutta, February 15.—The steamer
Medusa went ashore at Cocos Isiands

QUESTION

A

STABBED IN THE SHOULDER.

HINGES ON WARD TWO.

Cutting Affair

on

Central Wharf

Cast

Night.
Hr.

Moulton

■

"Mayor

Carries

Thre»__Ward«_

i»avls Three
Two

-With

and

lrelegates

Unpledged—Question

of Al-

A Norwegian was tho victim of a stabbing affray at Central wharf, about 12.30
this morning, and as result got an ugly

Large May Enter Into Con-

cut

nominate candidates for alderwarden, and ward clerks, and to
nen,
ihose three delegates to attend the mayordry convention Thursday evening at the

the

derman at

New

Discovery,

but

Not

a

Latent

Medicine.
\

in the shoulder.

The

man

who

was

bleeding profusely from the wound came
test.
up town and taking a hack at the United
to the residence
States hotel was
Last evening the Republicans of Deer- of Dr. Connellan driving
on
Congress street.
ward The doctor took a
in tbeir several
ng assembled
couple of stitches in

Dr. Redwell relates an interesting account of what ha considers a remarkable
cure of acute stomach trouble and chroniy
dyspepsia by the use of the new disoovery,
Stuart's Dyspepsia Tablets.
He says: The patient was a man who
bad suffered to my knowledge for years
with
dyspepsia.
Everything he ate
seemed to tour and create acid and gases
in the stomach; he had pains like rheumatism in the back, shoulder blades and
limbs, fullness and distress after eating
poor appetite and loss of flesh; the heart
became affected, causing palpitation and
sleeplessness at night.
1 gave him powerful nerve tonics and
blood remedies, but to no purpose. A6 an
experiment 1 llnally bought a fifty cent
package of Stuart’s Dyspepsia Tablets at
and
a drug store
gavo them to him.
Almost immediate relief was given and
after he had used four boxes he was to
all appearances fully cured.
There was no more acidity or sour watery risings, no bloating after meals, the
appetite was vigorous and he ha* gained
between 10 end 12 pounds in weight of

wound hut found that it was not
be serious.
The fellow refused to give his name,
or
that of his assailant. He also refused
to say what the quarrel was over, or anyA general com- thing more about it than that it occurred
)ity eonucil chamber.
He did say,
down on one the wharves.
nlttee of threa members in each ward
however, that an hour after tho quarrel
conwere also chosen to attend a general
took plaoe he met his assailant in another
tention on Thursday evening at the close part of the town and “did him up” with
club. At the police station nothing was
>f the mayoralty convention, to nominate
known about the affair more than thnt
and
auditor
an
at
'our aldermen
large,
man’s name was Ole Peterson and
the
worked for Megquire and Jones, the braFS
jhree members of the school committae.
ountiers.
f
SOilU,,iit'.UlLJiy UCEll
The cancuses were well attended and
There had been a wedding during the
Although Stuart’s Dyspepsia Tablets
n
wards four and five were the largest evening and the friends of the couple had are advertised and sold In drug stores yet
nominations
them a most valuable addition
where
a
the
I
consider
hired the hall at Central wharf
iver held. The interest in
of the event. to any physician’s lino of
remedies, as
icntered in wards two, four, five and six. dance was given in honor
the ball, and it was they are perfectly harmless and can he
Peterson attended
Ward three has been counted as solid for during the festivities that the row
ocgiven to children or invalids or in any
Ihe stab- condition of the stomaoh with
perfect
Davis, while five has been considered an curred in which he was cut.
a
M
ard
done
with
jack safetv, being harmless and containing
bing was appparently
>ven chance for either candidate.
but vegetable and fruit essences,
nothing
'our has been pronounced for Moulton, knife._
pure pepsin and Golden Seal.
LEFT MONEY TO CHURCH.
»nd it was anticipated that in ward six,
Without any question they are the safest
a
effective cure for indigestion, bilthat
majormost
large
Ur. MouRod’s ward,
Bath, February 15.—The peculiar featiousness, constipation and all derangety would be rolled up in favor of the ure of the will of Maroelllna Lubec, ments of the stomach however slight or
which has been offered for probate here,
lelegates favorable to him.
is tho suhjeot of a hearing now in pro- severe.
In wards one, 'three and seven, wards
Stuart’s Dyspepsia Tablets are sold by
gress. Mrs. Lubec died last Deecember
at fifty cents for
IJOTO
UWU
and out off her heir, Wm. Sprague, a son druggists everywhere
1 lUUV
full sized package.
Javis, there was soaroely any opposition, by her first marriage, with $50, leaving
cf tho property, value!
the remainder
n ward three where Mayor Davis resides,
ASK YOUK
perhaps at $7000, to the Central church,
\ere was no other ticket in the Held, and
of whioh A. F. JDunnels is pastor. The
oonvenwas
relative
to
Mrs.
tho
to
he delegates
mayoralty
testimony today
her condition at the time
for a geuerou3
ion were chosen unanimously for him. Luheo’s life and
made the will.
10 CENT
dele- she
n wards four and Hve the Moulton
TKIATj size.
i gates received large majorities, but in six
$2000 FIRE AT BATH.
Mr. Moulton’s ward, the delegates favorBath, February 15.—Shortly after one ELY’S CREAM BALM
ible to him received a majority of but o’clock
Tuesday morning Policeman Mer- contains
no
cocaine,
1 iix votes.
rill discovered a fire on the third floor of mercdry nor any other
The nominations in the several wards Torrey Roller Bushing Works on Com- injurious drug.
It i? quickly Absorbed.
mercial street. The blaze had made much
•esulted as follows:
Gives Belief at once.
headway in the foundry department
Ward one, Alderman, Frank E. Tiuo; when seen by the officers who gave an It opens and cleanses the
Nasal Passages.
warden, C. O. Waite; clerk, Wallace C. alarm. The prompt work of the departAllays inflammation.
ment held the blaze within the walls of
to
convenBestores
mayoralty
Heals and protects tile Membrane.
Knapp; delegates
It is the second fire
the foundry room.
No Cocaine
the eases of Taste and Smell.
W. P. Osborn, W. C. Knapp, E.
tion.
within three weeks, and No Mercury, No Injurious drug. Full size 50c.
at the works,
The same delegates were apparently started in the same spot, near
a. Hanson.
Half size lOe; at druggists or by mail.
The loss is placed at ELY BROTHEBS. 56 Warren St., New York
the smelting pots.
’hose1- to attend the general convention.
Insured.
Ward two, alderman, Charles H. Car- $2000.
THE LATTIMER MASSACRE.
tier; warden, Abner Lowell; clerk, Frank MAN KILLED UN CANADIAN PACIFIC.
Wallace; delegates to mayoralty convenContinuation of Trial of Sheriff Martin
tion, George W.Gross, Bradbury Hawkes,
and His Deputies.
Calais, February 15.—James Murphy of
!V. H. Hawkes; delegates to general con- Marysville, N. B., was struck by C. P.
nine
o’clock
Frias
the
W.
R. engine
train,
tention, R. B. Low, Clarence Hatch,
Wilkesbarre, Pa., February 15.—It was
day night, was coming into St. Stephen.
H. Hawkes.
One hand two o’clock before the court opened for
was instantly killed.
Murphy
Herbert B.
Ward three,
alderman,
was cut off and the man’s brains were the trial of Sheriff Martin and his depuSeal; wurden, Elmer Varney; clerk, John distributed all along the track. It is not ties charged with killing of the Lattimer
known how he camo to be on the track. strikers. The morning session was abanconTurner, Jr.; delegates to mayoralty
Coroner Ross held an inquest Tuesday doned on account of this being election
tention, Myron E. Moore, Ira F. Tib- after noon.
The first witness called was John
dav.
jetts, A. A. Stevens; delegates to generHe told about the march to
I’latak.
tl convention, Thomas S. Files, FrederMAN.
DEATH OF SKOWHEGAN
West Hazel ton and said that the sheriff
When
his revolver freely.
W.
flourished
ck Jones, George
Leighton.
15.— R-nson
February
Skowhegan,
if the sheriff did any shooting he
In ward four the voting for alderman H. Tufts, who was taken ill while en asked
said: “Ho had the revolver, but what he
tho contest being between route from Skowhegan to Madison on tho
was exciting,
did with it I could not say.”
the
Weston
died
at
electrics Wednesday,
of • Platek
cross-examination
Mr. George E. Smith and Wyer P. Ayer,
The
house in
Madison, Tuesday morning,
the Harwood
The ballot reBrought out the faot that order
the present incumbent.
February 15th, from kidney trouble, aged men
of their
stopped work upon the
sulted In the nomination of Mr. Smith 55 years. Mr. Tufts was a well known
bosses, who said that as soou as the Alcone
or
more
The
other horseman, always keeping
strikers approached they should
by a majority of one vote.
He has been a Adoo
good horses in his stable.
The .McAdoo strikers
leave the colliery.
jfficers chosen were as j follows: Warden, resident of
Skowhegan for many years.
said
He also
were armed with sticks.
Edward Brown; clerk, A. C. Chapman;
he had
committeemen
the
of
that as one
SPAIN.
DISCUSS
DIDN’T
lelegates to mayoralty convention, J. N.
postponed going over to Lattimer alone,
Bead, Chauncey R. Berry, Charles T.
Washington, February 15.—Contrary to but one of the strikers said they would
if he didn’t, so he went with
Joodwin. The same delegates were chosen common exportation the Cabinet meeting beat him
did not discuss the De Lome letter the crowd.
today
convention.
tor the general
The attendance was small a Casper Wishniski sworo that the sheriff
in any aspect.
Ward
five, alderman, Hanson Clay; and there was little business transacted. fired the first shot and the man he fired
warden, John H. Card; clerk, A.F‘ Hill; SeoretarySherman who is one of tho most at fell.
When asked to pick out the deputies
¥. regular attendants was reported to be
lelegates to mayoralty convention
confined to his home by a cold. Secretary who did the shooting at Lattimer he indiElmer
F.
F.
Charles
York,
Later he said he
[j. Tower,
Alger is at Fort Monroe convalescing cated sixteen of them.
Hill; delegates to general convention, F. from his severe illness; Secretary Bliss is did not mean that they were shooting,
in but that they were there.
H. Thompson, A. F. Hill, Scott Wilson. in Now York and Secretary Gage
said he was shot in the
While there was no discussion
John Bunk
Ward six, alderman, Jabez M. Lane; Chicago
of the relations with Spain, the members head while two hundred yards away from
E.
FredS.
Eben
The
ball carried away the
Rand; clerk,
warden,
of the Cabinet, one and all, are entire- the deputies.
Marsh; delegates to mayoralty conven- ly satisfied with the situation, and expect bone alongside the head.
that advices that are expected at almost
tion, S. A. Packard, J. H. Davis, H.
YORK COUNTY FA IB BARKED.
any moment fromMadrid which may bring
H. White; delegates to the general con- news of the ending of tho episode in a
February 15.—Chairman
Baltimore,
R.
to
C.
W.
be
the
E.
will
C.
Small,
that
satisfactory
Allen,
tention,
manner
Mott of theVracing board L. A. W., issued
to
and
States
Spain.
United
V. Hersey.
today a bulletin which contains the folWard seven, alderman, Waiter Fickett;
AMERICAN FRUIT IN GERMA N Y. lowing:
Applications for national circuit sancO’Brion; clerk, J. G.
warden, E. C.
tv_i;«
UnVirn rtr
IS
Rfilphcvan
tions "ill be received until: A1 arch 15,
to
convenmayoralty
lohnson; delegates
will be made up. No
zeiger is about to publish the instructions when the circuit
tion, G. M. Jacobs, E. M. Thombs, Fre- for carrying out the degree regulating the application will be considered that does
that at least one
statement
fruit.
The
a
Bremen
not contain
The same delegates were imports of American
nan Go wen.
race
Senate has already published instructions provisional national championship
iliosen for the general convention.
oonh
tlav
(find
,‘13 ITU1DV IHDTO
going into effect yesterday and other ports
the
the
stands
from
in
which
matter
As the
delegates
desire)
as the promoters
and revenue stations will follow snit.
4150.
wards one, three and soven are instructed
Contraventions of the restrictions an: first prize will not he less than
confiscation of the goods
The York County Agricultural society
to vote for Mayor Davis, while tho dele- punishable by
Infractions of and H. R. Jordan of Diddeford, will bo
a fine of 1000 marks.
rates in
wards four. Hve and six are in- and
the polico regulations are punishable by refused further sanctions.
Tho a fine of sixty marks.
itruoted for Augustus F. Moulton.
YEARS.
ward two were uninConsul Pettit has notified the United NOBLE LORD GETS FIVE
lelegates from
embassy of delay in the admission
London, February 15.-In the central
itructed, but Messrs. Bradbury and W. States wastes used in the Rheinland or
Lord William
court today,
of fruit
criminal
H. Hawkes are generally understood to
marks of this fruit
fourth son of the Marquis of
NoviU,
jellies. A million
on trial,
In favor of endorsing Mr. Moulton’s waste was imported in 1S97.
je
AbegavenDV, who was placed
charged with fraud, in connection with
:andidacy.
"FOUGHT TO DRAW.'
the suit of “Sam” Lewis, the money
J The question of apportioning ward two
lo.—Timmy lender, against Lieut. Spencer, Clay of
February
Cleveland,
me of tho aldermen at large is liable to
to recover $1Kearney and Eddie Connolly, fought 20 the Second Life Guards,
mter Into tho contest at the time of the rounds at the Central armory tonight, 113 duo on two promissory notes, cashed
of fraud,
Tho friends of baseball player McKean,acting as referee. bv Lord Nevill, pleaded guilty
mayoralty convention.
hard fought and very but claimed be was not guilty of forgery.
for The contest was
both men are confident of success
livo
to
years penal
Connolly He was sentenced
aggressive fighting was done.
;heir respective candidates, and the may- was unable to get in a powerful blow servitude.
bis
be
an
Interout.
The
to
convention
to
lay
opponent
promises
oralty
enough
a draw.
HELPING CHRIS OUT.
esting one. Mayor Davis and Mr. Moul- light was declared
15.—President
February
Louis,
St.
ton tho rival candidates for the nominaFROZEN TO DEATH.
Browns has
■
Muc'kenfuss of the St. Louis needed
tion are both opposed to annexation.
to get
Daniel Snow an inmate of the Sol- raised $2000 of the $4000
the baseball magnate
diers’ Home at Togus and a member of Cris Von der Ahe,
With
this
money
Tho members of Hose 3,Morrills corner, Co. D., was found dead, Sunday after- out of the Pittsburg.
Mr. Glover, Von der Ahe’s
held a successful ball last evening in Red noon. Mr. Snow who was considered one in his pocket,
to Pittsburg where he
has
in
gone
the
treasurer's
olerks
office,
attorney
Men’s hall, Morrills corner. The ball was of the best
effect a compromise with the
went to Randolph, Saturday, and, proba- hopes to
well attended by members of the other
are prosecuting Von der Ahe.
bly missing the train, started to walk men who
ladder
lose and hook and
companies, as back.
MOVEMENTS OF WARSHIPS.
While Walter Morgan and some friends
A special
□so friends of the company.
were going over the railroad track, SunWashington,
February 15.—The U. S.
jar left the hall at the close of the dance
day, they found Snow lying near a rock S. Montgomery sailed yesterday from
for the accommodation of tho Woodfords about one mile from the Home
and reAntonio,
Port
Jamaica, where she had
ind Portland friends.
police. They at gone for coal, for San Domingo, where
ported it to the Home
the
found
scene
and
the
to
went
once
The regular, monthly meeting of the
The vessel is
she should arrive today.
It was removed to the quardead body.
now on her way back to Key West, and
□coring school corumttoo will be held on ters where an examination was made.
not
that
she
will again
is
it
thought
Wednesday evening. The annual report
It was found that death was caused I
touch at any of the Cuban ports en route,
am
been
ho
drinking
will
bo
committee
the
at
having
if
this exposure,
presented
iltiiough her orders afford full liberty to
t
to proceed, lay down and went
her commander to do so if he sees fit.
meeting by Mr. F. E. C. Robbins, tho unable While
in this condition, the exsleep.
The Marblehead
arrived yesterday ai
secretory of the board, on behalf of tho treme coldness overcame him and lie perNew Orleans to honor the city during the
sommittee.
ished. He was about 55 years of age.
Mardi Gras festivities.
Residents on the line of tho Deoring
THIS MODERN WAV.
PRACTISING UP.
railroad are agitating tho question of free
to
Commends itself to the well informed
transfers with tho city lines and have
February 16.—The Japu
Yokohama,
was
do pleasantly and effectually what
fleet is still maneeuverirg in Japa
presented to tho directors a petition to formerly done In the crudest manner and nese waters.
the sys- nese
The petitioners think that
I hat effect.
disagreeably as well. To cleanse
headaches, anil
favorable action would bo in lino with tem and break up colds,
ONE DAY
a TO CUKE A COLD IN
fi vers without unpleasant after effects,
previous action of the directors and are use the delightful liquid laxative rein- Take Laxative I’.romo Quinine Tablets. Al
be
Made by California druggists rofund the money if it fails to to cun
expecting that the petition will
edy, Syrup of Figs
esc. The genuine has L. B. Q. on each tablet*
Fig Syrup Co.
•ooms to

Pills and purgatives which act
in tho Indian ocean, and has become a
upon the bowels, irritate wreok. The fate of the passengers and
mucous
The Medusa beand destroy the
linings crew is notthementioned.
Austrian
to
steamship
of the stomach and bowels. A longed and hailed from Lloyd
.Trieste.
company
continued use of such remedies
ANCIENT church burned.'”""
inflames the stomach and bowels.
The use of the genuine imported
Rockland, February 15.—Word just refrom South Xhomaston states that
Carlsbad Sprudel Salt is highly ceived
old Baptist church has been struok
and set on lire and will be
recommended because its action the
by lightning
is due solely to its solvent and a total loss. The edifice Is 110 years old
oldest church anywhere in this
stimulating properties, without and the
section._
stomach.
the
Best
reirritating
CALAIS THAWING OUT.
sults are obtained when out-door
February 15.—The river is clear
exercise can be had. Obtain the fCalais,
within |an eighth of a milo of
ice to
steamboat wharf.
granted.
genuine imported article only.
the upper

quickly

Last

Evening.

from

The summary:

made by Perry on a hot drive from the 4— Lewiston, Tarrant,
4.35
Tarrant,
Limit
J. Mooney,middle of the hall which caught John
1.40
J.
Mooney,
McGilvray,
5—
Bath,
Allen off his guard. The second goal was
i»
J. Mooney, McGilvray, 1.55
(3—Bath.
bill was recommitted
on
a
of
clever
made
the
assent
very
pass
by Murphy
J. Mooney, J. Mooney, 3.45
A bill was passed giving
7— Bath,
J. Mooney, J. Mooney, 3.80
the government to a change of the com- by Perry. During this first period Turn- 8— Bath,
and the
States
United
Limit
the
J. Mooney,-—
between
pact
bull and McKay had their hands fuff and
State of Arkansas asked for by the legisLewiston, 2.
Stops,
Bath,
6;
Score,
mado
and
very
O'MaJley
things
the
Murphy
to
permit
aplature of said state so as
42.
Fouls, Tarrant,
The first period ! Was Burgess, 25; White,
proceeds of the public lively for them,
portionment of the sohool
Referee, SnowMoGilvray 2, Furbush.
purposes.
of
The
lands for common
odds
in ,.fa\*or
Rockland.
Timer. Fields. Attendance, 678.
by all
man.
Mr. Dalzell, Republican of Pennsylva- 11
stops made by Allen and the eight
nia asked for a modification of the order
POLO LEAGUE STANDING.
for the consideration of the bankruptcy made by Smith shows about the way in
Won. Lost. P. C.
bill (which begins tomorrow) by which which the ball was travelling during the
the final vote should be taken on Satur- firstd5 minutes.
34
24
JS00
B^
as
originally
day Instead of Monday,
24
.600
36
In the seoond period >the Portland team Lewiston,
that
the
understanding
with
ordered,
30
.508
31
Portland,
a private bill day. The
be
wake
some
six
minto
should
For.
up.
began
Monday
303
37
24
Kookland,
modification of the order was agreed to.
or more both teams were playing
utes
POLO NOTES.
A bill was passed empowering registers
scientiCto polo with plenty of
and receivers of general land offices to good, clean,
The Forest'Citys had an off night and
good passes on both sides and as fine de- were defeated by the South Portlands by
issue subpoenas; and compel attendance.
statute
A bill was passed repealing the
fensive work as any which has been seen a score of 7 to 0.
proof of loyalty by in recent games. Curtis was doing much
requring affirmative or
Manager Bird of Rockland has long deland warrants.
the holders of bounty
sired to secure the services of Lincoln,
The Speaker appointed Messrs. Payne, better in this period aind seemed to be get- who hns
played polo for a few nights on
Sayers, Demo- ting back into his old-fashioned style. t e Rockland
Republican of New York,
team and made a hit there.
of
tho
Columbian
directors
crat of Texas,
hard work Turnbull Manager Burnham has agreed to let Linsome very
After
dumb.
and
deaf
for
the
Institute
and O’Malley got into a lively scrimmage coln go to Rockland, providing that playAt 5 o’clock the House adjourned.
er is willing to make the change, on conin the corner and both of them fell down.
dition that Manager Bird give O’Malloy
McKay stole the ball and by one of his to Portland in exchange. The deal has
THE GOVERNMENT CRITICIZEDwill
passes, put the hall not yet been made, but it probably

..

State of Ohio, city of Toledo, i
f ss.
Lucas County.
Frank J. chkney makes oath that be is the
senior partner of the lirm of F. .1. Cheney &
Co
doing business ill the City of Toledo,
and State aforesaid, and that said firm
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLIES for each and every case of Catarrh
be cured by the use of Hall’s
cannot
that
Catarrh Cure.
Frank J. Cheney.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
A. D. 1&8G.
December,
this
Gthdayof
presence,
A. W. GLEASON,

\..iy

Curtis will work woll with Campbell
after he has had a little more practice,
but the same old fault of plaoiug the
ball and then shooting at the oage after
oareful aim still clings to him. This
a
triok is all right in polo as it was played
first of the season, but in tho
here the
present fast game it is a foolieh| thing
for any man to attempt. Curtis will he
man for Portland if he oan
a valuable
only rid himself of this fault.

FIRST TWO PERIODS.

that Russia had advanced to tho Oxus
and that it was impossible from Great
Britain to allow a gap to remain in her
northwestern frontier.
It was neoessary to recognize that, howobever, desirious Russia might be to
her
on Saturday instead of Monday, as ar- serve
obligations, cirouuistancee
Among the bills might be too strong for her. She stood on
ranged last week.
of Afghanistan which Great
the borders
__3_I’ho
passed today were the following:
to amend the navigation Emir had said:
Senate bill
“England and Afghanlaws relating to the coastwise triple; to istan are as one house with one wall. Are
mine in dew'-"»
your soldiers going to join
ftinona ice uiws rewtiug w
fense of that wall?”
the
safely
to better control and promote
Mr. Curseon added that it was necesof national banks by inhibiting loans to sary therefore, that communications with
while no
officers, directors or employes without the the frontier be kept open a and,
sane man would propose to go beyond
directors
the
cf
of
a
majority
approval
the mountain barrier, yet the two passes
and to amend the law relating to the traversing the range must he secured.
and
ocean
river
the foreign relation of tho
Moreovar,
licensing of mates oil
frontier tribes must bo controlled, assursteamers.
their good conduct must be obances of
and it was vitally necessary to
In tho House today Mr. Cooney, Demo- tained,
with
enter into confidential relations
crat of Missouri, rising to a question of
them. The frontier officers, continued
privilege, called attention to the fnctj that Mr. Cureson, would be carefully selected
introduced by him
a resolution of inquiry
and if their work was successful the
December 14, calling upon the Secretary
would be
“brought willingly
statement and tribes
tho
for
of the Treasury
wear our uniform
our rule, will
under
accounting of tho receiver of the First and for a valuable recruiting for the InNational bank of Sedalia, Mo., which
and currency dian army, for the resources within India
was referred to the banking
1
are less plentiful than formerly.”
committee, had not been reported back.
Mr. Lawson Walton’s admendment to
Under the rules, a resolutiou of inquiry
discussed by
the address was further
not reported upon within seven days is
Vernon Harcourt, Liberal
He moved that the commit- Sir William
privileged.
°
in the House who criticised the
tee on
banking and currency be dis- leader
of government’s policy in India, and by
charged from the further consideration
Mr. Arthur J. Balfour, government leadtho resolution.
the House who defended that poliMr. Dingier,
Republican of Maine, er inafter
which the amendment was remade the point of order that much of tho cy;
a vote of 311 against £08.
in format ion called for by the resolution jected by
did not come within the rule.
Mr. Jonhson, Republican of Indiana,
AGAINST THE ODELL BILL.
bankon behalf of the sub-committee on
committee
nud
having
currency
Washington,
February 15.—By a vote of
ing
charge cf the resolution, resented thS im- 10 to 3, the House committee on military
plied charge of dereliction cf duty upon affairs today refused to report favorably
He said the Odell hill authorizing any denominar lie part of the sub-committee.
the resolution had been submitted to the tion. sect or religion to erect a building
on any military
Secretary of the Treasury and tho con- for religious worship
of tho currency for their opin- reservation in tho country. Mr. Mahnney
troller
ion as to the propriety of reporting on the later introduced a resolution in the House
Action upon it had been de- directing tho secretary of war to remove
resolution.
layed. Ho thought the sub-committee, immediately all religious edifices from
was
takon by the House, all military reservations in the United
if no action
would report upon the resolution tomor- States.

Loud hill relating to second class mail
matter on March 1, 2 and 3, and the order for the consideration of the bankruptwas modcy bill, which begins tomorrow
ified so that tho final votes shall be t aken

listless

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Democratic city committee are to
mill their caucuses this evening at eight
The mayoralty convention will
/clock.
jo Isold Thursday evening, February 17th,
n the
city council chamber at Wood--'
lords.
issued by Mr. and
Cards have been
Sfomaeh
au<l
Mrs.
Charles Jackson announcing the From
Dyspepsia
narriago of tiieir son, James- Henry
Trouble
laoksori, to Miss Eva Mae Holmes, Monlay evening, February 28, at their home
103 Gray street.
AND PERMA"
A party of the employes of Hoopor, Son INSTANTLY RELIEVED
NENTLY CURED.
fc Leighton are to enjoy a supper and
;oclal this evening at Riverton cafe.
_

glory.

PORTLANDS WERE OUTPLAYED IN

Republican of California
committee on post offioes and
post roads, called up the bill to make it
lawful to transmit through the mails private postal cards with a one cent stamp
The bill was passed.
iffixed
Mr. Loud then stated that it was very
act soon
important that the House should
Dn
the bill relating to a revision of the
law relating o second class mail matter
office appropriation bill was
is the post
the
being held up pending the decision ofthat
House on that measure. He asked
March 1st and 2nd be devoted to its con-

m

a

Lively Evening.

the

toes

of

Smith saved the Hock lands liotn

Loud,

conslnerame

t"i.

a

steamers.

Mr.
[rom

gave Portland a lead of two. Hockland
began to qnit the contest. Murphy got
njrlv -Tvl sulked a little, Perry played in

auuawuvu

deep enough to

—-

Druggist

,,

Ttnri

■

MISCELLANEOUS._

ANTI-ANNEXATION.

_

To the Editor of the Press:
We were somewhat^astonished that our
his recent article,
friend Progress in
whioh appeared In the PRESS of the 8th

MAINE

Items of interest Gathered

pondents

by

Correa*

of tho Frets.

FREEPORT.

inst., should descend from the high plane
South Freeport Feb. 15—This is a time
of fair and candid discussion of this of
BRAND
drinks
general good health among our people.
COMMONWEALTH
inlike MOCHA and JAVA. question to the low level of slurring
£ The thaw has taken nearly all the Ice
COMMONWEALTH BRAND is warrant- sinuations and charges of questionable
out of.the river below this landing.
His
ed pure Coffee.
Au ounce
W. M. Soule is in Portland attending
methods pursued by his opponents.
of gold for every ounce of
should
court as juryman.
that this discussion
pleas
frequent
adulteration found in this
It is reported that the Elbridge Mitchell
of perbe kept free from all semblance
brand.
has been sold to Massachusetts parinsinuations place
ties who wtiljoocupy it the coming spring.
sonal abuse or derogatory
at
himself,
Mrs.
Nellie Soule and
Mrs. Halio P.
wasted—on
been
seem to have
Soule went to South Boston Saturday to
least.

COMMONWEALTH

thor

is

BRAND

oughlv cleaned, roasted
and ground and packed
when warm in one pound
sealed cans, thereby retaining all the aroma and

flavor so much desired in a
good cup of coffee.

COFFEE
COMMONWEALTH BRAND is always
uniform and will suit the
most

particular taste.

CENTS
PER
POUND

Every Grocer Sells

I
I

Try it.

it.
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I have over Two Thousand pieces of Silverware
that I shall sell at lower
prices than ever offered for
first class goods in this city.
The goods are made by
Wm.
Rogers, (Simpson.
Hail & Miller), Rogers &
Bro., Pairpoint & Towle

companies.
Here

are

few of

a

the

prices:
Tea

I
1

f|I

1
f

1

Spoons

Desert

per set 1-2 doz.

39c

Spoons,

per set,

Table

Spoons,

1-2

per set, 1-2

$1-79

doz.,

Desert Knives. 1-2 doz.,

$1.39
Medium

Knives,

1-2 doz.,

$1,49
Gravy Ladles, 50 to 75c

Soup

1

$1.59 §

doz.,

and Oyster Ladles,

$1.50 to 2.50

1

i

I
I
1
fr

|

Berry Spoons,
@9c to $1.69 I
U

Pie Knives.

99c

to

$1.50 I

And hundreds of others

1

fancy pieces the latest patterns and very pretty.

|

We Slave a lot of broken
Tea Sets, such as Tea and
Coffee Pots, Cream Pitch-

I

egi

Bowis, Spoon

i

Holders and Butter Dishes
These goods will be sold at
1 cost to close them out.

1

1

1

U ers,

|j

Sugar

gj

I

I
I

avllno* SHtrAV*
We have over 500 pieces
925Silver,
of Sterling
We
make a
1000 line.
straight 25 per cent rednc
tionou every article and we
stock
to
have a splendid
select from.

Sterling Isa Spoons,
$2.79

I

i

|
|i

I
1

I

per 1-2 tloz.

great bargain.
Every article is

|

A

|

gaaran
teed to be satisfactory or I
Sale opens E
money back.

1

WEDNESDAY

HORNING
and continues until

1

LI U Li

March

IS H

IVSONUIVIE^IT SQ.
Open evenings.

1
I

I

1

L.
the article attend the funeral of their cousin Mrs,
In fact the whole tone of
A. Welch which occurred Sunday.
They
not found
returned Sunday night. Mrs. Welch has
seemed to indicate that he had
60 tena- for several
years spent a portion of each
the position of the annexationist
that there summer with her relatives h3ie and had
ble as he had anticipated and
hi* mind become quite well known to our people.
was
something rankling in
Our sohools olosed last week with the
him to carry usual
whioh made it difficult for
public exercises. The South gramdiscussion. mar and primary sohools united in preon a calm and unimpassioned
senting a very pleasing programme FriHis arguments from the beginning sugday afternoon, consisting of reoitations
efforts of an attorney and
labored
the
songs, which were much enjoyed by
gest
side of the the many triends
present. Following are
whose client has the weak
results of a sincere the names of pupils who were not absent
case, rather than the
the
winter
term: Grammar school
what during
conviction of a oitlzen advocating
—Carroll G. Soule, Mellie G. Plummer.
of
interests
best
Edith A. Huston, Majorie Soule, Alice
he believes to be. for the
B. Waite, Nellie B.
he lives.
Brown. {Primary
the community in whioh
honored school—Loris A. Kilby, Mabel B. Johnourself
highly
We considered
Mlnta
L.
son,
Fogg,
May
form
Allen, Carroll
last week on receiving in pamphlet
B. Allen, Willie E. Allen, Oscar Anderserial articles on this
a compilation of the
Paul
M.
Huston.
in son,
question which have already appeared
The new vestry has just
received its
the sigthe columns of the PRESS over
and is to be dedicated
touches,
finishing
as
saem
nature of Progress. It would
18. The services
ex- Friday evening, Feb.
though new arguments and modes of
and we are expected to bo very interesting and all
pression had failed the author
attend.
invited
to
are
hnve the old matter rehashed and served
under
WINDHAM.
appropriate
up in pamphlet form
headings.
Windham Center, Feb. 15—Miss Emma
entertained
We have also been highly
Webb is visiting friends in Gorham.
some
recently jby being permitted to read
Bliss Alice Nichols, of South Windham,
of the arguments pro and con on tbe is stopping at Mr. Winslow Hawkes’s this
question of annexation when it came up
tor settlement in 1890 and 1891. Surely
Both Mr. and Sirs. Daniel Tukey ore
tUCIO IB
confined to the house with severe colds, g
then
The same arguments were used
Several new books have recently been
that we now hear so ardently urged on added to the library at the Center
and
either side, although in many cases the others will be added later.
Mr.
advocates have changed positions.
Mrs. Louisa Sturgis spent several days
Progress says, that noarly all the argu- at Mr. Elijah Cook’s last week.
ments then used against annexation oan
There will be a box supper at the town
but it would
now be used in its favor,
Friday evening, of this week.
hall,
to
the
truth
say
seem to us far nearer
The graduating class of the High sohool
used
then
the
all
that nearly
arguments
will hold their exercises at the Windham
In favor can now be used against. The Hill church Thursday afternoon, Blaroh
town business had got too large to be ad3d,at 1.30 p. m.
vantageously handled under the town sys-a
At the Baptist church Sunday, a combecome
has
tem, and since Uaering
mittee consisting ^of Mr. Wm. Hall ami
in
made
been
has
oity, rapid progress
Mrs. D. R. Tukey was appointed to solicwere
the suffering
supplying all those thingsofwhich
it money for the aid of
which was
then laoklng, and the lack
Cubaus.
an
as
argument
then so strongly urged
Mrs. Francis Hill Is visiting her daughin favor of annexation. The fire alarm, ter, Mrs. Albert Rogers.
and lire department, sewers, sidewalks,
GRAY.
oleotrio lights, better water servioe, are
further than
Dry Mills, Feb. 15.—One of the best
now no longer lacking and
that Diy Mills
that we believe that greater advanoe will schools closed last Friday
lines in the has had for a loDg time. It was taught
be made aloDg these same
with
of
Miss
Lillian
Windham,
Cobb,
next ten years, if Bearing remains an in- by
own Miss Susie Pennell of Gray assistant.
dependent city and manages her
Cobb is an old experienced teacher,
business, than if she becomes the suburbs Missone
of the very best. This was Miss
and
of Greater Portland.
at teaching, and
The financial condition of the two cities Pennell’s first attempt
re- she bids fair to to make a very successful
was then as now the subject which
is the programme
ceived the greatest share of attention from teacher. The following
that was rendered
both sides. Portland's flnanoial condi- of the school exhibition
order
Friday evening, Feb. 11.
tion then as today furnished exceptional in perfect
Devotional Exercises,
opportunities for the mathematicai;experts
Musio.
to prove all sorts of confounding proposiAda Witham
A Pnpil’s Farewell .,
tlons.
Portland s The Old Couple,
Josie Goff
That same comparison of
of
ten
years Music—Graphophone.
debt of the present with that
showed
in
1891
Mabel
Nason
which
Dolly’s I<esson,
previous was made
of $2,000,000 Not Reported,
Villa Verrill
a decrease from that of 1881
or as the enthusiastiojannexationist pointDialogue—George Washington.
Earle Nason, Harry McDonald, Frank
ed out a reduction of $200,009 a year
more
ten
for
Mabel
years
which if continued
Thompson, Bessie Burns,
debt and
would wipe oat Portland's
Nason, Ray McDonald, Blanche
Berry, Luke Leavitt, Josie Goff,
jDeering’s too, if annexed.
Allie Thompson, Clarence Goff
But notwithstanding such proof of the
then
was
Portland
which
in
Carrie
Thompson, Charlie
rapid manner
remains
still
debt
her
enough
Quint, Bertie Verrill,
reducing
seven years later for the annexationists
Ralph Dow, John
Adams.
to make another ten year toreoast. The
as
so
good
not
is
Musio
quite
showing todav
Mabel Foster
in 1891, as in the last ten years the an- In a Cuban Cell,
nexationists can only show a reduction Curfew Must Not Ring, Tonight,
it
but
Blanche Cummings.
of $1,700,009 or $170,000 a year,
answers their purpose quite as well, for Musio
for
ten
Bertie Verrill
is
rate
that
up
If
kept
Wanted,
Boys
they say
be out of doht, In Good CompanyH. C. Marsdeu.
years longer Portland will
in
any Musio—Grapbapbone.
whioh no one will deny, but to
case is
Dialouge—Six Little Marks from School,
way imply that such will be the
and such a gross Archie Quint, Lester Mace, Clark Verso manifestly unfair,
rill, Earle Quint, Harry McDonperversion of what the facts actually
ald, Ernest Verrill.
show that when we find a person making
to
be
allowed
must
we
The Rising of 1776,
Flugone Fester
such a statement,
lacks When Papa was a Boy,
Clarence Goff
draw the inference that he eithfcr
Roy McDonald
common sense or else he wilfully intends Vacation Time,
to deceive and mislead.
M8ic—Graphophone.
inference Betty and the Bear.
Luke Leavitt
As a matter of history the
that the annexationist of 1891 would have pialogue—Trials of a School Teacher,
Xena Verrill and John Adams
had us draw that Portland would continue to pay off her debt at the rate of Music—Graphophone.
near
in
Mabel Foster.
where
or
any
Valediotory,
$290,000 per year,
that ratio, has been so entirely disproven
The rain and warm weather has settled
by the history of the past seven years that the enow a good deal and made the snow
annexationist of so soft in the roads that it is dangerous
wo
wonder that the
today had the courage to seriously ad- travelling where the snow is deep.
vance a similar suggestion.
Mr. Charles Goff of Durham, was in
1-____

nnn

------

Cntfiiwv ooirin thn intMtisp

in the market

valuo of the gas stock and P. and O.
stock, the printed reports of the City of
Portland show that since 1891 Portland’s
debt has not been reduced by payments
from her tax roeeipts and other ordinary
income bnt a littlo over $200,000 in six
years, instead of $200,000 per year.
Our friend Progress suggests that it
will not be denied that Portland during
the present year has reduced her debt
$89,000. Will Mr. Progress deny that tho
an
reports of the city of Portland show
increase in her gross debt from March 31st
that
and
1836 to March 31st 1897 of $42,600
of $89,000 of which he
this reduction
speaks, was only made possible by carryover to next year $65,000 of the cost of

ing
building Tukey’s bridge.

The annexationist of 1891 said, look at
and Deerlng
the tax rates of Portland
since 1884. In that time Portland has reduced hers from $25.00 to $19.00 while
Deerlng has increased hers from $14.00 to
$18.00. This will go on, they said, and
in a few years Deering’s tax rate will far
exoeed that of Portland. But what have
been the facts? Since that time Portland’s
tax rate instead of further decreasing has
gone up to $20.80 while Deering’s instead
of increasing has dropped to $17.00. As
1891 has
a prophet, the annexationist of
not proven a shining success.
The annexationist of today cries, “At
the end of next year Deerlng will be within $50,000 of that
dreaded 5
per cent
nut they havo
never suggested
limit.
that when she beoame a city in 1892, she
was within $50,000 of that same 6 per cent
limit, and that when she became a town,
if the figures given by Progress are correct, she was within
$30,000 of that
“dreaded 5 per cent limit.” Evidently
all this fuss about the prospeot tor higher
taxes in Deerlng in the future is just as
worthy of consideration os it was in 1891.
The past has shown that the annexationists were wrong then, and the future will
prove that they are wrong now.
ANN T.
In a recent letter from Washington,
D. C., to an old friend, Alajor (4. A.
Studer, for twenty years United States
“While at
Consul at Singapore, says:
Des Moines I became acquainted with a
known
as
Pain
Chamberlain’s
liniment
Balm, which I found excellent against
rheumatism as well as against soreness
of the throat and chest (giving me much
I had a touch of
eas;er breathing).
pneumonia early this week, and two apfreely applied to the throat
plications relieved
me of it at once.
I
and chest
would not be without it for anything.”
W.
D.
Heseltir.e
&
Co., 387
For sale by
Congress street; Edward W. Stevens, 107
S.
P^aymond,CumPortland street; King
berland Mills; Win. Oxnard, 921 ConH.
P.
S.
Goold,
street;
Congress
gress

Square Hotel.

Monday.
Walter Frank, who has been at work at
Gorham, N. H. has returned home.
West Gray Feb. 15.—Mrs. Emma Libby
wife of George Libby .residents of Dutton,

town

U1DU

toij

nuuuvuij

—-

her usual health at 5
o’clook p. m., when she was stricken
with paralysis, and died in about two
hours. She was about 45 years old, and
was a very estimable woman, and will no
greatly missed by all, and especially by
the husband and only daughter, who
with many other relatives, are left to
mourn her sudden death.
Capt. E. L. Field is in Washington.
Thomas G. Whitney Is visiting friends
in Casco.
Mrs. Eugene Allen has been quite sick,
but is better at this writing.
Miss Edith Alien and Maria H. Alien
have closed their sohools at Fast and
North Cray respectively, and are now at
their homes in West Cray.
Owing to the unfavorable weather the
graphophone entertainment, which was
advertised for last Saturday night, was
postponed to next Saturday. Don’t miss
was

apparently

ft.

in

chants.
A number from the village were fishing
on Park Pond last week, with good sucNote Decker was the lucky one
cess.
and brought In a piokerel which turned
tho scales to the six pound notch.
The village school of ten weeks closed
Saturday with literary and other exercises; under obarge of tho toacner, Miss
Graoe Spurr of Otisfleld. All the scholars
had parts and acquitted themselves with
credit.
A look into the Nicholas mill any day
in the week reveals a busy soene. Mr
Ncholas is doing an extensive business
this winter, sawing spool strips and box
He is giving employment to
boards.
some twenty-four hands in and about the
mill.
Commenced making cans at the corn
shop last Wednesdiy.
Mrs. M. S. Kastman will entertain the
Union Sewing circle next Thursday afternoon.

Hon. A. F. Nutting of Otisfleld was
the guest of M. S. Eastman last Tues.,

Mr. John Osgood, who has been visithome.
ing his son in Bethel has returned
GORHAM.
“college
Gorham, February 15.—The
evening’’ announced for Sunday evening
Besuccess.
a
E.
was
M.
at the
church,
fore the hour appointed for the exercises
arrived tho seating capacity of the church
The students from
was severely tested.
the Normal and High schools were there
en masse, together with the teaching staff
of the
schools, and the public spirited

PORTLAND.

SOUTH

A little care in the making is necessary, but you
cannot exercise too much
caution in the selection of
the article itself.
Ifyou would have tea that
is

beyond compare, buy only
Chase & Sanborn’s
Package Teas,

the most popular brands of
which are
OrlofF—Formosa Oolong.
K o h-i-n o o r,—E n g 1 i s h
Breakfast.

Orange Pekoe, Ceylon
and India.
Each brand is the best of
its class, and each consists
of leaves most carefully
selected from districts renowned for the production
of the highest grade crop.

One pound makes

over

200 cups.

MISCF.

while on account of sickness, and
his place is temporarily supplied by Captain J. H. Upton.

for

Interesting Socials and Musical Entertainments to be Given.

Narrow Escape from Death by Suffocation
—Items of Personal, Political and Local

a

r.lAXEOCB._

|

MISCTXIjAJtEOUS.
^

PUEASANTDALE.
There was a very narrow escape 'from
the fatal effects of suffocation by Mrs.
Nellie Hinlkey, her daughter, Mrs. Winona Emery, and the latter's little son,
who occupy the upper part of a house
near

Elm street.

At about 6.30 o’clock
Miss Pillsbury, who

yesterday morning

Interest, Etc.

lives in tho
apartments below, was
The entertainment
which was anaroused from her sleep by the cries of the
nounced to take place at the Town House
Almore.
She hastened to the sleeplast evening has been postponed, but the boy
room above, and found it
ing
completely
Free
the
conneoted
with
young people
filled with deadly coal gas, which obviWill Baptist ohurch have nearly comhad come from the range in the adpleted the programme for a social evening ously
kitchen. She immediately opened
in the near future, at the same place, joining
the windows, letting in fresh air, and
exhibit
will
Marriner
whioh
Miss
during
the occupants of the room
Mrs. Jarley’s wax figures, and the follow- examining
found Mrs. Hinkley barely able to talk,
ing ladies ore expected to take part: Miss
Mrs. Emery in state of profound unconAlice Hersoy, Miss Clydie Dyer, Miss Isaand the boy sick. Miss Pillsbelle Robinson, Miss Mary Jewell, Mrs. sciousness,
bury’s
quick
judgment impelled her to
Mrs.
Louis')
Dyer,
Vallencourt, Miss
resort at once to measures for the relief
Genn, Mrs. Marr, Miss Eva Dyer and
of the party, and at last accounts all were
Mrs. George Delano. Mr. J. O. Kaler is
on the road to recovery.
the
of
in
matter
prelimibusily engaged
from Elm street
A large delegation
nary drilling, and Queen Elizabeth, muohurch recently attended the Christian
sical and literary characters, and many
at Chestnut street M.
local subjeots are likely to be remem- Endeavorers rally
E. church.
bered in the cast of Impersonations. Tho
Willie Roderick, who has been visiting
event is being looked forward to with
Mr. and Mrs. George Benjamin, North
keen interest in social ciroles.
has returned to his home on SumThe concert by the Wagner Glee Club street,
mer street.
at the Union Opera House on Friday
The Christian Endeavor Day exercises
night bids fair to be a most successful
at the Elm street
one.
The olnb has sixteen male voices, given Sunday evening
ohurch by the society connected
and its officers are H. L. Eustis, presi- Methodist
with it, were very interesting and were
dent; Will Harrington, vice president;
audience. They oon
Fred Harrington, secretary; Frank Har- witnessed by a large

rington, treasurer; A. L. Sprague, librairan; J, Wright, musical director. On
the occasion just mentioned the services
of
the
Schumann
Quartette have
been secured, and the following young
ladies, well known in society, will appear; Miss Thompson. Miss J. Getchell,
Miss Fisher and Miss Tilton, with other
local talent.
Work on the foundations of the new
cafe at'Cape Cottage is proceeding rapid-

ly, and stone from the walls of the old
building is being utilized. Twenty-five
are
or thirty men
dally employed, and
the contractor for stone work hopes to
complete nis portion of construction early
ln.the coming week.

ci of or? nf

f.hu hn ilrMmr nf
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flhriflfciATl

En.

deavor locomotive, the different parts being represented by the different committies and workers of the society, and it was

altogether

a

very
entertainment.

unique

and

SALE

CONTINUED.

On account of the stormy weather and bad
walking, we shall continue our Bargain Sale for
a few days, so that all will have a chance to see
and buy the bargains that we offer.

LORING, SHORT & HARMON.
<131

feliH

instructive

PORTLAND, February 9th, 1898.
We beg to announce that w«? have added to our agency, the
proceeds of tho Bishop Fowler Fire Insurance business of Mr. William F. Liltie, who will be asChestnut sociated with us on and after this date.
leoture given recently ;in the
We represent very strong and reliable companies and have
street Methodist ohuroh for the benefit of
our new Methodist
church, Portland facilities for placing unlimited lines of insurance.
We respectfully solicit patronage.
amounted to about 170.
The net

NORTON & HALL,
Fire and Marine Insurance, 17 Exchange Street.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fogg entertained
home
at their
a large party of friends
Saturday evening, it being the occasion

PORTLAND, February Otli. 1898.
1 shall hereafter be associated with Messrs. Norton & Hull, i 7
Exchange street, and with Increased facilities for placing lire insurance in strictly first class companies, I solicit the continued
Rev. Mr. Long of Bethany church, is
patronage of my friends and the general public. The business
the evening.
will receive my careful attention as heretofore.
preparing a lecture on Abraham Lincoln,
A
WILLIAM F. LITTLE.
feb91w
large number of young people from
to he delivered soon for the benefit of the
of Mrs. Fogg’s
birthday anniversary.
The time was passed very
pleasantly in
playing games and in pleasant conversation. Refreshments were served during

Pleasantdale and Ligonla attended the
Ladles’ Aid of the church.
Fred Morse, motorman on the Cape young people’s social union held at
M. E. ohuroh on Monday
Elizabeth electrics, has been obliged to Chestnut'street
A pleasant feature of the evelay off for a few days by reason of sick- evening.
eventB was the presenting of a
nine’s
ness, his plaon being taken by A. Littlefine Bible to the Elm street M. E. ohuroh
john.
The road commissioners were busy at by the Union. A pleasant evening was
verdict of all who were fortunate
work yesterday with a gang of men fil- the
to attend.
enough
holes
and
the
ling up
improving
general
Miss E. Ethel Dyer of Pleasantdale and
condition of thoroughfares.
Miss,Mattie Fiokett of Portland, were
South

Portland hunters,

joined

by

number of ladies who took
several Nimrods from the city, went to among the
Prout’s Neck, Monday. They report birds part in the Mother Goose drill^at the
Auditorium on St. Valentine’s^nigbb.
scarce and returned with empty bags.
Miss ^Louise and Eva Dyer of South
Annie Files, of Gorham,
is visiting
Portland Heights, wore the guests of Miss
Miss Florence Dyer on the heights.
Mrs. George Delano gave a delightful Lizzie Taylor during the week.
Miss Linwood Cartland of Lewiston
whist party Saturday
evening. There
is the guest of her sistor Mrs. G.L. LibI were five tables, and light refreshments
Summer street, for a few weeks.
It was a neighborly party by,
were served.
Mrs. Chas. Hamilton and Miss Annie
and greatly enjoyed by all who attended.
'll was decided at the last rehearsal of Hamilton speut the first of the week
with Mrs. Clarence Dodge, Knightville.
the South.Portiand chorus that beginning
of Portland passed tho
Mr. Wescott
would meet Tuesday
next week, they
Sabbath with friends at Pleasantdale.
and Friday nights of each week. Thero
Quite a large number of the pupils at
are now over 100 voices in the chorus, and
Cash’s Corner are obliged to be out of
is one of the soa public entertainment
school on account of measles which are
cial events eagerly looked forward to.
to a
great degree among the
It is thought in some quarters that the raging
scholars more especially.
Republicans will nominate a sort of younger
Messrs. E. T. Wing and Charles Fuller
union ticket, and in that event a large
to start for the Klondike about
number of citizens usually denominated expect
the 20th of March.
stand
to
endorso
“independents”
ready
Epworth League prayer services were
it. Against it will probably be pitted a
held on Sunday evening
at 6 o’olook.
straight Democratic ticket of just what
The meeting was led by Miss Ella M.
kind of Jacksonism and Jeffersonism it
Cotton in a very instructive ; manner she
is hard to forecast, as things are decidedly
outlined the lessen, and altogether the
embryonic at tiie present writing.
services wero very helpful.
The services
Miss Susie G. Waltz has been hastily
next Sunday
will be led by Mrs. A. J.
summoned to A ugusta by tho death of
Learn. All are invited to attend. Topic,
Mrs. Isaao Reed of Waldoboro, tho moth“Saved to the Uttermost.”
er of Mrs. Thomas Leigh of Augusta and
We are glad to see Miss Grade Thompof Mrs. Charles S. Cook of Portland.
son* out after a severe attaok of measles.
Tho Palestrina club was delightfully
Miss Nellie Burnell is on the sick list
entertained Saturday evening at “Highcold and mea3les.
with
land
Miss
Home” by
Hattie
May
Miss Eva Mayor of Portland is enjoyBrackett. This club is destined to make
ing a short vacation with her parents
a record for itself as a great deal of interMr. and Mrs. Justin May, Cash’s Comer.
est is being manifested by all connected,
The many friends of Mr. Albert; White
and new members are being admitted at
to know that ho hns so far
are pleased
nearly every meeting.
and prolonged
recovered from a severe
The regular monthly meeting
of the
as
to be able to
attack of pneumonia
will
take
Village Improvement sooiety
be out on pleasant days.
place at the town hall this evening.Feb.
Quite a party of our young people ex10. All who are interested in improving
to attend Mrs. Jarley’s wax works
and beautifying the village are cordially pect
to be given at tho Baptist churoh, Cape
invited to attend.

Miss^HoIen Pingree,

CASCO.

Casco, February 14.—George W. Woodman, travelling salesman for a Boston
House was here today calling on our mer-

day.

Tho addresses
of this town.
tone,
very lofty and inspiring
relisting greater credit upon the speakers,
and promising much, both for the schools
tne
over which tho speakers preside, and
pupils coming under their instruction.
In introducing tho speakers the pastor,
Rev. Wm. (Jashmore, said the evening
o
had
fceen arranged in the interests
higher education alone, and that any increased interest and ambition awakened
in the young resulting from it would be
looked upon as a sufficient reward for
the effort. Prof. W. E. Russell, of the
Normal sohool was the first speaker. He
Ihe
prefaced his address by stating:
Institutions of Higher Education lo not
exist to develop athletics, or musical or
dramatic
talent, neither to afford the
student body the pleasure and privileges
of social life.
The college exists to fit
its
students for wider usefulness and
inoro oomplete living.
Specifically the
college furnishes (1) opportunity to gain
intellectual power; (::) to lead one to
appreciate one’s own place in the world
(3) to expand and liberalize one’s habits
Mr.
of thinking, feeling and acting.
Russell said the conditions that make
first,
college education worth while are
the possession, or tho parts of the young
cultivable power.
man or
woman of
Tlie college has no place for the inefficient.
Second, the possession of a felt
want in the sense -of earnestly desiring
The strongest effort
a college education.
comes in the line of tho largest interest.
Third, financial or physioal olroumstances
may sometimes hinder, but where
there are none dependent upon a young
man’s labor for daily bread, and when
physclal ill do not forebare, poverty is
not an impassable barrier. This is shown
by the thousands who are working their
The speaker conWay through college.
cluded by saying, “the intelligent, efficient,
thinking young man or woman,
who wants to go to college, and In whose
way is no greater abostaele than poverty,
that person should go to college. Principal Corthell of the Normal sohool was the
next Speaker.
“Not all educaHe said:
tion is of the sohools. There are men educated in tho lumber camps, on shipboard,
and in the army.
There are men who
come with highest honors from one colwho fail when measured by the
lege
standard of education.
Education deponds upon brains, desire and opportuniIt
is
from
we expect
the
that
ty.
college
me mosr. complete education,
tancuuuu
enables its possessors to secure more of
the good things of life. You may oall this
utilitarian, but I reply utilitarianism in
this practical age generally offers the
base on whloh are built
the
higher
achievements of life. The power gained
from the training in college increases a
man’* earing capaaity.
Secondly, this
education gives its possessors more power
over men.
Seventy per oent of all the
men who control affairs are college bred
The leaders in politics, mercantile
men,
establishments, tho press, the professions,
the farm are, generally speaking graduates of our colleges.
Lastly, education
enlarges tho Individual. It not only opens
up to him tho companionship of the best
minds of all ages, but it gives him higher
His life Is spent on n higher
ideals.
If his education be complete he
piano.
will be able to think God’s thoughts after
Him. The completely educated man will
have an understanding of the principles
laid down by the great teacher, wherein
are the solutions of the problems whioh
The final solution of
trouble us today.
the questions of suffrage, socialism, taxaand
labor
capital will be found only
tion,
The dosby the truly educated man.”
ing address was by the Rev. Wm. Cashof
the
colleges offering
mere, who spoke
greatest advantages to the student in
He spoke
education.
of
higher
pursuit
in high terms of the college within the
reasons
several
why the
state, and gave
Methodist universities—Boston, Wesleyan
and Syracuse offered superior advantages.
What proved to be very profitable Hexrcise
were brought to a close with the benediction by the pastor.
Mr. Frank L. Merritt of Boston is in
town fcr a few days.
P. D. Cobb is visiting friends in
Mrs
Saco this week.
A Republican caucus will be held at
Ridlon hall Saturday afternoon, February
20th, ot 2 o’clock, to nominate town
officers for the ensuing year.
a
valTho Epworth League will give
S.
Andrews
entine social at Mrs. S.
Refreshments
will
Wednesday evening.
I30 served.
A meeting of the municipal offloers of
the town, Messrs. Lewis McLeilan, Fred
D. Scammon and Winslow Purlngton,
was held Monday afternoon for tho purpose of a hearing on the petition of the
Westbrook, Windham and Harrison electric railway for right to locate their
The road was
tracks through Gorham.
represented by Hon. George hi. Bird of
Portland, and Messrs. C. M. Waterhouse,
J. Clark
Scates, R. D. Woodman and
Mr. E. A.
Judge Tolman of its officers.
Newman of the Portland Railroad comof
citizens of
pany and a large number
Little Falls, White Rook and Great Falls,
The plans of location were
were present.
there
over and disoussed and
looked
seemed to be no hitch until the bridge,
which crosses tho Presumpscot river at
The company
Little Falls was reached.
asked the privilege to cross the bridge,
and have one common thorougbtfare tor
all, while the Municipal board demanded
walk for foot travel and the
bridge
a
This matter was disoussed at
widened.
considerable length and the meeting adTho board reserved their dejourned.
cision.
residents
took on a

TOWNS.
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instead of
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Freedom and sunshine
been

languishing

in

are

prison

not more welcome to one who has
than the relief and comfort given by.

dizziness,
Every symptom of headaches, bachaches, biliousness,
when Ripans
constipation and other derangements leaves at once
reach the root of
Tabules come to the rescue. These Tabules
the
such disorders. The stomach is toned and strengthened,
thus
liver receives a gentle stimulus, the bowels are regulated

The whole physical being
aiding regulaiity in all the functions.
waste and
is renovated end re-inforced by the capacity to expel
or confining
of
All
sedentary
nourishment.
people
receive
digestion, clearer
occupations—men or women—will ensure better
of application and enjoyment by the
and increased

power
minds,
use of Kipan; Tabules.

__

MUq Mat Map.

Miss

riner will Impersonate Mrs. Jarley.
Clark as erroneously stated in the PRESS
The monthly business meeting of the
of yesterday, was in the musical team
1 ague was held on Thursday
which was received with so much favor Epworth
evening last at the home of the presithe last evening of the Hose Company’s
Rev.
J. H. Roberts. Afrer a serdent,
of song the officers adjourned to
vice
fair..
Mrs. Wm. Headley who has been ihe the study where a short business session
was held, committees being
appointed
guest of Mrs. J. E. Paige, has returned and work
The remainder
laid out.
to her home, Norway, Me.
of the evening was spent In a social manThe three masted schooner Brigadier, ner with a rehearsal of several songs.
Refreshments were served and at a late
Capt. F. W. Hinokly, is discharging coal hour
the company adjourned thanking
at Spear’s wharf.
tholr host and hostess for a very pleasant
The Elizabeth City, I. O. O. F.,worked evening’s enjoyment.
The young people’s meeting was held
the initiation last night on two
candi- on
Brown’s Hill
at

Saturday

dates.

night

church.
About 40 were present in spite
of the roads.
A lexander i took of the terrible condition
The praise service was led by Miss Bessie
place yesterday afternoon at tho residence
Bean, quite a number of hymns being
of Mrs. Finnerty on Sawyer street.
sung with a vim and which shows that
like to sing
After a
Edwards’s shoe our young folks
A lantern exploded in
by the pastor, Rev. J. H. Robstore on High street 'about 7.30
Monday short talk
erts, the testimony meeting was opened
evening—no damgage resulted.
Willio
Jones. A
and led by Master
leave
this
afternoon large number are present at every meetA barge party will
are
most
cordialAll
young people
for a supper at Copeland’s and
among ing.
to bo present at the services
Invited
and ly
those who will be present are Dr.
held at the church every Saturday night
Mrs. Syphers, Miss Edith Dyer, Agnes at 7. SO.
Wlille
returning from High school on
Kelly, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Hannaford,
horse owned by Miss Alice
Mr. and Mrs. Whitney and Miss Georgia Friday, the
Chapman suddenly became frightened
Baker.
when near
the tide bridge and shied,
The yacht Marion, owned by Mr. Gil- throwing Miss Alice and
Mr.
Ralph
the snow bank. Owing
into
Leighton
has
been
son of Monument
sold,
square,
to the quick action und presence of mind
and yesterday
preparations were being of Mr. Carl Rundlett, who was in front
made at Gridins Yacht yard to get her of the
animal, a bad accident
The funeral

of

Geo.

frightened

ready for shipment by rail to Seattle, was averted, as he quickly sprang from
thence she will go to the Klondike region. his sleigh and caught, the horse. Beyond
a
severe shaking up tbo young people
The French club met Monday evening were all right and resumed their journey
with Mrs. W.S. Small of Stanford street. without any more mishaps.
Miss Plummer and Miss Henley are the
■—■■■mu ■mi
■ii

latost acquisitions 10 the club which will
next meet at the house of Miss Henley.

Captain Dean of the Cape Elizabeth
Ferry has been obliged to give up work

—-—-

Energy all gone? Headache? Stomach
out of order? Simply a case of torpid livBurdock Blood Bitters will make a
er.
new man or woman of you.
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MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription Kates.
Daily (In advance) $G per year; $3 for six
mouths; $1.60 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Y.'oodiords without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the
rate of £7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly; published
six months;
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for
60 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscrip-.
tion of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have tho addresses of their
desired.
papers changed as often as
Advertising Kates,
In Daily Press $1.50 per square, for one
for one month. Three insertions

week; $1.00

Every other day ador less, $1.00 per square.
vertisements, one third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one
week or $3.50 for one month.
is a space of the width of a col“A

square”

and one inch long.
Special Not ices, on first page, one-third addi-

umn

tional.

Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
square each week.
$1.50 per square.
Reading Not ices in nonpareil type and classed
with other paid notices. 16 cents per line each
insertion.

other year and not
this year. At the present time the two
cities are virtually on the same basis
financially, so that there are no perplexing problems’of debt equalization to be
fought over if union is brought about.
There never can.;be a time therefore when
the financial conditions will
be more
come

some

successfully compete in the Texas markets, with the Colorado shippers, and in
Virginia,
Georgia, Tennessee and the
Carolines, with the Michigan shippers.
It

is

reported

that

Indiscriminate

slaughter of deer is going on In the Penobscot valley not many miles from Ban-

gor; that hunters on snowshoes can easily run down deer In the deep snow and
favorable than now.
Th’s applies equally many deer are being killed in this manto both cities
The main argument off- ner, while the wardens are looking farIt suoh Is tho
caso it is n
ered by the opponents of annexation this ther north.
matter which demands the immediate atyear in Deering is that the money raised tention of the
game commissioners.
by taxation in that city is more likely to
be^spent to her advantage if she spends it,
Captain Crowell of Tom’s River, N. J.,
than if it bo placed in the hands of the has contracted with H. M. Bean of Camgreater Portland. But that argument is den to build the largest schooner in the
world—a live mastor. Tho building of so
going to be yust as strong In the future
large a vessel will make Camden a busy
as now, p.o that
really it is an argument place tho coming year.
The largest
against annexation at any time, and an- schooner on salt water Is the Frank A.
nexation at some time they do not pre- Palmer of Bath, a four master registering
1831.56 tons. The only five master on the
texul to oppose. But while
Deering is Atlantic is tho Governor
Ames, 1689.81
offering this argument against annexation tons, built at IValdoboro in 1888 and hailthe opponents of union in Portland are iing from Providence.
There are several
schooners on the lakes larger than any
offering one that Is exactly the reverse, now
this Camden
on the
but
Atlantio,
namely, that if Deering is annexed she giant and the schooner now being built
will be likely to get more than the pro- by N. T. Palmer in Bath may head the
portion of the money raised by taxation list.
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that her validation would entitle her to.
BETHEL METHODISTS
Mrs. Magill was killed and several othei
They say, and with much force, that inasmuch ns Deering will present the most
worshippers prostrated. The ohuroh was
of Cliurch In Connecfinally moved to Hanover and changed
opportunities for the expenditure of Observe Centennial
tion With District Meeting.
into a furniture store.
behind
money, inasmuch as she is far
“The first class leader was Nathaniel
Portland in the matter of streots,
sidewalks, fire and police protection to her
Bethel, February 15.—The centennial Segurs. He was one of the first settlers
improvement a large proportion of the of the Methodist church at this place was and the thrilling story of his capture dur
In connection with the ing the great Indian raid, of his captivitj
money raised by taxation will go. We are observed

“History

16.

condition cf.the old, but the new
terri- in Bethel.”
He related with interesting
will be in a position to compel such detail the strange, almost tragio story of
As a pale the cotton mill operatives have tory
if not in the immediate, at the erection, changes and
destruction
cot taken kindly to the suggestion of a expenditure,
least in the not remote future. If the of churohes in Bethel circuit which once
general strike, and there is no consideraof the commission is ratified, at the covered the larger part of the country.
ble prospect that one will be inaugurated. plan
start Beering will have a much greater
“The hisMr. Hamilton said in part:
In this'case the’rank and file have maniin
the city tory of Methodism in Bethel dates baok
fested a good deal more wisdom than the proportional representation
than the
present Portland, to 1798 when Nickolas SnetheD, who was
leaders, perhaps because they had more at government
and. as practically all the growth of the stationed on the Portland circuit came
stake, for a strike would mean to them
must be in the Beering section and
preached a few times. He was of
suffering and want while to the leaders it greater oity
its representation must constantly tend to Welsh extraction, ordained in 1796, and
that
of
for
means
kind,
nothing
probably
interests of came to Maine as the associate of Rev.
inorease. Furthermore the
thejprofessional labor agitators manage to
tdie peoplojof Beering will be for
many J. Finnegan.
thrive no matter what is the condition of
years to come practically Identical, and
“During the same year John Martin
the rank and file.
constitute a compact held a few meetings and at the request of
her voters
will
a
to
Senator Allen’s attempt
engraft
body bound together by a common in- the people Induced Rev. Joshua Taylor
Cuban belligerency amendment on the terest, while Jthere will be, as there al- the
presiding elder, to visit Bethel several
consular and diplomatic appropriation ways has been, rival and conflicting fac- times. The
following year the little conbill was an attempt to coerce the House in- tions among the voters of the present
gregation was connected with the Portof
the
belthe
to voting for
recongition
Portland.§ It seems to us that Beering is land circuit and had preaching once a
ligerency of the insurgents. The Senate destined to get the much better end of fortnight by the circuit preachers, Rev.
has already by resolution recognized bel- the bargain if the two cities are annexed. T. Merritt, Rev. J. Baker, Rev. J. Soule
ligerency, but the House has refused to Indeed, as we have already intimated, if and Rev. J. Merrick.
take it up. Allen’s scheme was to tack the question were one entirely of direct
“In July, 1800, the Lynn conference apit on to an appropriation bill, and thus advantage we should say that Portland
pointed Rev. Joshua Baker as the first
compel the House to choose between ta- had more to lose than to gain. But the settled preacher in charge of Bethel and
king it up and adopting it, or letting collateral advantages to Portland, none Rumford.
In September of the 6ame
The Senate commit- of them in
the whole bill fail.
derogation of Beering inter- year the first society was organized with
relations
on
tee
promptly ests in any direction, will, we are inclined fourteen members.
foreign
At that time the
squelched it, oven Senator Morgan voting to think, compensate for the temporary Bethel circuit inoluded Bethel, Hanover,
against it.
disadvantages which will be likely to Rumford, Gilead, Mason, Andover, Peru,
result from tbjj taking on of a large Hamlin’s Gore and an undefined region
It is announced that Spain has promptwhich is little improved, and further north.
Rumford charge was set
ly met all our demands anent the He territory
off in 1838 and half a dozen others at
and the incident is closed. must demand large expenditures.
Lome

letter,

The net result of the affair to the Cuban
sause is a loss of $5000, the sum paid for
the letter, without anything to show in
iffset. Doubtless the letter was purloined
ind sent to the State Department in the

hope and expectation that it would still
further strain the relations

between this

■jcuntry and Spain, and perhaps precipitate a crisis. It apparently has done
nothing but send De Lome home In disgrace. If anything the relations between
the two governments have rather been
improved by It, for it has given each a
chance to express its distinguished confor the other. So far as the
Cuban cause is concerned the letter has
really kioked back.
sideration

Mr. Bryan has issued
nrr

Ira mkinVi

an

address to the

kn folia fknrvi nrknf

issues they should present in the coming

Congressional

campaign.

They

are

as

follows:

First—They are unalterably opposed to
gold monometallism.
Second—They demand the immediate

restoration of bimetallism at the pre ent,
ratio by the independent aotion of this

country.

Third—They

oppose the retirement of

STATE TOPICS OF

INTEREST

later dates.
“The first Methodist house of worship
was built at Dustin's Ferry, East Bethel,
It was finished on the inside
in 1814.
during the ministry of Rev. Caleb FulSo
ler in 1838 and the first stove put in.

Fourth—They oppose the issue of paper
Daniel Snow,an inmate of Togus Home
money by national banks.
and a member of Co. D, was found dead
issue
the
of
Fifth—They oppose
interest Sunday afternoon. Mr. Snow, who was
bearing bonds in time of peace
considered one of tho best clerks in the
Sixth—They favor the income tax as treasurer's office, went to Randolph Sata means of raising a part of the revenue
urday. and, probably missing the train,
necessary to administer- the Federal gov- started to walk back. While Walter Morernment.
gan and some friends were going over
Seventh—They favor the abolition of the railroad track, Sunday, they found
trusts.
Snow lying near a rock about one mile
Eighth—They a.re opposed to govern- from the Home, and reported it to the
ment by injunction.
Homo police. They at once went to the
Ninth—They are in favor of arbitration soeno and found tho dead body. It was
as a means of settling
disputes between removed to tho quarters, where an examlabor and capital.
ination was made. It was found that
It won’
jave been less trouble,
and death was caused by exposure.
just as
five, for him to have pointed
to the,
There was committed to tho Richmond
t/^-oago plaftorm, for this address
of h)s jg but an epitomoof that document. poor house Monday a man who has seen
better days. It was a sad sight to see
Daniel Lancaster, once a prominent citiDEEKING ANNEXATION.
zen, hay buyer and cattle dealer, as he
The question of the union of Portland tottered from his door to the sleigh in
which he was conveyed to the poorhouse
and Deering has been discussed for some
at Richmond Corner.
There has been
weeks in these columns by men well in- trouble at Daniel's house of
late, making
condition of the two it necessary for peaco officers to interfere.
formed as to the
Tho residents of that vicinity have freto
as
speculate
cities, andpwell qualified
quently been disturbed by brawls and
to the probable outcome of the union, other breaches of the
peace.
Daniel,
whether it will be good or bad. Our two who is in feeble health, is 75 years of age.
principal disputants have been “Pro- His wife is an Irish girl of; 27. Not
many years sinoe Daniel Lancaster was
gress” and “Ann T. and each has ar- widely
known as a man of considerable
a
at
conclusion”
rived
diametrically op- wealth. His name was good at any bank
posite to the other. There is one point and his word was as good as his bond.
Hu has been thrice marriod. His present
upon whioh practically all agree, no matwife was brought before Justice Hagar
ter how they be ranged on v the precise
Monday morning on a charge of mainquestion at issue now, whioh is that ulti- taining a nuisance at her home on Main
mately and before a very long time, Port- street and for want of bail she was committed to Augusta jail Monday evening.
are sure to be one
land and
Deering

a

single hour later tht

results might have been awful as the regular weekly prayer meeting would have
Death or injury would
been in session.
have come to nearly all since every pevs
except six was smashed to pieces.
“At first the society was disheartened
and for throe months nothing was done

to rebuild. But in December it resolved
to raise and rebuild. Before the next conference $1350 was expended and February

14, 1893, a beautiful $5000 church was
dedicated free from debt.
been several
notable
“There
have
revivals in connection with this church;
converted
in 1828-29 200 persons were
under the labors of Rev. C. Fuller and
Rov. I. Downing.
Many of the early
preaohers upon this circuit have become
widely known. The present membership
of the society is 1 £0.”
Rev. G. B. Hannaford followed with a
paper on Methodism in Oxford county.
Ho gnve a brief history of Methodism
in each town of the county and a bio-

graphy

of every Methodist minister

in the county.
D. B.
Rev.

born

btout

people

trusty friend is

city,

Not
many years ago New England
absorbed nearly. If not quite, all of the
On the opening of
Aroostook potatoes.
ists is at to tho tlme^when the union of the Bangor & Aroostook, the traffic offitho two cities shall be brought about, cals of that road, in order to encourage
in potatoes, conceived
increased
whether this year or some year in the the idea ofacreage
looking up markets outside of
future.
New England Judging from the number
This being the case the burden would of carloads already forwarded from the
of 3897, all interested must surely
seem to bo on tho opponents of annexa- corps
Tho Aroosfeel pleased with the result.
tion to show why it will be
better for took
shipper should certainly appreciate
a thing which
they admit is manifest the fact that he is placed in a position to

It soothes and heals

chafing, prevents excessive perspiration.
25 and 50c. per box.
At all Druggists
and Toilet Dealers.

Sample

Box Free.

Comfort Powder Co.
Hartford, Conn.

^UWWWUlAA/SAAAAAAAAAAAAJvl
Don’t

fieglect

That Cold
No matter how slight it may seem to yon, for Couch*.
Cold*. Hoarseness, Influenza and apparently insignifiChest Pain* often lead to Pleurisy, Pneumonia* Consumption and other fatal Inline Disrasrs if neglected.
Avert All Danger by Promptly
a

cant

Applying

Benson’s

PorousPlaster

to fho chest (front and back) upon the first
appearance
of such warning symptoms.
It ntt'ords prompt
prevention against these dangerous complications,
sure
core.
and.
Always reliable. But only the
genuine effective. Price 25 cents, Refuse substitutes.

nor wastes.

5#

^

T&

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

PALMISTRY!

the Water Company, $225,000
Total bonded doDt,
150,000
has
This company
paid dividends at the rate
of b per cent lor many yoars.
FOR SALE BY

apital stock

of

H. M. PAYSON
dec31

_tfd_

BONDS.

THE EGYPTIAN PALMIST.
Prof. Leosaidow, the Egyptian Palmist, whose accurate demonstrations and
revelations created such furore in Bangor for the past nine months, is at present located in Portland where ho can be
consulted on all affairs of life.
Present,
past or your immediate future revealed,
lienee on business affairs, speculations,
political, investments, marriages, etc.,

what business you are best adapted to,
whether your companions are true or
false, what part of the country is luckiest for you, the best season of the year
to make changes, all diseases located, no
matter of how long standing.
The Professor clearly demonstrates to you the
facts through the science of Palmistry
and cheiromancy. He does not profess
to be superior to all other individuals;
on the contrary be claims j that
Palmistry is a science. Any one can acquire it.
Proficiency depends upon study and ex-

norionon

Tr» nil Hta

has been

making great progress, classes
formed continually and some

being

lnurrau oifino Dol

very brilliant and noted persons are admirers of the
science.
All who are
desirous of having a plain and truthful
of
their
life
should
consult the
reading
Professor. It is a fact well known ihat
from the age of 12 to 15 years is the making or marring of one’s life. Therefore
I advocate the examination of the hand
at that period or younger for by so doing
tbe best qualities will be fully demonstrated to parents or guardians.
The
human hand is a much plainer and surer
chart than the head or face.
Business

strictly confidential. Consultation $1.00
and $2.00.
Hours !) to 12, 2 to 6 and 7 to
0 o’clock; office No. 778 Congress street.
Class lessons given Tuesday and Friday,

messenger's

Last

Last

Performance

Performance.

Maine Central R.

R.,

"The Best

Debtor.
delivery of auy
said

and

property

bidden bylaw.
That a meeting of
to
prove
debtor,
case

there

authorize

tiie

are

tiro

transier
by him are

Portland Water Co.,

4s.

Merrimack County,
N. H.,

4s.

4s.

on

RENTZ-SANTLEY

same

to

choose

one

A. D.,
1898, at 10 o’clock ill the
ioreuoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
C. L. BUCKNAM.
written.
Deputy Sheriff a3 Messenger of tiie Court of
of Cumberland.
foi
said
County
Insolvency
feblt>&23

RECEIVER’S ft’OTiCE.

THE

Superintendent

holden

ou

of tlu> Famous

COMPANY.
BURLESQUE
Box Office.

sale at

THEATER.
H
Leases and Managers.

GOOD RESERVED SEAT FOR 50 CENTS.
and TUESDAY, PEE. 21 nut! 22.

A

MONDAY

F* I St K. E3,
DURBERTILLES,”

M JFS.SS.

Thomas Hardy’s novel, (Copyrighted by Harper* Brothers.)
With her company, including: Frederick de Belleville, Forrest Robinson, John Jack, Wilfrid
North, George Trader, F’rank McCormack,Mary Shaw, Mary E. Barker, Sidney Cowell, Annie
Vislaire, Dorothy Chester, Edith Wright.
Sale of seats begins Frida y at 9 o’clock. Prices, 25c, 50c, 75c, §1.00, $1.50.
from

financial.

H. EVAN

EOW.

LELAND & CO.

E.

EXCHANGE

2

COPPER STOCKS

=

AND

Casco National Bank COTTON
-OF

BOSTON.

BUILDING.

Incorporated

FUTURE8

CITY HALL,

PORTLAND

March 7th and 9th.

AND

Stocks and Bonds Bought and Sold in
Under the management
all Markets.

MAINE,

of St.

1824.

CORRESPONDENCE

fetadw&sattf

Members Boston Stock Exchange

Interest Paid

Devonshire

on

DEPOSITS.

Provincial
Drafts drawn on National
of England, London, in large or
Bank
small amounts, for sale at current rates.
Current Accounts received on favorable
terms.

Correspondence solicited from Individothers
Banks and
uals. Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Bankiug busiof any
description through this
ness
Bank.

Building

BUY AND SELL ON COMMISSION

novn vvciooiii

application,

NINTH EVENING

BOSTON STAR COURSE.
Hope’s

Prisoner

DRAMA.

AS A PICTURE

Arranged,

Zenda

of

Impersonated by

Illustrated and

ANNA DELONY MARTIN:

All classes of Inactive anti Unlisted Bonds and Stocks
Information and quotation, furnished
upon

Prices to Suit All.

__febl2 dtf
CITY HALL, February 18.

Authony

state Street, Boston

16

of FRED G. SPENCER
John, N. B.

This undoubtedly will be one of the greatest
musical events Maine has ever had.

SOLICITED.

SURPLUS

ONE MILLION
A.6.TURNER&BR0
DOLLARS.
:

Mary Louise Clary,

—

PORTLAND.

TIME

And the hit of the Festival, in conjunction
with

AMERICA’S GREATEST CONTRALTO.

_jy 27___dtt
—-TBE

WILLIAMS,

America’s Greatest Tenor,

Portland,

186 Middle St»,

CAPITAL

TIIE

OF

By Lorimer Stoddard

Members New York and Boston
Stock Exchanges.

150 Beautiful Pictures.
Admission Ticket*, 35 cent*.
Reserved Seats, 50c, 60c, 75c.
For sale at Box Office Friday at 10
UhUKor- a, ruAUKur

feblO

a. m.

r, Manager.

d3t

_

STEPHEN fi. SMALL, President
MARSHALL R. G0DIN6.

l! Promenade Concert
TO HIS TRADE. j
3 ST. PATRICK’S CONFERENCE, ST.
GIVEN BY

|

BANKERS,
Gar. Middle &

®

|

Exchange Sts. |i)
/I
|
|

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,
LETTERS OF CREDIT,

-AND-

...MAN

MOULTON,

&

WOODBURY

ANNUAL COFFEE PARTY

EVERY...!;

Cashier-

feb7dtf

We frequently

have customer*

VINCENT CE

come to us with copy and cay
“

Put it in attractive form end

make the price reasonable."
always
satisfactory and brings saoellent
In such cases the wort is

PAUL,

f

-A* City XTo.ll,
Wednesday Eve, Feb. 16,’98.

|

TICKETS—Gentlemen,
Tickets on sale now.

Ladies,

50c;

25c.

fio diw

v

:
WOMEN’S
CHARITY BALL

g

LITTLE

THE THURSTON PRINT,

S

At

PORTLAND, ME.

I

results.

iiiy Hall, Tuesday Even*
ing, February 22nd,

Floor 50o, Chil35c, Gallery 25c.
Reserved Seats on and after Monday, Feb.
14th, at Cressey, Jones Sc Allen’s.
Music by Gilbert. Refreshments in Reception
SCALE OF PRICES:

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
dtf

feb9

dren

CAMERAS.

BELFAST, ME.,

I

Plates ami Filins.

1

febll dlmo

$30,000
Portland Water Company Gold
4s, Due 1927.
—

IS. M.
dec31

FOK SALE

BY

—

Pay son & Co.
dtf

iQMlBONDSi

mb.

john

in the dance.
o’clock

at one

bellows

a.

Next Lecture at the Advent

Church,

Rftontiay, February 21,
Rambler

’98

Old Belfast
Send i'or list
OS taken in exchange.

£5 CONGRESS ST., BOSTON.

worn

Carriages may be ordered

AND OTHER CHOICE BONDS.

DIETZ DENISON & PRIOR,

Hall.

Outside wraps not to be

Self-toning paper.
Lantern Slide Plates.

BICYCLES.

I

CITY

CUTLERY. GLASS
and HARDWARE.

:4

B. M. PERKL1 & CO.,

I

jamsdft

I-I-AX/Er

B

VO*’'*.*'

8 Free Street,

o’clock in the afternoon.
'‘The Old Problem in Fiction: RoSingle admission
door.
feblodlw

At four

Subject:

manticism or Symbolism.”
50c. To be obtained at the

B

THURSDAY

EVENING, FEB. 17,

BATH
vs.
PORTLAND.
Monday Evening, Feb. 21, LEWISTON.

Seats in advance at Chandler’s.

Game at 8.30.

feblOdtf

AUCTION SALKS.

BAILEY 3t CO.
Anetioneers and Commissioo Merchants
F, O.

Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.

STEPHEN BERRY,

gU, Jah

and

(Said

c' W'

F. O. BAILEY*
m arh-4

SRade^

ALLEN

win iarkst

Cumberland County,

4’s

Brunswick, Me.,
Maine Central R. K. Co.,

4’s

4^’s

Maine Central E. R. Co.,

o’s

ToMusic Teachers! Book, Card

4’s

The Latest Musical Productions of every description aro at all
times to bo found in our stock.

Portland and Rnmford Falls

Railway,
Portland Water Co.,
Knox & Lincoln R. R. Co,.
Maine

Steamship Co.,

4’s
o’s
G’s

ALSO BANK STOCKS

portlaSTtrust
COMPANY.

Eo. 37 Plum Street.

AND—

All orders by mail or telephone will
receive prompt attention.
Our discounts to the profession are
the most favorable to be obtained and
everything will bo done to make it an
advantage and a pleasure to deal with us.

A full
ments

assortment of Stringed Instruand
Musical Merchandise of

description.

dtf

nov23
CAUCUS.

PRINTER,

JOE

rBINTEKS’ EXCHANGE,
97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland

FINE job printing a specialty.
All orders b.C mail

or

telephone

promptly

sept22eoatf

attended to.

WE ALSO GARRY
every

The Republicans of Cumberland are requested to meet at the Town House in said town on
the 19th inst, at 3 o’clock 1*. M., to
kill.
Saturday,
to
tent
for town officers; also to
and pleaded guilty make nominations
Recorder Weymouth,
a town committee.
choose
and was bound ovor to the
charge
Per
order,
the
to
of the Supreme court to be
TOWN COMMITTEE.
M«v term
Eeb.
Alfred.
Me.,
12th, 189$. ibHUtd
at
Cumberlaud,
him for assault with inU° was arralgnod before

warrant against

Seats now

FAY BROS. & IIOSFORD,

at

March,

SOo

Engagement

NOVELTY AND

POPULAR PRICES—15, 25, 35,50c.

application.

SWAN & BARRETT,
Me.

the creditors ol said
their
debts
and
assets
sufficient

more assignee*1 ®i ms estate, will be held
a Court
Insolvency to be holden at
Probate Court loom in said Portland, in said
on tbe 7tli
of
Cumberland
day of
County

Reserved Seat.in the House

4s.

Saco,
Biddeford,

and
for-

or

TEKESBURY, Manager.

C3rH3ESaa.T HIT

•A.

4s. “TESS

Aioiice.

JOSEPH H. HUGHES, of Portland,
to
be
an
Insolvent
Debtor,
debtor, which
on
petition of said
petifiled on
the
of
was
12th
tion
day
February. A.D. 1898, to which date interest ou
claims is to be computed.
the payment of anv debts to or by
That

TONIGHT.
C. C.

JEFFERSON

adjudged

in
to

TONIGHT.

febicdtw

_

Notice is hereby given that a license has been
given to me by the Supreme Judicial Court,
authorizing and empowering me as Deceiver m
the case of the Petit Manan Land Company
against the Petit Manan Land and Industrial
Company, to sell at public auction tiie following
described property belonging to the estate of
said Petit Manan Land and Industrial Cumpanv. to wit:
All the right, title and interest which said
Company lias, or had on the 2iith day ot November, A. D. 1S‘J6. in lands located on Petit Manan
Point in the town of Steuben, in the County of
Washington in this Stale, ou which land is located a deer park stocked with deer, also somo
the
Man
She
Suit
Lewis’s
Against
Miss
lumber and other building materials on said
Supposed to lie Her Husband.
land; also one cottage and lot at Ferry Beach
in tiie city of Saco, In the County of York,
In accordance with said license, 1 shall sell
I
at public auction all said property at tiie Court
In the supreme court on Monday, be- House in Belfast, m me county 01 waiuo, on
fore Chief Justice Peters, was heard the the twelfth clay of March next, at tvu of the
clock in the forenoon.
closing chapter of a sorrowful story of a
It. W. DUNN. Receiver.
_snf.nmrorl—nf A PT’HPl
Tirun.
Dated at Waterville, February 15,1898.
dlw3w\V
fel)l6
respectable, young
ticed upon a highly
man
a
who
woman
yet
by
and pretty
goes
EXEC.ETOK’S NOl'ICE.
unpunished by the criminal law.
subscriber hereby gives notice that he
The plaintiff in this case is Grace Berhas been duly appointed Executor of the
of Newport, Me., and her last Will and Testament of
nioe Lewis
LEWIS w. PENDLETON late of Portland,
story is, briefly, that in the fall of 1896,
in the county of Cumberland, deceased, as the
in Gardiner, she bocame acquainted with law directs, and X have appointed William M.
one James Dowling of Machias, Me., and Bradley of Portland, Maine, my agent or attorney within the state. All persons having dethat he falsely and deceitfully claimed limits against tlis estate of said deceased are
to present the same for settlement, and
unmarried
nnd
an
desired
he
was
man,
that
by
all indebted thereto are requested to mate
his fraud induced her to marry him. The payment immediately.
W. PENDLETON, Detroit, Mich.
marriage] was performed in Gardiner by bDWARD or
to WILLIAM M. BRADLEY,
Rev. Alfred L. Struthers, and plaintiff
Agent or Attorney.
Feb. 15, less.
febl6dlaw3ww*
until
with
the
Portland.
Dowling
to
live
continued
when
Bhe disfirst day of January, 1896,
"ASSAULTED BY A 1>AI PER.
covered that he had a lawful wife living.
Riddeford,
February
15.—SuperinUpon this discovery she immediately
left Dowling, and brought this suit for tendent Joseph Dearborn of tdie city farm
being
returnable
action
to
tho
damages,
set upon yesterday afternoon by one
the January term. Dowling did not an- was
and for his non-appearance was of the inmates of the farm who hurled a
pear,
On Monday the hearing for flatiron at him, and as a result he is
defaulted.
the fixing of the amount of damages was
suffering considerably from soreness of
held, and Chief Justice Peters awarded
Miss Lewis is a body in the region of the heart, while on
to the plaintiff $1000.
woman of 24 years, and her his loft arm thoro is a black and blue ais
handsome
case has excited Interest and sympathy discoloration as largo as the palm of hie
of the people of her town, where she has
It was a eavage assault,
and
hand.
always borne a spotless reputation.—
Superintendent Dearborn is congratulnt
Bangor News.
that he was not killed.
ing himself
inmate who committed the assault
The
POSTMASTERS.
MAINE
is Charles Blanchette, who has been ut
Washington, February 16.—Among the
about two years and is described
today are the fol- the farm
postmasters appointed
fellow of an ugly disposition.
lowing: Samuel E. Davis, South Paris* as a lazy
Dearborn sworo
out a
Willard P. Pike, Calais.
lives saved every
year bv
having Dr. Thomas’ Electric Oil in the
it
when
is
needed.
bouse just
Cures
croup, heals burns, cuts, wounds of
sort.
every

I

AMUSEMENTS.

|

Presenting for tlio first time here

LEOSAIDOW

PROF.

are

&C0.,

Bankers.

Prices

of

Other Denominations.
Owing to the absence of Rev. A. C.
Grafton, one of the speakers on the programme, Rev. G. B. Hannaford concluded the exercises of the afternoon with
Doctrines of
on
Distinctive
a paper

Hundreds of

Population, estimated, 28,000.

(

JL

Bridgton then
Office oi tiie Sheriff ot Cumberland County,
presented a paper’ on Changes in MethodState ol Maine. Cumberland ss„ February
loth, A. I). 1898.
ism during the century.
is to give notice that on the 12th day oi
»
SIHIS
Rev. W. R. Eldridgo of Norway was JL
February, A. 1), 1898, a warrant in inhis
for
the next speaker, taking
subject solvency was issued out of tiie Court of Insolvency loi said County of Cumberland, against
Modifying Influenoe of Methodism on the estate of
Holt

Some days ago Gov. Powers received a
communication from Secretary of State
John Sherman, asking the Governor to
Methodism.
nave the police authorities of the State of
The evening exercises opened with a
Maine secure all information possible of during fourteen years the worshippers dea fugitive from justice of Great
Britain, pended upon the fervor of the preacher or praise service followed by an address on
one
William Reed, accused of embezzleIts Progressive Spirit and
the fire in their own hearts to keep warm. Methodism,
ment, theft and larceny. The Governor
of
“No part of this, the first church in Development, by Rev. F. A. Leitch
has caused a copy of the communication
to be forwarded to the mayors of all the this region, was ever painted.
The foun- Gorham.
cities in the State, requesting that they dation was rough
stone dug from the
Among the more prominent clergyman
direct their police authorities to make
It contained present were Presiding Eider J. A.'Corey
near the building.
ground
secure
inand
effort
to
diligent Inquiry
of Rumformation relative to the said fugitive, forty-eight pews numbered with chalk of Auburn, G. B. Hannaford
nud to nssist as far as possible in his ap- upon the Dew doors.
Singers seats each ford Falls, It. A. Rich of Ruckfield, T.
prehension. The description of the man side of the door with good paDel wsrk in B. Baker and A. W. Waterhouse of Mewanted is as follows: William Reed left
doors same as pews
This pul- chanic Falls, A. T. Craig of Berlin, F.
Cambridge, England, on September 27, front and
T. Barentzeen
1897, ana was last seen In London on the pit was at the other end raised five feet A. Leitch of Gorham, G.
same day.
Age about 02 years, hoight 6 finished alL found with high panel work of Andover, E. F. Dorighty of Locke’s
feet, 7 inches; rather florid complexion; ahd a door secured with a wooden button. Mills, G. D. Stanley of Oxford, W. B.
stout build; heir lightish brown; whiskBean of South
“This building was twice struck by Eldrich of Norway, I. A.
ers and beard
cropped short and tinged
of Bridgton, A.
D. B. Holt
with gray (may now be clean shaven). lightning, once during service when a Paris,
He is round shouldored, and when walkK. Bryant of West Paris, G. W. Barber
ing looks to the ground; carries one
of
of South Waterford, H. A. Peare
shoulder higher than the other; is of very
s Naples, A. Hamilton of Bethel.
quiet demeanor, and suffers from asthma.
The description also includes a full list of
goiu ana silver coins of England, AmeriAWARDED $1-000.
ca and
Spain, that he is supposed to have
had in his possession.

the greenbacks.

under one municipal government, so that
tho chief point of difference between the
annexationists'and the anti-annexation-

Had this occurred

|

AMCSEMEWT8.

Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Water Company, First Mortgage, gold, fi’s, due
1927.

address for free Cook Book to Liebig Co., P. O. Box 2718, New

PBESS/

WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY

and fine flavor,

purity

Genuine bears signature
of Justus von Liebig :

Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type,
25 cents per line each Insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar advertoday
for
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance,
fnmiliar to everj
inclined to
think the
Portland
op- three days annual meeting of the Metho- in Canada and escape is
40 words or less, no display. Displayed adverare right
reader of enrly Maine history.
in this,
and all adver- ponents
and
if
of
distriot.
ministers
Lewiston
X
dist
these
headlines,
under
tisements
erected at
“The
next ohuroh was
not
The number of ministers present was
tisements not paid in advance, will be charged ruruftiju wouiu
reap advantages
from
It has also been movec
annexation
the particularly noticeable and included not Look’s Corner.
at regular rates.
through
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square Increase of her prestige by reason of
her only the clergymen of the Lewiston dis- and now serves as a boarding house,
for first insertion, ami 50 cent3 per square for. enlargement in. population to offset the trict but also several pastors of other
“In 1859-60 a $3000 church waB buill
eacli subsequent insertion.
of being responsible for denominations. The interior of the beau- at Bethel Hill during the pastorate 01
disadvantages
Address all communications relating to sub- the
This edifloe was de
improvement of a large territory now tiful church was tastefully decorated Rev. E. Davies.
scriptions and advertisements to Portland
The im
stroyed by a cyclone in 1891.
very poorly supplied with the necessities with Bible verses in evergreen.
Street,
Exchange
07
Co.,
Publishing
and conveniences of modern oity life we
at mense steeple yielding to the fury of th<
exercises
The
opened
anniversary
Me.
Portland,
ehould certainly oppose it. But not only half past one with devotional services led tempest fell with a tremendous crash ful
The ohuroh orgai
will there be a strong and natural ten- by Rev. A. T. CJraig of Berlin.
This length of the church.
dency to spend a large part of the money was followed by a historical address by and almost every pew was completelj
The bell fell to the first floor,
raised by taxation on the new territory Rev. A. Hamilton,
the local pastor, wrecked.
walk.
until it is brought up somewhere near the under the title of
of Methodism Everything went down but the

THE

spoils

for

FINANCIAL.

J

msCEIXAirEOtTS.

I STEINER! k SONS CO.
T. C. McGouldric, Mgr.
Telephone, 8X8-?}.

517 Congress St.
jaii24deodtE

fPRANCES#
Fancy

/j*
/IS
/IS

:

'hin

skin,

25c

Nivels.

sweet and

juicy.

DOZEN.

WILL H. GOCDWIN & CO,
7 Monument Square.
LeblCdSt

m

SI/

#

\|/

NEW

MUSIC AND DRAMA,

D’URBERVILLES.
announced that Mrs. Fiske

TESS OF THE

the Yellow Robe of India,” and. having
him boomed up as the genuine article
for advance social purposes, the author

has struck popular and funny vein. The
the story of company that will be seen at the Jefferthe
stage
on
would present
son, February 23 and 24, will be composed
“Tess of the D’Urbervilles” tho reading
of the following well-known players:
fascinated
Mr,
by
public, that had beon
C. Mandeville, Ernest Warde,
to .witness the William
Hardy’s tale, was anxious
Lute
of those who had W. E. Colligan, Chas. Mltohell,
majority
A
great
play.
Ada Gilman,
Farnum,
Agnes
Vorhman,
novel
no
the
doubt
had
bsen enthralled by
Margaret Otis, Louise Arnott and Julia
no d eper feeling than a curiosity as. to
'1 he sale of seats will open
Bachelor.
how the “Tess,” the“‘Angel Clare,” the
“Alec D’Urberville,” the “Marian” and Monday.
hen It was

«

the other characters would be embodied
in the theatre. A liner-fibred minority,
whom the story had strongly moved, were
fearful lest the stage version should do
violenoe to their ideals, conceived from
the marvelous descriptions of the author.,
Yet all alike had curiosity to see, and to
all alike the stage story was as fascinating

WESTBBOOh.

STORE.

BOSTON

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS,

j

RINES BROTHERS CO.

Grand Cash Purchase
--

regular meeting of the Excelsior
club was held on Monday evening at the
home of Mrs. May Verrill. Mrs. V errill
The

read an excellent- papor on The Lite and
Work of the Poet Scott.” The next meetas the original, because, beyond the coning will be held with the president, Mrs.
fessedly, marvelous achievement of Mrs, Tuttle, March 7, with a paper by Miss
Fiske in impersonating the heroine and Jennie Andrews on “The Poet Burns,”
the remarkably sympathetic assistance of and the study of Queen Victoria by Mrs.
her company in presenting pictures of the Cora Elkins.
other, oharaoters, the.publio saw the aoA delegation of the members of Iona
tual doing of things that had been but
and Beulah chapter,

ani>

—-_

|

CLEARANCE SALE
—-OF

EXTRAORDINARY SALE

%

--—

§

Department-

Linen

chapter, Portland,

desoribed in the book, and for the first Cumberland Mills, visited Mizpah chap{time realized the power of the incidents ter Monday evoning. After the close of
/in which tho figures took part. The sale the lodge exercises, Mr. George Knowlton
of seats will open Friday at 9 o’clock. entertainod by exhibiting about two hunThe performances will be given at the dred views with his storeoptlcon. Mr.
of Iona chapter then inJefferson, Monday and Tuesday next.
J. W. Martin
vited all to the banquet hall where he
WILLIAMS CLARY CONCERTS.
it being the occaMarch 7th and 9th are the dates set for served a clam sapper,
A very pleasant evconcerts to be given sion of his birthday.
the

Willlams-Clary
hall.

at City

great

success

Williams aohieved a
at the Musical festival last
de Koven speaking of
Mr.

October. Reginald
Mary Louise Clary

York

New

the

in

World says:

enjoyed.
entertainment

ening

was

at the
Warren
The
church known as the weighing social
which was to have been held on Monday
evening, in the church vestry was postnnrincr tn tho. prition.l

The

We were one off a Syndicate to 3>ay
Goods, Gents’ Furnishings, Cloaks, &c.. &c.
The

the second
The great au-

emphasized |in

performance last evening.
lience laughed and [enoored and
vway

came

greatly pleased. Remember only
performance will be given and
will come off tonight.

ine more

shat

PUSS WAS SAVED.
who is giving a
was
ine course of lectures In this city
graduated from the Maine Medical school
at Brunswick and shortly after he went a
long sea voyage ln’a sailing ship. As his
diploma was the apple [of his eye he deDr.

John;C.;Bowker

termined to carry

the

sheepskin

with

Off the island of Teroeira, one of
the Azores, a fearfuUstorm threatened to
6end all hands to Davy Jones's locker and
crew and
the ship was abandoned, the
him.

message is self

following

$30,©OO stock

this

of

Dry and 1'

explaBiatory.

-ON-

-INCORPORATEDCABLE SERVICE TO ALL THE WORLD.

21,000 OFFICES IN AMERICA.
This

Company TRANSMITS and DELIVERS messages only

on

conditions limiting its liability, which have been assented to by the sender of the following

This we do especially to the advantage of our customers wluj
the prices advance, which must uec*
may wish to purchase before
cssariiy take place in the near future.

the Company will not hold itself liable, for errors
in any case where the claim is not p

me9fcrrors

station for comparison,
can be guarded against only by repeating a message back to the sending
of tolls paid thereot»i noi
delays in transmission or delivery of Unrepeated Messages, beyond the amount
writing within sixty days after the message is tiled with the company for transmission.under the conditions _,
named above.
sender,
the
of
and
is
delivered by request
This la an UNREPEATED MESSAGE,

J“f

or

....

THOS. T. ECRERT, President and General Manager,

Local union, "S. P. S. C.
E., will hold their quarterly session with
the Baptist church in this city Thursday
Bev. William
at 7.30 o’clock
p. m.

RECEIVED
J B 20

10

will deliver an address; subClements
Citizenship.” There
ject, “Christian
will also be addresses by local members.

Me

Bangor

at

No. 26
4

Paid

__

Exchange St., PORTLAND,
39

bleached Table
First lot—Is a iiue assortment of cream or half
handsome
and
designs. These
qualities
Linens, wide width,heavy
of linens for common every day use,
are the most durable kinds
some $1.00
and none of them worth less than 75 cents per yard,

ME.

P

per

’98

11

Feb.

Watson Miller &

OF EDWARD H. BAR-

yard.

All at

one

price in this sate,

Co,

BOUR.

59 Cents Yard.

Portland.

The funeral services of the late Edward
H. Barbour were held
sterday afternoon
atjtwo o'clock from the Methodist ohurch.
The ohuroh was crowded to its utmost
capacity by tbe friends of the deceased,
gathered to pay their last tribute of re-

in the haste of which he was a member were beautiyoung doctor discovered that
of departure he had forgotten his diploma ful, and were appropriately displayed In
which had most probably, by that time, front of the altar.
A crayon portrait of
His
state of the
gone down with the ship.
deceased, the purchase of which was
happy. The next subscribed for by the business friends and
mind was far from
morning a wildeyed, pale and anxious members of the tribe of Red Men, was
The seryouth might have been seen patrolling displayed in front of the altar.
the shore. The ship was still afloat some vices were
conducted
Rev. W. G.

deeided

Have

to

Company’s stock.

accept

Goods will

your
be

cash

offer

for

part

of

Bangor

Dry

shipped promptly.
Moody.

C.

H.

59 Cents Yard.

arrived, the balance we expect here today.
business something less than two years is evidence

Part of this stock has

this

concern

being

the stock is all
As

we

new

in

Table Linens, 62 to 68
Second lot_Here we find full bleached
small figures, worth in
Cerent
mostly
dif
designs,
ten
inches wide,
the market 75c. Our price,

Goods

The fact of
in itself that

of new designs in
Third lot—still better, an elegant assortment
and
handsome,
regular
fine
wide
double satin damasks, two yards
sale
price,
price $5.75. Special

$1.00 Per Yard.

and desirable.

practically bought

make prices that will crowd
this stock remains.
to

our

this stock

figures w e will be enabled
till night as long as a vestage

at our own

store Irons morn

to
off

lot—70 inch Cream

Fourth

to leave her, but the nest day the sea was
sufficiently calm to allow a return when
Madame Felina was regaled with all the
delicacies the town afforded. The diploma
was kept very near the doctor after that,

solid delegation of the business men
of Westbrook, wno closed their places of
business during the services, and a delegation of the members of Temple lodge of
Masons, iu which lodge the deceased hau
recently taken the first degree. The pall
a

__

UVUI.

□

HVJU

x_u_n
—

ry±

1UVUBIB.

dan.

The remains

were

State house.

taken to

Ever-

and the final tribute of respect was paid, the ritual services being
conducted by ex-Mayor W. W. Cutter the
electric oars

MY FRIEND FROM INDIA.
H. A. Du Souchet’s “My Friend From
India,” has gone far to supply the popular demand for something fresh and novel
in the th3atrical line. “My Friend From
India” is not only a new play, but one

printed in the annual reports of the city

Giddiness. Fulness after meals. Headache, Dizziness, Drowsiness. Flushings
of Heat, Loss of Appetite. Costiveness.
Blotches on the Skin, Cold Chills, Disturbed Sleep. Frightful Dreams and all
Nervous and
Trembling Sensations.
THE FIRST DOSE WILL GIVE RELIEF
IN TWENTY MINUTES.
Every sufferer
Will acknowledge them to be

A WONDERFUL MEDICINE.
BEECHAM'8 PIEI.S, taken

as

ed, will quickly restore Females
plete health. They promptly

direct-

to comremove
the sys-

obstructions or irregularities of
tem and cure Sick Headache.

Fora

Weak Stomach

Impaired Digestion

Disordered Liver

IN MEN, WOMEN

OR CHILDREN

Beecham’s Pills

Without

a

are

Rival

And have the

LARGEST SALE
of any Patent Medicine in the World..
25e. at all Drug Stores,

GRAND SPOT CASH BARGAIN SALE.
In order to Re-mark and arrange the Stock
CLOSE ALL DAY TODAY, Feb. 16th.

on our

Counters,

our

Op^oirj.

officials.
The Amphion club held Its meeting last
evening with Miss Eva Walton.
A party of young people from Westbrook enjoyed a trolley ride last evening
to Morrills corner.
The two days fair of Calanthe Assembly. P. S., will open this morning at 11

o’clock, at which time

a
turkey dinner
will be served until two o’clock. The evening’s entertainment will be given by the
Presnmpscot band, assisted by Mr.
Quinn, the reader, from Portland, and
the Misses Alice Hutchins and Ware ol
Westbrook. A beautiful vase will be given
to the most
popular Knight in West-

Mr. I. D. Leighton has been
brook.
chosen from East, and Mr. C. M. Waterhouse from the West end.
The vase is tc
be donated by L. A. Gould of Portland,
and a lively contest is anticipated.
The Ammonoongln club will meet thif
afternoon with Mies Harriet Eogg. Subject, “Parliamentary Law and Current

Events.”
The “East
this evening

Ends” will he entertainer
by Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Ergr.

ward
The citizens
heiu this evening in
rooms.

caucuses

the

are

several
S

to b< 1
wart

-_a.

—

An extra force of help will foe in a-Attendance
when convenient to take small parcels with them.
A. B. Ao Trading Stamps given at this sale.

and

Pieces

we

the

divided up
out to convert them into cash.
When Conley was arrested one of his
pals was noticed ou the other side of the
street marketing the same line of goods.
He was not arrested and Conley is the
only one of the quartette on whom the
officers have any line. It is not known
where the slippers were going or to

they
A

Mark

Down Sale Which

Brought Would

Be Merchant to Grief.

Officer Skillings yesterday morning
arrested a man who was selling felt slipand who gave
pers on the street corner,
He was
his name as John F. Conley.
arrested on the suspicion that the slipdishonestpers came into his possession
came
ly. At the station Conley saidjlie
from Lewiston and had various explanations to make as to how the foot wear
Last evening,
came into his possession.
however, he became more confidential
with the police department and tells a
rather more plausible
durthan the yarns ho had been spinning
story which

was

ing the afternoon.
He said that Monday

he

with four

other tramps were travelling from Fortcar
land to Boston in a freight car. The
cases and
they occupied contained shoe

four
taking thought for the morrow, the
ice
Clark’s
at
car
off
the
one
rolled
men
drawhouse. The other side of the
the men left the car, went back

bridge

and found the box and took it with
them to the round house where they

whom they belonged.

Se

given

least four clashes of persons ought
interested in the tr mp talk to bo
in the council ohamber, City hall,

customers

case

Damask, all linen quality, la

10c Each.

CO.,

In tills citv, Fell. 15, by Rev. H. B. Long, at
95 Parle street, George L. Quint and Lucy F.
York, both of Topsiiam.
In SoringBeld. Feb. 6. Jay 1). Osgood of Prentiss anil Miss Edith B. Gowell of Lakeville.
In Surry, Jail. 29, Eugene Gasper and Miss
Fannie L. Gray.
iu Plymouth. Feb. 2, Roy W. Simpson of
Newburg and Miss Lillian B. Kav.
Iu York, Albert Edward Cuzner and Miss
Mary L. Eeriinld.
In Wells. Warren L. Hutchins ol York and
Miss Maud E. Adams of Wells.

COLBY ATHLETES.

Waterville, February, 15.—The Colby
University Athletic association has fixed
date of the annual indoor meet

on

7.45, before the Associated Tuesday, March 8.
The college field day will be held May
Mr.
Cola will describe the
as
he actually is—seen from the 18, and the annual baseball tournament
tramp
inside—will disouss methods of weeding of the
junior league on May 20 and 21.
out the honest unemployed from the
The following have been chosen officials
“dead beat,” will show the needs of the
honest wayfarers and will tell of different for the indoor meet:
experiments in exterminating the proJudges—F. M, Whittier,Bowdoin; Prot.
fessionals.
jj|®3 C. B. Stetson, A. F. Drummond.
The Associated Charities desires tojfrid
Timers, J. p. Giroux, J. Stephenson,
the city of the pest, and hopes through C. K. Brooks.
Mr. Cole’s lecture to arouse an interest
Measurers, F. W. Aklon, A. K. Fuller.
the subject in a large body of our
in
Scorer, T. K. Pierce.
citizens.
enlightened
Only through
Starter, J. H. Bates.
publio opinion' can anything be accomplished. All persons interested In the
It’s a mistake to
imagine that itching
tramp either as a' problem or as a curi- piles can’t be
cured; a mistake to suffers
lecture.
are
invited
the
osity,
to.attend
a day
longer than you can help. Doau
The
prominence of'the tramp*in i our
comic papers is sufficient assurance that Ointment brings instant relief and perAt any drug store, 50
he has an interesting personality and is manent cure.
cents.
a good subject
for a popular lecture.
tonight at
Charities.

Loom

$1.00 Each.

Turkey Red Table Damasks.

MARRIAGES.

plaintiff.
Seiders and Chase for defendant.

the

>| Q HFs^LCll

$1.25 Each,

ST._

of the Union
Tuesday—In
Wiswell,
Sand Paper Co. vs. John P.
which has been on trial since Friday
for the
verdict
a
returned
noon, the jury
plaintiff for S3,549 Tuesday afternoon at
5.30.
Henry W. Swasey and S. C. Perry for
the

THE BEGGARY NUISANCE.
At
to be

long,

a lot ©£ odd SiBaner Napkins
We shall sell also this morning
would be $2.00 per dozenvalue
real
hundred)
one
(only about
In this sale at

SUPERIOR COURT.

Yesterday morning
their spoils and started

night.

yards

Seventh lot-58 inch Cream
patterns 2 1-2 yards long,

would request

488-490 CONGRESS
spent

3

Table la Elens in patterns 2 1-2 yard
Sixth lot-68 iticli Bleached
lo i«g, only

WATSON, MULLER
marketing felt slippers.

%f
i eu u.

$2.00 Each.

store will

0.«30«

o/t

and German

Special prices,

SALE COMMENCES THURSDAY, FEB. 17.
Doors

in Irish

in line Bleached
Fifth io'—Contains a variety of new designs
and
3
long, regular
1-2
2
yards
«aiin Damasks in short pieces,
be $1.25 per yard.
would
price

oldest Sachem of the tribe.

The West End W. C. T. U. met yesterRobinson,
day afternoon with Mrs.
adwas
on a novel basis.
Theosophy Church Btreet. The meeting
founded
field for satire, dressed by prominent workers from Portopens a wide and fertile
land.
and introducing an unluckyfbarber hidboard of
The regular meeting of the
into
a
a
bed-spread,
den within
yellow
of the Westbrook fire departengineers
as
a
memWealthy pork-packer’s family
The annual
ment was held last evening.
ber of the ancient and learned “Order of
report of the department was prepared
and presented to the board, prior to being
Annual Sales over6.000.000 Boxes
filed
with the city government to be

FOB BILIOUS AND NERVOUS DISORDERS
such as Wind and Pain in tho Stomach,

EVERY DEPARTMENT WILL BE REPRESENTED IN THIS

t>

traveled many thousand miles subsequent green cemetery for interment. The memly and now reposes in a safe’deposit’vault bers of Wawonoek tribe of Red Men were
not far from;the gilded’dome of (Boston’s transported to the cemetery by special

k

&& Weills

—

Woodman, Charles Swett and Rufus Jor-

Sla nasUs

Linens, $1.00 quality,

by

three miles distant, rolling frightfully on Mann, pastor of the Warren Congregathe seas which were running vary high. tional church, who spoke of the love and
Dr. Bowker decided to save his sheepskin high esteem in whioh the deceased was
if he lost his own skin in trying and de- held in business as well as in sooial oirspite the protestations of his comrades he oles.
by
started off in a small boat manned
Appropriate musio was rendered durPortuguese sailors w.iom he was obliged ing the services by a choir from the Westto.bribe heavily to brave the dangers of brook Congregational church. The memthe stormy deep. Luok favored him the bers of Wawenock tribe of Red Men, of
ship’s rope ladder was dangling still over which he was the head oflioer were in atthe side. It was brief work to mount It tendance in a body, and Messrs. W. E.
and hastening to his cabin he recovered St. John,
C. L. Bucknam and F. E.
of Portland, representing the
t he prize and started to return to the little Wheeler
cork on Great Council.
boat which was bobbing like a
In addition to these was

16th.

FEBRUARY

WEDNESDAY,

ESIOS TELEGRAPH COfflPAST.

WESTERS

TilE

Presumpscot

speot to his memory. Seldom has a community felt the loss of a citizen so inuoh
one other passenger besides Dr. Bowker, as they do the loss of Mr.
Barbour, who
takingJto'smallSboats asj.heirfonlyichance for eight years has been actively engaged
and a mighty slim one at that. Happily in the business circles of Westbrook as an
The
they succeeded in making land atAngora. employe of Mr. W. B, Boothby.
The moment the shore was reached, the floral tributes from the friends and lodgas

♦he angry waters when he was saluted by
an old Iiiend who cried “Mew, mew.” It
hungry, thin and
was the (ship’s cat,
alarmed. Woefully enough he was obliged

Linens

Table

ancy

>Vest End.

FUNERAL

-OF-

nf Dub.-

i“Not since Annie Louise Cary last sang
here has a liner contralto voice been narci con Elisha Newcomb.
in Newa York. She will certainly have a
A stray little fellow of four years of ago
brilliant artistic future before her. Miss was discovered late
Monday afternoon at
and
mellow;
Clary’s voice is full, rich
the sand pit owned by the city of fleering
comsympathetic, powerful and of great
the tem- near their town farm.
The youth was
pass, and she evidently possesses
which
perament and musical appreciation
taken on to one of the electric cars and
mark the true artist.”
brought to Cumberland Mills where he
RENTZ-SANTLY.
was put Into the care of Police < Ifficer
It was learned late in the evThe Rentz-Santly Burlesque Company Witham.
renewed Its success of Monday evening at ening that it was the son of Mr. Benjathe Portland theatre last night. All the min Perry, who lives on King street,

features were

Bangor Dry Goods Co.’s Stock, of Bangor, Me.

only 25 cents per yard.
50c
fast
colors,
quality at 39 cents yard.
One lot Damask,
One lot Damask, fast colors,

One lot Damask, fast

DEATHS.
Iu Lewiston, EMb. 14, Mrs. Eunice S. Brackett
One
wife of K. H. Brackett, aged 07 years and ll
each.
months.
[Burial Feb. 17, at her late home in LimingOne
ton, Maine.
In Bath. Feb. 12. Isaac Crooker, aged 71 years
In Bath, Feb. 11. Mrs. Annnle F. King, aged
One
38 years.
Iu Bath. Feb. 16. Mary F. Motse. aged 80 yrs.
One
In Bath, Feb. 10. Mrs. Salome W. Hunt, aged
76 years.

In Blddeford, Feh. 11, Mrs. Elvira C.Cole,
aged Go years.
Mr3. Mary W. Crocker,
In Bath, Fob. 12,
aged 08 years 3 months.
In East Oxford. Feb. 8, Rev. Samuel Rowe,
aged 72 years 8 months.
In Bluehtll, Feb. 2, George G. Staples, aged
89 years.
In Thomaston, Feb. 6, Oliver S. Robbins, aged
78 years.
In East Union, Feb. 5, Mrs. Sarah St. Clair,
aged 76 yearsIn North Union, Feb. 4, Mrs. Hannah Finlcliam. aged 00 years.
In Vinalhaven, Feb. 4, Franklin Smith, aged
59 years.
In Port Clyde, Feb. 2, Simon W. Teel, aged

56 years.

colors, 62c qaalty

^mm
Covers,

lot

6-quartcr Chenille

at 50 cents

yard.

^

mm

regular <5c quality

75c each.
lot 6-quarter Covers, real value $1.00 at
at
$1.00 each.
lot 6-quarter Covers, real value $1.25,
lot

One lot

6-quarter Covers, real value $1.50,
each.
8-quarter Covers, at $2.00

at

$3,25 each.

at 4&c

■'

~..
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gentleman,’

but he was bad—hart to the

Lord,
very core. I remember once—good
how curiously things do work out”—

Here he flung one leg violently over
the other and jerked at his watch chain
with sufficient force to snap it in two
and continued:
“There was quite a family of them—
all handsome and all bad. There was a
sister, younger than Dennis, as handsome
as Hebe and as bold a wench as ever
ogled a man’s senses away—well—well
D—n it all, to think
—let her pass.
the name of Whitney should ever again
be heard in Applegate county!”

(To be continued)
BAND.

THE USEFUL RUBBER

handsome, haggard face, while he ab■ently fitted the tips of his firm, pink
fleshed fingers together. Over them he
smiled with infinite pity and sweetness
When Belknap ceased speaking.
“And doubtless, my poor boy, you are
thinking that never before was soul sc

[Continifcd.]
connected thought in his
fled. By
the time Marianne had recovered sufficiently to make herself understood he
was a mile away on the nag lie had
hired in Cloverdell, and no one believed
4 word she said about having seen him.
“I tell you, Maxwell, I saw him as
plainly as I see you. He was standing
just outside the window by the piano.
Without

confused

He

a

brum he turned and

pale

was as

as a

sin dyed

hat on.”
“And I tell you,” said Max, trying
to bluster very valorously, “that I’ve
been over every inch of the front gallery, and there’s no sign of anything or
anybody. What in the mischief would
for
Reggio he peeping in the window
instead of coming in through the door?”
Nobody could answer this question,
and as Mammy Jane insisted on putting the trembling girl to bed the group

worse

than that.

“It is

an

said the colonel

no

to

infernal mess,” said Bel

not remedy.
There
must be some way out of the snarl, anc
We
onr first duty is to find that way.
must combine brain power over it.”
The colonel said this so cheerfully

and looked withal so capable of coping
with the knottiest problem that for the
first time in weeks Belknap acknowl
edged the possibility of recovering hii
self respect.
“Just show me the way to right mat

1

“Decidedly.”

mine.”
_

1,
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nil
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Bascom and get him to break it to Marianne and Maxwell. As Bascom lived
alone this intrusion would not incommode him much.
A turn to the left, a sharp climb up
the curving driveway, and he was at the
colonel’s door. Oscar admitted him and
recoiled slightly at sight of the pallid
face and tumbled aspect of this evening
caller, but there was one law and only
one obtaining in his code of instructions. Discourtesy to none.
“The colonel was away,

but Miss

“He is before you, and though I wil
not claim that he is the man he migh
have been with a nobler record th *
world ignorantly accords him its re

\

Entirely uncomprehending the first
clause in this softly muttered invitation
to enter, Reginald flung the soft felt
hat he had unconsciously carried under
his arm all evening on the hall rack,
instinctively passed his hand over his
wind blown hair and followed Oscar
immediately into Miss Bascom’s pres-

“You? Never. You never could havi !
as I did.
“I have been young, and now I an
old,” said the colonel, and he passed ;
hand slowly across his forehead as if t j

laid down her hook and
glanced up. She was alone, the colonel
having ridden away with Dr. Hillary
Northcote.
“A gentleman, missy, said Oscar,
holding tlio door open for the visitor to

away some importunate memory
“I’ve been all over the ground you ar *
treading now, Belknap. I don’t care t *

chase

Jessica stood up, looking very stately
and a trifle surprised. Reginald looked
Who
at her a silent amazed second.

ows.

”

“IJpt—you”—

“Resolved that by the grace of Go j
and my own manhood one stumbl J
should not keep me wallowing in th *
mire all my life.”
A look of high resolve came int
Belknap’s worn face.
“By the grace of God and your bel
I, too, make that resolve.
The colonel seemed not to have hear j
him. He was gazing into the smolder
ing fire with sad, introspective eyes. H }
Coni j
was asking himself a question.
he, even for the sake of lifting thi j
boy’s load of remorse, go into the de
/Jnwi-ncf

1

this beautiful woman who had
into his life at a critical juncture
But convention required
once before?
something more of him than a meaningless stare. Oscar had closed the dooi
and disappeared before he could command his tongue.
“Wehave met before,” he said lame-

come

ly-

“Wehave met before,” said Jessica

haughtily.

_

CHAPTER VI.
The fire burned low while the colonel
mused.
On the other side of the hearth sal
Belknap in an attitude of absolute exHis confession made, he
haustion.
awaited some expression of opinion from
his father’s friend with an apathy which
had a curious element of relief in it.
The colonel had got home just in
time to relieve the strained situation
between Jessica and the man she had
dealt with summarily on the Red Wing,
but did not in the least know what to
do with as an evening caller.
She had courteously relegated him to
the study to await her father’s return,
and there the colonel had found him,
nervous, but resolute in his purpose of
making a clean breast of it.
Into the tragic story of his colossal
folly he had plunged without an extenuating word or a plea for lenient sen-

T-ifcn-r

in Viia

nwi

j

life? Presently he spoke again:
“It is not necessary to go into the par
ticulars of my own dark days, my boy
They were very dark, and—they lef t
such scars as God grant may never scar
ify your soul. Perhaps a man is neve r
quite what ho might have been withou 5
little farthe
any moral lapse, but if a
removed from the angels he is just tha il
much nearer his fellow sinners and th »
better prepared to help them up, and s *
”
somebody is the gainer.
Then in lighter vein:
“We know better how to sympathiz 1
with the mumps or measles after w l
have gone through our own attack. I E
to be guidei 1
you think you can consent
by me in this matter, I will see yoi j
straight through it.”
“I would be only too grateful.”
“So be it. Now, then, I must kno\ 1
the name of the scoundrel who has ye i
in his clutches.

Whitney—Dennis Whitney.
“Whitney? Dennis Whitney?”

Difficult

Henry Savage Landor, grandson of
Walter Savage Landor, has just returned
to his home in Florence from Thibet.

Of

that mysterious country we know almost
nothing, and if the mention of it has
heretofore

brought

up old

legends

of a

sacred people, of a capital sheltering an
order of monks given to contemplative
lives, and to the memory of half-forgotten tales of strange nomad races, some of
the mystery will soon he cleared up, for

brought back with him
maps and survey s of all the country passed over, an exhaustive diary, kept up to
Mr. Landor has

the time he
tives,

taken captive by the naof material for the British

was

a mass

mo auumuj.

Never in the course of liis life has lie
been physically unwell. He declares him-

organically perfect. Therefore,
Landor calmly prepared for a two
years’ journey through a country of
which the chief reports wore thoso of
tortures and murders, perpertrated upon
too adventurous pioneers within the borders. He had food prepared in concentrated form by the Liebig food company,
hurry.
rubber
“Women particularly like the
he carefully selected his outfit, conand
It
save
them.
rule
a
bands and as
they
may not be.generally known ;that a rub- sisting largly of geographical instrubest known article fen
ber band Is' the
ments. artists’ materials, map-making
cleaning the teeth. I mean for removing
the accumulations between the teeth and paraphernalia and photographic apparawhere a brush will not reaoh. Did you
try itP No? Well you do It and see
if what I say Is not the truth. The elasticity of rubber makes it much easier tc
penetrate between teeth .that are the
closest together and it is far superior to a
silken thread which is used by many.
Women also find rubber bands handy foi
srnali
elastio mouths in work bags and
over

on

the wrapper of every bottle

of Castoria.

sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.
When

Baby

was

A

ALAEM.

FALSE

There was something in his manner whicl
led her to think he was about to propose. Sc
she murmured, “I think that every womar
craves some strong nature upon which she ear

"Blow winds and crack your cheeks! Eage!
Blow!
—King Lear, Act 3, Scene 2.
Pond’s Extract Ointment will toon hale
the cracks
_

KENNEbEC LOG DRIVING

CO.

Augusta, February 15.—The annua'
meeting of the Kennebec Log Driving
company was held In this city today,
about sixty being in attendance. The old
board of directors, consisting of F. T,
Bradstreet, president, E. J. Lawrence,
-----

--~---,

James IV. Pnrer, was elected.
S. IV.
Philbrick was re-elected clerk and treasThe treasurer’s report shows.thai
urer.
142,611,888 feet of lumber was assessed foi
The financial dedriving last season.
shows that the debt of the company was lnoreased during the year.

partment

MAINE PATENTS.

Washington, February 15.—The following patents have been granted to Maine
people: H. J. Allen, Peering, soda foun
tain; G. H. Hathorn, ball-grinding machine; A. W. Joy, Bangor, nozzle.
TO THE PUBLIC.

Knowing Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy to be a medicine of great worth and
merit and especially valuable for coughs,
colds, croup and whooping cough, we
will

hereafter
warrant
bottle
every
of us, and will refund the money
to anyone who is not satisfied after using
two-thirds of a 25 or 50 cent bottle.
D. IV. Ileseltiue & Co., 387 Congress
street.
Edward IV. Stevens, 107 Portland St.
King S. Raymond, Cumberland Mills.
Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress St.
H. P. S. Goold,Congress Square Hotel.

bought

A CARD.

i
The colonel recoiled as if from
We guarantee every bottle of Chamblow, and. his ruddy cheeks turnod ; t berlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
refund the money to
chalky white. Belknap’s lip curled bit Remedy and will
one who is not satisfied after using
any
terly.
it. It is the most successful medicine in
“Yes, sir; Donnis Whitney. Smal 1 the world for bowel complaints, both
■

wonder that you stare. A man year * for children and adults.
D. IV. Heseltine & Co., 387 Congress
my senior. Riley tells me that either h J
or his father once overseed in this neigh
Edward W. Stevens, 107 Portland St.
borhood.”
King S. Raymond, Cumberland Mills.
“I know, I know. I have good rea
Wm. Oxnard, 921 Congress St.
It was on this very plac *
son to know.
H. P. S. Goold, Congress Square Hotel.
His father was employed b;
he lived.
is
a big, blaoi c
This
Donnis
father.
my
eyed, handsome dog.”
“Conspicuously handsome, super
ficially polished—in short, a pretty fai
asy to
His plebeiai
counterfeit gentleman.
blood or perhaps early hardship shower
isy to
only in his vulgar hands. Bah, I cai
asy to
see them now, dealing those accurs©
cards!”
asy to
The colonel shifted his position un

easily.
“I know, I know. He was a younj
And all through it the colonel sat
sprig when I was. His father had
with his deep eyes fastened on the boy’s
great notion of educating him ‘to bq i
tence.

UUBiaoaa

lean in an emergency.”
rake over dead ashes merely for pastime >
His face became white.
“What is the matter?”
but it may help you to know that I, toe ■
“I thought,” he gasped, “that you had al
once thought the light of the world wa 1
ride your bicycle.”quenched forever because I had fallei 1 ready been taught to
Washington Star.
and turned my faced toward its shad

through.

was

drug

forgotten yourself

Jessica

a

cent

spect.

ence.

“We have met before," said Jessica.

five

a

has become almost an indispensable artiA band may be adjusted about a
cle.
it
package in one-third of the time that
takes to wind the twine around and
break it off as in the old way. And then
the package can be made more symmetrical than by the old method. Often in
using twine one gets the package all out
of shape aDd a clerk who is interested in
his work does not like to allow a package
to leave his hands in such a conditio 1.
Still It can’t.be uvoided when onojs in a

is

again?”

Bascom would be glad”—

pass

around

“I don’t see how anything could bi ,
Worse. This involves the happiness o:
others—innocent ones too.”
pouohes.”
“All wrongdoing does. So did his.’
WiT AND WISDOM.
“I don’t offer it as an excuse, colo
nel, but I was not myself when I fel
HEE LUCK.
into this trap, for so I consider it.”
Jenkins—“I wonder liow it happened thal
“Neither was he.”
Kidd is always out when I call?”
“I was drunk, beastly drunk, for thi i Miss
Jones—“Oh, just her luck, I guess.”—Brownlife.”
first time in my
ng, King & Co.’s Monthly.
“So was he. For the first time—ant L
the last.
“And—and—yet—he got through th I
woods? He never drew a happy breat! 1 Fac-simile signature of CHAS. H. FLETCHER

n.i_.1

i_a-

one

in WIG

a

as

Attempt to Visit
Forbidden Country.

age as the action of as natural a function
ly ;for filing papers and documents and you as the
process of respiration, who feel
a
of
outside
used
city
seldom saw them
to he simply the natural healthbravery
scarcehall or court house. Now you will
ful condition of body and mind, who do
ly’find a’drug store or grocery that does
less in place of not know wliat fear implies. Mr. Lannot use them more or
twine in putting up the smaller packages. dor
regards fear and disease as identical.

great
definite aim
put
ters, sir, and I’ll follow it if it leade
distance as possible between him and me over redhot plowshares.”
those he had wronged, Reginald caught
“Oh, you will have your reanoi
the glimmer of dim scattered lights
Trust conscience for that,
plowshares!
which he knew must be burning in the I am going to begin my ministrationi l
cabins on the Bascom place. His father’s as comforter in chief in novel fashion, i
injunction flashed into his mind. Sure- am going to tell you of a young fellov
ly if ever he had need of a friend it I once knew who got into a much worst )
was at this moment.
scrape when he was just about you'
“If ever you find yourself in a tight
age.”
Bascom.
Merriman
place, boy, go to
“Worse?”
He is a gentleman and a good friend of
save

Heroic

and

that rubber bands

gravely

knap peevishly.
“Fuming does

dissolved itself into so many wondering
and mystified atoms. Miss Monckton
carried herself as beseemed a prophet
justified by events.
through the darkness, with

an

Terribla Experiences—Tlie Failure of

package Museum, besides a collection of 22
wounds, each one unique in its cruelty,
its hideous suggestiveness and its enduring results.
There are brave men, who because they
are men feel that they must be bravo,
an enormous
Industry in this country and there are men born brave; but there
particularly during the past few years, are few men so physically brave that
t is not half a dozen years ngo hardly
they treat the exercise of extreme courwere used almost solesnapped

yours.”

“Nothing,”
and promptly.

Some

of sodium bicarbonate for a woman customer.
We use hundreds of them every day
The
whereas formerly we used twine.
manufacture of rubber bands has become

underestimate my folly, I assure you.’
“It’s bad—pretty bad, I know.”
“It’s as bad as can be. Sir, I’ve beer
recreant to a trust. Nothing could be

no

Forging

as

“It is surprising the number of rubber
bands that are used in the mercantile
business these days,” said a down-town
druggist a few nights ago as he quickly

“I am sure of it, sir. I don’t want tc

ho had

ghost, and

(From the Washington Star.)

as wooden machines,
are made to nee, and

LANDOR’S TORTURES IN THIBET*

Easy Food

«i

Buy,

Cook,
Eat,

Digest.

uaker Oats

At all grocers
■lb. pkgs. only

self to be
Mr.

tus. Ho started overthe Thibetan frontier
with a company of 30 men Hindus, and
himself the only white. Mr. Landor always travels alone, declaring it impossible for two intelligent men to go
through such a journey together. At Almora the party bid adieu to tbo last European, and set out to cross the province
of Thibet, to visit the capital, which has
never sheltered a white man, or at least
returned to tell
no white man has ever
the tale, and to explore its interior.
another
the
after
One
company
dwindled, they ran back from fear,
or
off
from
illness,
mutinied,
dropped
until only two native Hindus remainThese
ed to accompany Mr. Landor.
their
master
two
stayed
by
through all his vicissitudes, followed
him with canine fidelity, and are now his
constant companions.
Of the experiences gone through while
within the fatal borders of Thibet I could
not hear, for of course, they are for Mr.
Landor himself to tell. But the collection of photographs and water-color
sketches, of the latter of which he has

them he will.
Then the long gap is ended, and we see
a photograph of two oreatnres not recognizable as the same wo saw in the lirst
days of the expedition. Years seemed to
countenance. The
have passed over the
skin Is cut end lacerated and seamed with
The
hair is burnt to
slushes.
burns and
the scalp, the heard Is singed to a powder,
eyebrows and lashes burnt to the quick,
and the famous vegetable shortening,
tho
and the eyes two ghastly slits. Of
the crowning product of the cotton
life must
p
resoue just a few hours before
have been extinct, when no food or water
had been had for three days, we can but
read with admiration or the men
who,
some trading
Thibetans
hearing from
was
in
the
interior
a
far
white'man
that
to be beheaded, organized a relief party,
thinking to procure ut least the mutilated
body and any of the precious outfit that
is yoyal aid to good cooking, right
could be extraoted from the murderers.
■'■;
T> this party belonged Or. Wilson, Mr.
living and health. Let lard alone.
g
Larkin and tho Political Teshkar, Karak
Use COTTOLEASE.
Singh Pal, the nephew of Rajiwar of
3S
The genuine Cottolene Is sold everywhere in
Askote.
ga
By forced marches, and after
one to ten pound yellow tins, with our tradeH
§|
many thrilling escapes from treacherous
marks—"Cottolene" and steer's head in cottoryg|
'%
plant wreath—on every tin. Not guaranteed if
guides and adventures, which well nigh
at
other
men
6old
in
any
way. MadeTonly by
oost them their lives, these three
.ghas
As
reached
the
two
sufferers.
last
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
Montreal.
been said 'Mr. Landor was .within a few
St.
York.
Louis.
New
Chicago.
hoursjof death. His reason was already
notion
gone, and only by the most prompt
After three hours of
was ho kept alive.
attention he had so far regained con1
TO MET.
sciousness that he was able to tell where
and
the
cameras,
he had concealed one of
You can afford to indulge yourself or your
be
he caused to
Forty words inserted under this head
on its being recovered
family in the luxury of a good weekly news* one week for S5 cents, cash in advance.
taken, for he could, not take it himself, fa
and
a
of
fiction.
in paper
quarterly magazine
photograph'.of the savages cowering
You can get both of these publications with rrO LET—Two tenements in house corner of
men.
their terror of the avenging white
*
Forest Avenue and Arlington Sts., Deerthe
horall
almost
a
for
n
moment
during
Never
library of good novels for $5 per year.
ing. 7 rooms in each tenement, bath room,
rible time did Mr. Landor forget that all
furnace heat, Sebago and gas. Good location
photothat he was able to procure of
doctor. Price reasonable. W. F. DRESS! fr"
ER, No. 80 Exchange St., Portland, Me. 10-1
graphs and sketches were ofofimmense interest. Up to tho moment
capture he
LET-Desirable office on Congress street.
had. kept his diary complete, ana arter
Also several
Central, first floor, front.
that time each hour was Impressed with
tenements
at Woodfords.
S. M. WATSON, 12
mind.
hideous vivldnoss upon |his
By
12-1
Monument Square.
carried to Almora,
slow stages he was
and there after three days ho had so far
LET—One large front room with alcove,
recovered that he was ablo to dispatch
use of bath; also small store room.
Refernces required.
11-1
Call at214 HIGH ST.
runners to'the nearest station with news
the
and
most
for
world-famed
its
The
had
brightness
home.
outfit
whioh
letters
and
been confiscated was given up, and the complete General Weekly—covering a wider TDOOM TO LET—Newly furnished rooms,
large and pleasant, furnace heat, bath,
precious diary and maps and survoys range of subjects suited to the tastes of men j etc., at
reasonable rates. 16 Elm street, first
wero secured.
Many of tbe[ Instruments and women of culture and refinement than any t house below Congress street.3-2
whioh had been provided by the
Royal journal—ever published. Subscription price, VOR
RENT—Rooms on second floor over
Geographical society he had been obliged $4 per annum.
9
Haskell & Jones’ clothing store. Inquire
to bury in the Himalayas, and there they
at HASKELL & JONES, Monument Sqr. 18-4
a 256 page
TOWN
TOPICS,
TALES
FROM
still await-the time^when some brave man
the
will recover them. Mr. ^Lander himself Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing
LOST AND FOUND.
first day of March, June, September and Dewill probably never be able to return.
cember, and publishing original novels by the
bunch
of keys somewhere between
NEW YORK BEGGARS.
best writers of the day and a mass of short
* the First National Bank
Building and the
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc. Post Office. The finder will be rewarded by
1 returning the same to PORTLAND S> FE
Tricks of the Trade by Which Targe In- Subscription price, $2 per annum.
! DEPOSIT CO., 87 Exchange St.
12-1
Club price for both, $5 per annum.
comes Are Gathered.
You can have both of these if you subscribe
BUSINESS CHANCES.
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
(From ttfb New York Sun.)
the list below. Regular price for each, 50 A 1 AClf A
you are interested in going. or want to make money
Court Officer Grosjean and Hayes of Cents. All sent postpaid.
in Alaskan stocks, we nave the best plan yet
!
or
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express
the Jefferson Market police court are depresented. Write or call upon E. C. DAVIS &
or by registered letter,
CO.. Bankers and Brokers, 244 Washington St,
tailed to arrest professional beggars. In postal money order,
febl4-6t
together with a list of the 10 novels selected* Boston, or ll Wall St., New York.
the year during which they have been asby numbers, to
TOWN TOPICS,
signed to this work and whioh ended on
MISCELLANEOUS.
^ 908 Fifth A venae, New York.
Wednesday last, they have arrested 460
ORTGAGES
NEGOTIATED—At 5 per
I I!
LZST.
beggars, panhandlers, and impostors.
! '«• cent, we have funds of clients to invest in
fr-THE SALE OF A SOUL. Bv C. M. S. McLettan.
first mortgages.
Parties desiring loans on
“Too ready an ear is bent to their ap7— THE COUSIN OF THE KING. By A. S. VanWestrum,
good real estate security can obtain same by
8— SIX MONTHS IN HADES. By Clarice I. Ciingham.
peals,’’ said Grosjean. “Take, for In- 9— THE SKIRTS OF CHANCE., By Captain Alfred applying at the Real Estate office, First NationThompson.
al Bank Building, FREDERICK S. VAILL.
stance, the case of Daniel Shea, who is ,io-ANTHONY
KENT. By Charles Stokes Wayne,
16-1
known as the king of beggars. He was xi—AN ECLIPSE OF VIRTUE. By Champion Bissell.

\
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mm TIES HAVE COME.
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arrested by me lost Wednesday and sent
to the workhouse by Magistrate Flammer.
He Is said to own a tenement-house and
to have a fair-sized bank aooount. Owing
to the'difficulty of catching [him in the
alms he has been [dubbed
That man has been a professthe king.
ional beggar for the last 30 years, and has

act

of.soliciting

been arrested only fonr times. He served
in the late war, and has been a beggar
ever since.'
200, exquisitely finished and conceived
“It must be a paying business. John
with a perfect understanding in bringing
Morris, a new hand at it, for he is only[24
out the prominent character of that
years old, has his left leg missing below
unique mountain structure of the Hima- the knee. He solicits alms[on Sixth avelayas, and its peculiar atmospheric effect,
furnish a graphic history of one side of nue, between Fourteenth and Sixteenth
the journey, while the photographs, streets. When I arrested him ho offered
taken at all points with lavish profusion, to
give me $20 down if I would let him
furnish the realistic illustration.
off, and to pay me *2 a day for the privilThe tale is begun with the photograph
of beggiDg on Sixth avenue. He told
of Mr. Landor and his two confidential ege
a day.
Not a
me that he averaged $10
servents, in their travelling outfit, as they bad business.
entered the bounderies; then come
of the
is
one
“A man named Osgood
photographs of the bivouac, the company cleverest of them all. He works all the
of 31 souls tenting and resting after long swell hotels on Broadway and Fifth ave
marches. The gradual ascent is learned nue and tells the guests a tale of woe
by the slow approach to the, at first, far- about having just lost his wife, and,
distant icy peaks. There is one photo- ‘won’t the kind gentleman just give me a
two to bury her?’ I have known
graph especially of a novel bath taken dollar or
$15 in one night worklDg
15,000 feet above the sea. A tiny stream, him to make He is said to own
a comfortof water is poured upon the shivering that game.
horns in New Jersey. The last
little
able
back of the courageous bather, the drops
time I arrested him he had just asked a
turning into pellets of ice as they fall. man for $2, and when I accused him of it
Another is the picture of the first ap- he said:
roach of the natives, the uncertain size
‘You'reimistaken. I didn’t ask him
of the slowly approaching hand. Grad- for $2; I askedfhira forjtwo.doughnuts.’
“Then there is an Italian, [who works
ually the line draws nearer, the number
and the accompaniments become distin- Fifth and Sixth avenues on crutches.
are sent out
to
conEnvoys
last time I arrested him he had $114
The
guishable.
sult, aud.received a rebuff. Then the last injhls pockets and a bank book showing
night in camp. The ominous quiet that that he had $7,000 deposited to his credit
He is said to
precedes a storm broods over the little in one of the city banks.
a rinnhlfwlPinlrAil
nn
party, \Yll 1UU 11*13 uuw uimiiiiDllL'U co
handful. Then there are portraits of each Baxter street, while he lives very comof
the
of the expedition,
barrioades, piti- fortably with hiB^family near by.
“Another man, arrested Innumerable
fully weak and useless, seen from the InThe distant landscape Is taken in times, is John Douain, who carries three
side.
mass and In
detail, each characteristic signs under his coat. With the sign,
brought out with distinctness. There fol- 'Please help the blind,’ ho will stand for
When he
corner.
lows a hurried picture of the little caval- an hour or two on a
cade dodging here ann thero among the tires of that heisubstitutes the sign, ‘Am
low hills, of intense faces and a visible deaf and dumb’ and enters stores, "where
decrease In the impedimenta. Evidently, he gesticulates in an appealing manner so
all possible baggage has been dispensed cleverly that ho meets with great success.
The ruagio At night, when the deception cannot be
Then there is a lapse.
with.
so well noted, he doubles his hand up uneye is closed and we see no more.
a
naked figure der his sleeve and, twisting his leg as
The next picture is of
it
Around
a
tree.
dance
a cirole
bound to
though orippled, hobbles along Broadway
of the most hideous beings that ever bearing the sign, ‘Please help a
poor
walked on two feet. It is impossible t o cripple.’ He also makes much money.
call them human. With flattened heads,
“A very good trick to win sympathy is
distorted bodies and small, cunning eyes, Imported from Paris. Obtaining some
the lower part of the face more resemb- sandwiches, the beggar walks along until
these ho soes an ash barrel Into whlohhe throws
ling an animal’s tbpn a man’s,
the victim of them. When he sees some one coming he
creatures jeer and taunt
and
Slashed
their cruelty.
bruised, with fishes thorn out, and the passers-by, nine
the cords cutting.deep Into the flesh of times out of ten, gives him money. That
the
brave servan t is one of the best dodges to work upon
wrists and ankles,
grimly conceals every trace of pain. The the sympathies of the charitable. Oh, I
be
a
face
relief
on some old tell you it is a very luorative business;
bronze
might
coin. We have no photograph of the scene but it Is robbing the deserving ones.
which followed, where.the
master was People have no idea what a large sum is
treated to the same experience.
The given out’’ daily to the undeserving in this
and
to
was
its
camera
dark in- manner.
captured,
terior the savages dared not penetrate,
Addison G. Jerome, special ngont of
thinking it was some instrument of the the Charity organization society, also
devil. Here we must turn to the two told of some interesting cases brought to
surviving men. Mr. Landor’s eyes were his notioe. There is one man, he says,
burned and withered by white-hot irons. with a false leg, which he discards in the
He was bound for hours to the rack, and
day time and begs on Sixth avenne. At
twisted and wrenched out of all semblance
putting on his leg, he wears a
to
made
was
ride for 80 night,suit and attends the theatre, sitting
to a man. He
dress
miles in a saddle stuck over with spikes. always in an orchestra seat. He has been
One of those entered the base of the spine seen at Delmonioo’s. Another beggar
and shattered the nerve centers, reducing lives on the east side and has a whole
the flesh, tendons aDd bonejto a laoerated floor nicely furnished. His family were
jelly. Trial after trial was made to draw Ignorant of the fact that he was a beggar
from master and man some expression until he was arrested. He is now serving
of pain, but’all in vain. Through starva- his third term on the island. There is a
tion, burning, excruoiating suffering and woman who works a very successful trick.
mental strain, the savages were denied She goes fr°m door to door asking
the
the pleasure of discovering that niiy'or all servants to contribute money to enable
had
produced the slight- her to insert an advertisement in the
of their attempts
est effect.
newspapers as a cook. She was arrested
Mr. Landor has quite lost one eye, at Thirty-fourth street and Madison avethat
doctors
in
time life nue after having stopped in all the houses
say.
though the
it. White-hot irons were in Madison avenuo between there and
may return to
held just close enough to the eyes not to Twenty-third street.1 When Matthew Boltouch the skin, shriveling and withering and, who is lame and’fakes blindness by
them, the Thibetans deeming that this wearing blue glasses, was arrested, $5.00,
was more painful Juan the instant
burn- a gold watch and chain and a valuable
after day locket were found upon him. He worked
lug out of the eyeballs. Day
and
this was practiced,
day after day no the stores along Sixth avonue.
Professional begging, Mr. Jerome says,
sign of. feeling were they able gto extract
from their victim. Mr. Landor’s ankles is decreasing yearly, possibly
owing to
and wriBts are still livid from the cruel the police surveillance, or the decrease
to
the
inoreased number of
cords which bound;him to the rack and
may bo owing
as he himself says, an animal in
hie con- licensed or legitimate beggars, against
to obtain evidence of bogis’hard
It
dition would be instantly shot,. With in
whom
domitable will he forces himself to stand ging They are the ones who sell penoils,
and walk and sit, using his extremeties
organs and play the fiddle.

grind

UNSPEAKABLE SIREN. By John Gilliat.
DREADFUL WOMAN. By Harold R. Vynn*.
X4—A DEAL IN DENVER. By Gilmer McKendree.
15—WHY? SAYS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray.
xfr-A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. By L. H. Bickford.
17—A MARRIAGE FOR HATE. By Harold R. Vynne,.
x8—OUT OF THE SULPHUR. By T. C. De Leon.
19—THE WRONG MAN. Bv Champion Bissell.
*0—THE HUNT FOR HAPPHMESS. By Anita Vivantl
12— AN

13— THAT

Chartres.

*1—HER STRANGE EXPERIMENT. By Harold R. Vyna*
82—ON THE ALTAR OF PASSION. By John Gilliat,
*5—a martv* to T.OVF.. Bv Ioanna E. Wood.

READ WHAT THEY SAY.
“Experiments in buying a piano
are costly, but why experiment at
In homes of CULTURE the
all?
piano most often found is the
Perhaps it’s because
Ohickering.
Perhaps
it has been sold longest.
because its sales are larger.
and
come
Pianos
go but
Cheaper
the Chickering stands alone.”
VonBulOw:
have to

mits;

on

play

“On other pianos
the

as

piano

the Chickering I play

peras I

wish.”

II

Arthur Sullivan: “The tone is
noble. No pianist could hold any
opinion, save that it is perfect.”
“The Chickering piano rightfully stands alone
for on this earth it is not only unDe Pacbmann:

surpassed but unequalled.”
“The evidence is overwhelming.
If you want the best you must buy
the Chickering.”

j
|

ONEY TO LOAN on real estate at 5 and
-l“ 6 per cent. Notes discounted at reasonable rates of interest.
Property sold ana
rented.
Care of property and collection of
rents. Prompt attention given to the business.
N. S. GARDINER. 185 Middle street, room 4.

I14-1

ARVILLE, first class clairvoyant,
LILLIAN
79 Franklin street, opposite Lincoln Park,

can be consulted daily
private|family matters.

on health, business
or
Business tests a specialty. Office hours from 9 to 9. Circle Fridayevening.
Everything strictly confidential ahd reliable.

10-1

EMOVAL—'The Portland Shirt Binding Co.,
formerly 307 Cumberland street, have removed to 16 Elm street, few doors below Congress street, where they will be pleased to see
new ones.
their old customers and many
3-2
PORTLAND SHIRT BINDING CO.
TO LOAN—On first and second
mortgages on real estate, stocks, bonds,
life insurance policies and notes or any good
I. P. BUTLEli, 481-2 Exchange
securities,

MONEY

20-4

street

WE

ill

advance money

‘Z^lONSIGNEITHouseliold goodsof every deto be found at
Vj scription are
always
sale at our Auction Rooms. We often
less than half the cost to
Srivatearticles
GOSS &
ave

man-

ufacture.
WILSON, Auctioneers, 18
Free street.11-tf

WANTED—All
and bags to

persons

m

want

of trunks

call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
bottom
and can therefore
give
prices.
We frame
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
663

pictures.

23-2

can

agents.

today

particulars. jCROFTS & REED, Chicago,

LIBRARIES.
VACCINATION.

We

Law,

A. G. Young, Secretary of the
State Board of Health, is sending out to
the local boards oirculars on vaccination,
its benefits, and the State law compelling
Dr.

It, which reaus iuub
“The board of health

of each olty, village, town or plantation shall annually,
on the first day of March, or oftener if
they deem It prudent, provide for the free
with the cow pox, of all tiie
inhabitants over two years of age, within their- respective localities, to be done
under the care of skilled practicing physioians, and under such circumstances
and restrictions as said authorities adopt

supply

are

prepared

to

’'

will be observed that the matter of
or of not
doing so, is not left
discretionary with local boards of health,
except so far as concerns the question of
vaccinating at shorter Intervals than
with loonce a year; but it is obligatory
cal boards to provide for free vaccination
at least once every year.
In the opinion of tho State Board of
Health it is very Important that there be
strict compliance with the provisions
a
of this act. An unvaooinated community
is constantly in danger of an expensivo
and lifo-destroying outbreak of small pox
introduction of
as the result ot a ohnnee
its contagion. In the past there hove
been too many disastrous small pox outbreaks due to the neglect of vaccination.
Of late years onr comparative exemption
has been simply good luck—merely a matter of chance._

Libraries with the latest

publications in

Greatest renting property in PortModern, three fiat house on St.
Each flat contains 7 rooms

HOUSE.
land.

Lawrence street.

and cellars for each flat; open fireplaces; large
bay windows; hard wood floors; electric bells;
12 per cent
papered throughout. A permanent
Price right and
investment and gilt edged.
terms easy. DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Congress
141

street.

VEW, TWO STORY HOUSE and 5,000 feet of
Li
land on Alba street, Deering. lor $2,100.
Furnace heat, cemented cellar, bay windows,
broad piazzas, bath room, Sebago water, double
parlors, hard pine floors, high and sightly; a
fine home at a very low price.
Terms to suit
you; only three minutes to school, stores and
electric cars. DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Congress
i41
street.
NEW

RESIDENCE

ELEGANT
avenue, Deering Highlands.
first

floor, bath

Glenwood
Ten finished

on

lavatory
ond, heated throughout, finely papered, electric
and bells, laundry in cellar, open fire
broad piazza, finished in cypress and
lard pine, hard
wood floors, bay windows,
A
very sunny, one minute to electric cars.
suburban
residence for only $3,500.
magnificent
Easy terms. DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Congress
rooms,

on

room on sec-

lights

f)lace,

street.

14-1

avening (the best),
a new.
modern two
house, with steam heat, open fireplaces,
broad piazzas, large bay window, fine view,
open plumbing, front and back entrances, cellars and heaters entirely separate (think of it).
Only one minute to electric cars. Every known
convenience. A permanent 10 per cent investOn Glenwood
HOUSE.
Deering Highlands,

flat

Price right and terms to suit you.
year.
DALTON & CO., 478 l-20ongress street.
14-1

tier

SALE—A fancy goods
II OBbeen
established 43 years.

for selling.

Is

store that has
Best of reasons

very desirable place. Apply
lor particulars to No. 35 MAIN ST., Saco, Me.
a

12-1

SALE—Cheap.

Litter of handsomely
marked St. Bernard imps. May be seen at
Seely's stable. India street. Portland. Fur
particulars! inquire of JOHN A. CLARITY,
United States hotel, Portland.
12-1

FOR

DOR SALE-Modern three storied house. 2
a
flats, 9 rooms and bath for each; ample
heat for boih; line stable and about 10,000 feet
land. Electrics pass the door; one ot the be3t
locations in Deering; unobstructed view of Portland and Casco Bay. W. II. WALDRON & CO.,
180 Middle St.
12-1

pOR SALE—Houses, lots and farms ;all kinds,
a
locations and prices;
will be sold at a bargain between this and April. S. M. WATSON,

12 Monument

Square.

12-1

■pOR SALE—An 8x13 horizontal engine made
*•
by Kendall & Roberts. 28 horse power;
tubular boiler; all In good order. Terms to suit
if taken soon.
For particulars address C. T'
10-4
AMES, East Waterford, Maine.
SALE—Farm of about fifty acres with
good house, barn, store, Post Office, hall,
blacksmith shop and other buildings all in good
repair, at North Raymond, adjoining Wilson
Spring property; lias excellent spring of water
noted for its bealtlifuluess. A rare opportunity;
owners will sell much below actual value. BENJAMIN SHAW. 61 1-2 Exchange St.
11-1

FOR

^residence,

LtOR SALE—Elegant suburban
13
a
ana
rooms, stable
poultry house, all
modern and nearly new. good orchard with
about 4 acres of land bounded on two streets
and close to electric cars, in Deering.
Will be
sola cheap.
W. H. WALDRON & CO., ISO
Middle St.
11-1
pool room,
No. 1 man.

neivs-

641
11-1

SALE—Two-story wooden house with
FORbasement,
11
in first clasi condition,
rooms

with

all

located

modern conveniences.

Pleasantly

Cumberland street, near Cathedral,
two minutes front Congress street electrics.
Terms easy.
Sun all day (when it shines).
One-half purchase money can remain on mortgage, if desired. H. L. JONES, 470 Congress
street.
febio-tf
on

¥7OR SALE—One sleigh, little used, (Z.
a
Thompson & Bro makers.) 1 jump seat
carriage in good condition, lfharness, 1 fur robe,
2 plush robes, blankets, whips, &c.
H. L.

Congress

470

10-tf

street.

lot of land at the West
End, comer Forest and Congress streets
about
feet.
4,224
containing
Apply to E, HARLOW, 019 Congress St.
jan25dtf

FOR

SALE—Or

lease,

a

WAN TED--EE MALE HELP.

Forty word*
one

week for 23

Inserted under tbl* heed
cent*, cash in edvance.

girl fur general
WANTED—Capable
work. Apply at 323 SPRING ST.

housell-l

vampers and top
117ANTED—Experienced
"
stitchers. SIIAW-GOD1NG SHOE CO.,
10-1
Me.
Springvale,
more

B rates.

ladies to

re-

PLEASANT ST., corner Park
St3-2
142

WANTED—AGENTS.

one

Cata-

logues and discounts.,

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

A GENTs-$7 daily, to sell specialty Soaps
and give customers double their value in
Presents; exclusive territory; samoutfit
free. Modoc Soap Co., Cincinnati, O.
ple
a

Handsome

LORING, SHORT & HARMON
£eb4eodtf

IH

S 1ULLISIE1

12-1

d_
MALE

HELP WANTED.

11/A N TED—Young man who is mechanical
If to work in shop. In applying give age,
Adexperience references and pay wanted.
dress A. B. C., care P. O. Box 1635, Portland,
16-!

Me,_

OY W ANTED—THE
264 Middle

JAMES BAILEY CO.,

street._15-1
visiting general stores,
SALESMAN—Wanted;
commission either as si te
(5

etc

line

or

to take

on

straight line staple and fancy spring
«r0ocls. Address EANC1 GOODS, care Car12-1
rier No. 1, Boston, Mass.

COAL.
DR. MOTT'S HERVERIME PILLS,
A Full Assortment of

The great remedy for nervous
prostration and

Lehigh and Free-

Burning Coals tor Domestic Use.
Pocahontas

erative organs
of either sex,
such as Nervous

Prostration,
Failing or Lost
Emissions, You thorry, excessive use of Tolead to Consumption and
every $5 order we give a writInsanity.
ten guarantee to cure or refund the money.
Sold at $1.00 per box. 6 boxes for $.5.00. I>K.
MOTT'S CHEMICAL COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.
For sale

IOO-S

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts..
apr3

all nervous diseases of the gen-

(Semi-Bituminous) and

Above Coals Constant-

ly

bis duties as president of the universify this fall.

rrHE ELEGANT MODERN RESIDENCE~wfl
are building on Forest avenue
(the best
street in the city).
This house will contain
eight finished rooms and bath room, hot water
heat, open fireplace, double parlor on main
street, every modern convenience and luxury
and the location is unsurpassed.
Our price includes grading, turfing, sidewalks, everything
ready for occupancy. Our price is $1,000 lower
than you would suppose we could sell for.
DALTON & CO., 478 1-2 Congress street.
14-1

Forty words Inserted nuder this

Standard Works.
Send to us for

Grand Rapids, Mich., February 15.—
On Hand.
Regent Rogers Butterfield of the State
University of Michigan, has received a TELEPHONE
letter from President James B. Angel,
OFFICE:
now ambassador to Turkey, stating that
he would resign and be home in tune to
resume

TfcON’T FORGET that high grade kerosene
oil is alwayslon hand at
DO^Preble street.
NEAL I). WINSLOW, dealer in Gasoline and
Kerosine, Telephone 6354.
15-1

Novel and

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and
Do you get what you want when you
ask for goods advertised iu this news- forge use.
paper? The publisher would be glad to
Genuine I.ykens Valley Franklin,
hear of any case where substitution had
been practiced or attempted.
English and American Cannel.
MINISTER ANGEL TO RESIGN.

re-

so as

It

providing,

euts

pair with aqueduct water. Price $2200, including all farm tools. NY. II. WALDRON & CO.,
180 Middle street,
15-1__

few
joiu
young
to accept
millinery class, taught
Town and Public WANTED—A
Dresscutiing taught at
positions.

Vaoolnatlon

therefor.

■POK SALE—Fruit farm of 1000 trees.Vhoica
4
grafted Baldwins and other choice varieties

Including pears, 100 acres’ excellent land,
25 tons hay. 2 storied house and ell in good

111.
10-2

BAXTER BLOCK.

to the

oenfs.

OB SALE—Lodging bouse at 44^ Brown
street. Also lodging house on Louaress.
Both are well patronized and doing a thrifty
business.
W. F. LtRESSEE, HU Exchange
street, -Portland. Me.__lu't

JONES,

WANTED.
You

State Board of Health Calls Attention

week for 25

on

a

The

under this head
cash in advance.

Forty words Insorted
one

any kind of
merchandise consigned to us, or will1 170R
SALE-Cigar store,
store
f
pay cash for household furniture,
Good for a
papers, &c.
stocks and fixtures of any description. GOSS CONGRESS
ST.
& WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 Free street 11-tf
w

[earn $20 to
WANTED—Agents.
$30 week. We make best selling goods
Write
for
in United States for

GRESSEY, JONES&ALLEN

SALE.

FOlt

COTTOLENE.

declaringsthat they

use

1I.WS.FU

by

J. E. GOOLD & CO.

S
For sale

Wlltlam* Indian Pile
Ointment Is a sure cure
for PILES. It absorbs
tumors. Stops Itching.
GIVES RELIEF. 5©e.
md 81. At Druggists

by J. E. Goold& Co,

iuned&wU

CAPTAIN DENNETT

BEBUBLICAN CAUCUSES.
of

Portland, herein-

Monday, February 21, 1898, at 4
to select
seven
o’clock in the afternoon
eaoh ward.to attend the
delegates from
Portland mayoralty convention for the
a candidate for
purpose of nominating
mayor, also to nominate candidates for
alderman, three councilmen, warden,
clerk and two constables from eaoh ward,
also to select five members of the Republiono

city committee from each ward, and
Wards 1,3 and 5,a candidate for member of the school committee.
The polls will be opened at 4 o’clock
will remain open until 9 o'clock
and
can

in

ment.

Quetations ef Staple Predicts in the

Adj. Gen.TJohn T. Riohards, of Auresignation of
gusta, has received the
Capt. Stanley P. Dennett, commanding
G company of the Second Infantry, in
and that document is now in
brief or simprocess of acceptance—not a
has
ple operation. The adjutant general
Dennett
that
his
Capt.
regret
expressed
is forced to leave the service, as will be

Bangor,

by’the official correspondence printed

below.

ICol. G. A. Philbrook, commanding the
Second, has ordered Capt. Dennett to at
over to Lieut. Harold S. Boardp.' m., and for such further.time as any once turn
man, of G company, all military property
caucus may vote
commander of the
A check list, prepared by the Republi- in his possession as
has
and
given directions for the
can
city committee will be used in each oompany,
of invoiocs and duplicate receipts,
ward, and no person whose name has making
to the usual forms.
not been marked
thereon as a Republi according
These steps are necessary before the rescan, is included in this call, and will not
be

accepted.

he allowed to vote or take any part in ignation
Lieut. Frank B. Cummings, adjutant
said caucus. Errors or omissions in said
of
the Second, has sent to Capt. Dennett
ward
several
the
list will be corrected by
the
following’interesting letter, which exlor
committees, who will bo in session
itself:
this purpose at Republican headquar- plains
Bangor, Beb. 14, 1898.
Con1-8
587
Brown
room
blook,
8,
ters,
Stanley P. Dennett,
Captain
the
on
9
o’clock
to
from
7.30
G. S. M.,
gress street,
Co. G, 2nd Regiment,
evenings of the 14th to the 19th of FobruBaDgor, Maine:
hand
honor
to
the
have
you a
to
Sir:—1
ary, inclusive; also at any time prior
of a letter received at these head3 o'clock in the afternoon of Monday, copy
can

quarters:
but no corrections of
STATE OF MAINE,
hour
the
ADJUTANT GENERAL’S OFFICE.
any kind will be made after
Augusta, Feb. 11, 1898.
be
above mentioned, i Headquarters will
Colonel George A. Philbrook,
open day and evening of the week above
Com’d’g 2d Reg’t Inf’t’y, N. G. S. M.,
where the cheok list may be
Maine:
February 21,1898,

mentioned,
Augusta,
Sir:—I have the honor to acknowledge
seen and examined, by any Republican.
of Captain
of the resignation
receipt
All Republicans are earnestly requested
Stanley P. Dennett, Com’d’g Co. G, 2d
their names are correctly Inf
to see that

try
You will order Captain Dennett to turn
the military property in his possession to Lieut. Harold S. Boardman, givcaucuses.
ing an invoioe and taking duplloate reTn
.nnnmmniiate those residing within
ceipts of the samo, one receipt he wi 1
the voting precinct of Island Ward 1, and forward to this office with his property
his aocounts will
Island Ward 2,the caucus for Island Ward return; upon its receipt
be verified and if found correct the resig1 will be held at Long island, and for Isl- nation will be aoted
upon.
and Ward 2, at Peaks island, at 4 o’clock
I regret that Captain,Dennett’s engageunable to
reare suoh that he Is
ments
on the day appointed.
m.,
p.
A plurality of the votes cast in any main in the service.
Yours Respectfully,
caucus will be required to nominate canJohn T. Richards,
didates for office.
Adjutant General.
The official ballot, to be used at the sevRespectfullly sent down,
B. Cummings,
Frank
eral caucases'will he prepared and printFirst Lieut, and Adjt.
conand
will
ed by the city committee,
MAINE COLLEGES.
tain the Dames of candidates for delegates
to the mayoralty convention and all
marked upon this list and to be present
and take
part in their respective ward

other ward officers. Names of candidates
for said delegates and ward officers will
be placed upon these ballots upon request,
said
request to be made to the chairman of the city committee on or before
noon of Saturday, February
12 o’clock
19th, but any other written or printed
ballot will be received and counted as

cast.
The

over

President Hyde of Bowdoin Welcomed at
Hnrvard.

President Hyde of Bowdoin College left
for Harvard Saturday, where he will begin his term of service as university

preaoher,

conducting morning prayers

from Feb. 14 to Feb. 26. President Hyde
preached his first sermon at Harvard Sunday evening, in Appleton chapel. In an
editorial welcoming President Hyde to

and secretary of each
chairman
caucus will make a record of the names
of all persons for whom ballotsjare cast Cambridge, the Harvard Crimson takes
and the number of votes cast for each occasion to remark:
candidate, and certify and deliver tho
“Though, as a graduate of Harvard,
same together with the cheek list, at Re- President Hyde Is
one of our
own numpublican headquarters immediately after ber and doubtless feels a special interest
the adjournment of the caucus.
on that account in the service to whioh
The
delegates selected to attend the he has been invited, yet, as the head of a
an act
he
mayoralty convention are requested to
meet at Reception hall, City Building,on
Wednesday, February 23, at 4 o'clock in
the afternoon for the purpose of nomicandidate for Mayor.
nating
Per order of the Republican City Coma

mittee.
GEO. H. ALLAN, Chairman.
THOS. A. BOWEN, Secretary.
Portland, February 2, 1898.
A WRONG IMPRESSION

CORRECT-

ED.
As we looked upon the peaceful face of
surRandall
this,
Aunt
Luoy
hearted ladies
rounded by many warm
and personal friends, we felt if she could
she would not only tell us of the

speak

performs
neighboring oollege,
of friendship and courtesy in coming
cannot
fail
be appreciated,
which
to
bere,
..specially as it necessitates a complete interruption, for the time being, of his active and valued work as head of a neighboring college. Here is certainly a most
pleasing evidence of an intercollegiate felor
lowship, which no university Is,
should be, more desirous of cultivating

than Harvard.”
Ths Bowdoin Giee and Mandolin clubs
will start Monday, Feb. 21, on a trip
through the eastern part of the State.
Concerts will be given at Bangor and at
Houlton.
The second Junior assembly of the term
will be held at Town Hall, Wednesday
evening, Feb. 16. Music will be furnished by the College orchestra.
The annual olass eleetions of the Senior
class will be held in Memorial Hall
this afternoon.

beautiful home | she has entered where
want is never known, but that she would

BATES BALL PLAYERS.
know how the Great
The baseball aspirants at Bate are beCaretaker provided for her here to the
ginning In earnest to get in their work
last.
for positions on the team that will repreKind lacliesjgoing to her house on Sunsent the college this spring. There are
day found plenty of food—bread, better.
two positions to be filled, made vacant
meat, cheese, cakes and tea, all fresh and
the graduation in the class of ’97, of
by
good; also plenty of fuel;and warm clothui 1111 (tuu OA'va^natu
from
her
own
took
wardrobe
ing. They
played left field, and Slattery second
suitable articles to clothe the body for base and
pitcher.
burial. A reliable lady saya she saw and
This year the team is under the mantalked with her on Thursday, the day but
agement of Ernest L. Collins, of the class
one before she was found
dead, but not of
’98, with Nathan Pulsifer, of the
frozen as has been reported.
Mr. Collins is a
olass of ’99 as captain.
M. R. MOORE,
man well
with the work of
acquainted
Assistant Secretary Associated Charities.
managing the team, having been scorer
last season. “Nate
is too well known
AVALUABLE DIGEST.

also want all to

xj

—*-*■*-**»*

to need any comment as to his ability as
Deputy
a captain.
He filled that position on the
Marshal
for
has
Maine,
United States
fcotball team of ’97 and to the perfect satmade a complete digest of the various ru- isfaction both of
the team and the stulings, deolsions and instructions proceed- dent body.
of
S.
JusU.
the
Department
from
ing
The candiates for the team have been
tice, and forwarded to tho Marshal’s at work under the direetlon'of„Capt. Puioffioe here during the eight years that Mr.
sifer, and Instructor Bolster for some
Smith has held his position. It is a most
weeks, most of the work thus far having
is
indexed,
valuable
properly
volume,
been done in the gymnasium. The cage
or
in
the basement of Parker Hall has been
decision
it
ot
and by means
any ruling
l)n mediately refeired to. The lately repaired, the windows screened,
can be
the ceiling sheathed, and the ends heavily
work has boen done in odd moments, and planked.
The men of last year’s team are all getreflects great credit Jon Mr. Smith.
ting into the preliminary work in good
IDEAL TOURS TO WASHINGTON.
shape and will no doubt again fill their
old positions. In the Infield seoond base
The perennial attractions of Washing- is
vacant, and there will in all probabiliAlways inter- ty be a lively contest for tho position.
ton need no presentation.
esting, every American only awaits the Smth, 01, and Putnam, ’01, are the most
most favorable opportunity tp visit it. promising candidates.
It is also said that Putnam has aspiraThis opportunity is presented by the Per- tions to
play in Quinn’s shoos at third,
sonally Conducted Tours of tbe Pennsyl- but it is doubtful if he succeeds. In the
vania Railroad, which will leave Boston, outfield “Joe” Bennett will again attend
to centre field as he has done for the last
March 14, April 18, and May 16. Rate,
three years. Hinkley will probably play
|23. Washington and Old Point Comfort right field, while left field is still very
Tours, February 22, March 22 and April uncertain. Among those who are trying
12. Rate, 828.
for the position are Dennett ’01, Davis,
The above rates include all necessary ’01, Maerz, '01, Hussey ’00, and also Putexpenses during the entire time absent, nam will make a bid for it if he fails in
except supper on the steamer returning. the infield.
An all-rail tour by speoial train of Wagner Paiaco Cars
on April j.
Kate from
The schedule of games has not as yet
Boston or any station on the Fitchburg been very fully
arranged, aside from the
Railroad, including all necessary expen- games to be played in the State
league*
ses, $25. Itineraries of D. N. Bell, Tour- These games are arranged, but the dates
ist Agent, 205 Washington street, Boston. are subject to
change. The managers of
the four college teams met in October and
SUFFRAGISTS GIVEN HEARING.
made a provisional sohedule. Bates was
at the meeting by Mr. ColWashington, February 15.—The Senate represented
lins; Bowdoin by Mr. Cleaves; Colby,
committee
on
equal suffrage
today by Mi. Stepehnson; and
University of
granted a hearing to a large delegation Maine by Mr. Stevens. These
men are
of ladies from the
National
Woman the
managers for their respective teams.
Suffrage Association, now in convention
in this city.
Tbe addrcssts were
all
All the healing balsamic virtues of the
direot or indirect for the granting of the
are concentated iu Dr.
franchise to women the sentiment gener- Norway pine
ally voiced being expressed in Mrs. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrnp. Nature’s
Sewali’s paper.
own remedy for coughs and colds.
Mr.

Burton

Smith,

Chief

OUN

May.

July
Opening.

3t%

Closing. 32

(Bangor Commercial.)

seen

<

OATS.

after
on

mMiUsicOlIERCUL

The Devions Pathway to Official Retire-

Republicans
designated, are notified to meet in
caucus in their respective wardrooms,
The

RESIGNS-

July.

l.eadin? Markets.

mand, and 4 833)4 83% for sixty days) posied rates fat 4 64 gn 86%.
Commrcl bills at
4 82%.
Government Bonds strong.
State bonds dull.
Railroad bonds firm.
Silver certificates 66%@5b%.
Bit Silver 66%.
Mexican dollars 46%.

Hides.
The follow ing quotations represent the paying prices in tills market:

Cow and ox hides.7%c » lb
Bulls and stags.......... 6%c

Ccalf skins, trimmed.ICo

uutrimmed.
60 to

Boston
The

9c

80ceach

Exports.
GLASGOW. Steamship Sarmatlan—25,050
bush peas 19,334 do oats 8137 do rye 25,460
do barley 860 sacks flour 1625 do oatmeal 625
do wheat 845 do peas 104 pkgs handles 6988
lumber 670 bags oil cake 1 mo boxes cheese 13
pkas sundries 036 bales hay 28 pk wheels 6 cs
brooms 41 do irons 26 boxes handles 32,252
sacks flour a 27 cs paper 202 bells pulp 123 pkg
hams 180 tcs lard 308 cattle8o3 sheep 8 horses
Freights.
The following are recent charters:
Br steamer Gardenia, Sicily to north of Hat
teras, privilege Portland, brimstone 8s.
Ship John B. Kelley, Yokohama and Hiogo to

following

1115

Karsto

Ntocn

were

closing

quota-

fere Marq..
'{uot.oiioub Stocxe

end Bonds

(By Telegraph.)
The follomg ware to-day'.-. closing quotatioi

s

Feb 16.
Feb. 14.
128%
New 4s, reg
i2«%
128%
do coup,
128%
113%
New
4’s reg.113
114%
New 4’e coup ..... 114%
119
Dcnrer Si il. G. 1st.110%
74%
ftrle geu 4s. 73%
63%
Mo.Kan. & Texas 2ds.63V*
Mo Kansas a Texas pfd....
114%
Kansas Pacific Cjusois.114%
114%
Oregon Nay. lets..116
Union F.
EGSG
Closing quotations of stocks:
Feb 15.
Feb. 14.
#12%
Atchison. 12%
31 %
Atchison pfd.• 31 %

Ists.127%_127%

..

Rne.new.16

fI*M ;o 1st prefer
41%
Illinois Central.105

~

loo

102%
111%
150%

—

_l_

19
19
21
22

....

Scotsman.roruanu.

Liverpool

son, Rocklnnd for New York;
Boston for Portland,
Sid 16th, schs Hume, and A

Foreign Ports.
Passed St Helena prior to Jan 23d, barquo
Doris, from Calcutta tor Boston.
Ar at Carthagena prior to Feb 3. sch Frank T
Stinson, Ilodgdou, Norfolk.
Passed Kmsale Feb 13, steamer Numldian,
from Liverpool for Halifax and Portland.
Ar at Pernambuco Feb 12, sch Johanna Swan,
Shacklord, from New York, to load for North
of Hatteras.
Sid tm Cayenne Jan 12, sch Mark Gray, Sawyer, for Gonalves. to load for North of Hatteras.
Ar at Zaza Feb 12, sell Hattie II Barbour,
Erskllio, New York.
Feb

Spoken.
13, lat 37 N, Ion 76 W, sell Eva May. fm

22 for New York.
Feb 12, lat 27 N, Ion 80 W, barque Chas LorIng. from Savanna-la-Mar for New Vnrk.
Feb 2, lat 32 60, Ion 74 27, ship John McDonald, from Yokohama for New York.

Apalachicola Jan

...rou

Santiago.New York. .Cienfuegosl.Mch 1
.|Mch 1
Trave.New York. Bremen
Paris.New York. .So’ampton,.Mch 2
.Mch 2
Antwerp
Noordlaud.New York..
Numidian_Portland.. .Liverpool...Mch 2

rG
MINIATURE ALMANAC : FEBRUARY
42 Vs Sunrises. 6
6
(■
39
water
105% Sunsets.. B 39|H.„h
la
is High
{- 7 00
17
0—
Moon rises. 3 381 Height.0
191%

MARINE
PORT OF

NEWS

FLORIDA EXCURSIONS.
janl5

430

..

dim

Congress Street.

LINE.

TO

LONDON _j_ DIRECT.

Commercial St., Portland, Me.
dtf
sept23

McAllister.

Cleared.

ALLAN LINE
_ROYAL

Steamship Sarmatiau, Johnston, Glasgow
H & A Allan.
Steamship Manhattan. Bennett, New York—
J
Steamer Salaeia, Oliver. Bath, Boothbay Harbor and Wiseasset—C R Lewis.
Steamer Enterprise, Race, Fast Boothbay—
Allred Race.
Sch Laura & Marion, Eastman, Boothbay—
Dolen Grain Co.

Notice to Mariners.

U. S. Lighthouse inspector, i
>
First District.
Portland, Me., Feb 15.189S. I

[Sheepscot River, Maine.]
Notice is hereby given that Griffith Head
Ledge buoy. spar, red and horizontal stripes, is
It will be replaced as soon as
reported adrift.
practicable.
]Penobscot Bay and River, Maine.]

Point Reef buoy, spar, black. No. 5,
Feb 14.
reported adrift Jail 27, was replaced
ily order of me light House Board.
Thomas Perry,
Commander, U. S. N.
inspector 1st. L. H. Dist.
Fort

and

nov29

Portland.

13—Sch Annie Lee is on the
Maclilasport,
marine railway undergoing extensive repaiis,
She will have new stern and stern post, new
shoe and some new planking. The work will be
completed early in March.
Fort Monroe. Feb 12ih—sell JolinF Itranz,
Capt McDonald, from Norfolk for Demerara, is
a'shore on Willoughby Spit.
Norfolk, Feb 13—Sell Edward Smith, Lane,
from New York, arrived here to-day with mil,
bulwarks, and staucldons stove down, having
been in collision with Boh Fturna C Middleton,
while off IJog Island.
Ivey West, Feb 12—Sch Albert L Butler. Lelaud, from Cienfuegos for New York, with sugar

29
3
12
17

16 Feb.
Sardinian.
19 Feb.
Laurenttan.
2 Mar.
Numldlan.
Carthaginian.5 Mar.

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Sardinian carries no passengers.
Laurentian carries cabin passengers only.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers

only,

Tne Saloons and Staterooms are in the central part, where least motion is lelt. Elecis

used for

lighting

the

ships through-

out, the iights being at the command of the
Music
passengers at any hour of the night.
Booms and Smoking Booms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
by steam.
A reBates of passage $52.60 toJ$70.00.
duction is made on Bound Trip Tiokets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
Londonderry, $34.00 and $36.26; return,
$66.76 and $69.00.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, including every requisite for the voyage $22.50 and $23.60.
For tickets or further information apply to
T. P. MoGOWAN, 418 Congress St., J. B.
BEATING, 61 V* Exchange St., H. & A. ALAN, Montreal, 93 Stalest, Boston, and 1 India
jly31du
St, Portland.

DOMINION LINE.
vice.

Fob

lias arrived Here with foremast head sprung
and otherwise damaged. Lost some small spars
and rails on the outward passage.
Domestic Porta.

NEW YORK—Ar 14th, steamers St Domingo,
Veracruz; Saratoga, Johnson, cienfnegos;
AiUilla, Montell. Nassau, NP ; sch Madalene
Cooney. Wade, Sabine Pass.
Ar lBtli, scu Ida C Southard. Blake. Demefor
rara; Henry Sutton, Moore, Philadelphia
Boston.
Buenos
Ayres;
Cid 14th, brig Motley. Harper,
D„..Joii
WmiirHnuon
Vprnnn.1

From

From

Steamers.Portland.
Jan. Labrador, Wed. Feb. 2,1 p. m
Vancouver. Sat.,
12,1 p. in.
26, lp.in
Feb. Scotsman,
Mar. 12, lp.m
4,abrador,
Boston Service.

Sat., 15th
Thurs. 27
••

TO

10
24

••

LIVERPOOL

VIA.

QUEENSTOWN.

E. M. S. CANADA, FEBKUAKY 19, 8.30 a. m,

Washington.

APAl.ACHICOI.A-Ar 12tl), barque Herbert
Black. Blancliar Buenos Ayres via Barbados.
BRUNSWICK—Sid 13th, barque Nellie Brett,
Lowery. New York.
BALTIMORE—Ar 14tt), sch Chtldo Harold,
Boston, and cld to return.
Ar 16th. barque Shawmut, Allen, from Turks
Island.
Cld I4lli, sell Jennie Hall, Hall, St John. PR.
CARTERET—In port 14th. sch Jas W Bigelow, Graham, for Baltimore.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR —Ar 13th, sc is
S S Kendall, from New Bedford lor New York;
Glendy Burke, Fall River for New York, (and
both sailed.)
Sid 13th, sell Edith & May, from Fall Fiver for
New York.
Ar 16th. schs Marv F Corson, from Now York
for Portland: Abner Taylor. Calais for New
York;
Eugene Borda, liocklar.d for do; Cathie
orange*.
oocev’ra
Rye—No 2 at 60c.
C Berry, St John, NB, lor do.
4 0004 EO
Florida
oil.
Cioverseed—prime cash and Dec —.
14th, sch Mary A Hall,
FERNAN01NA—Sid
3
00
Kerosenel20ts
Jamaica
7604
8%
No 1 Northern at 97® Haskell, New York.
MILWAUKEE
California, 3 00@3 60 Llgonia. 8 %
2 Spring 923)930; Mv 98%c; July-.
No
Sid 14th, sch Jennie Lock98-:
FALL
RIVERCentennial. 8%
riggs.
Pratt’8 Astral ..10%
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat
February at Doe; wood, Hawthorn, Fernandlna; Cassie Jameson,
Eastern extra.. 19320 In haU bbls le extra
Maya’ 9*% c;july at 92 :/s : No 1 bard a6%c; Williams, Norfolk.
KreshYVestern.. 1S@19
No 1 Northern at. 95 %c.
Ratline.
HYANNIS—Passed 14th, schs Eugene, and
Musctl.60 lb bxs6®6Vs
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 4 70® Addle Sell later, Rockland for Now York.
Held.
London lay’rll 76320C 4 80; second;patents[4 C6®4 66: first deals at
Rutter.
KEY WEST—Sla 14ih, sch Willie L Child,
Geai.
8 75®8 95; aecpim clears at 2 76®2 95.
Creamerv.lncy.. 18020
Giles. Apalachicola.
Retail—delivered.
GUI Engs Vrmt. @18
at
MACHIASPORT—Ar 11th, sch W R Chester,
I
cash
Northern
DULUTH—Wheat—No
Cumberland 00004 60
Choice.
Thompson, Boston.
96c; May P6jV*c; July 93% c.
06 60
Chestnut-..
Cheese.
NEWPORT NEWS —Ar 14th, sch Mary E
CINCINNATI—Hogs at 3 36®4 16. Cattle at Palmer,
8 00
N. Y. tcrrylOVsBll ; Franklin-..
Haskell, Portsmouth.
4 66.
Vermont ...IOV20II
Lehigh....
fee 00 2 Bow 3
NORFOLK—Ar
14tli, sch Alice M Colburn,
Sheep 76®4 65. Lambs 4 00®5 76.
400
«12%|Pea.
Stage.12
McLeod. Boston.
Flour firm.
Cld 14th, schs Alice M Clark, Clark, St Lucia;
Wheat—No 2 Red at 97@98c.
Nathan Lawrence. Green. Boston.
Grain Quotas X mv,
Com—No 2 mixed 3lV4c,
NEW BEDFORD—Sid I4th, sell Jas If Hoyt,
2
mixed
Oats—No
27V2g28c.
Crowell, Norfolk.
CHICAGO BOARD O? TRA »«
Rye—No 2 at 61e.
PASCAGOULA-Ar util, schs R D Spear,
Monday’s quotations
Farr, st Thomas; Longfellow, Chase, Caibarien
WHKAX
POUT TAMPA-A1- 14th. schs Warren AdFeb.
May;
ams. Given, Point-a-Pitre; Jas W Pitch, Kelley,
July.
Cotton Markets.
97 Vi
85 Vi
Onentng..
Philadelphia.
97 V*
86 Vi
100
’Ey Telegraph.
.••••-.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 14th. sell Wm K Park
Closing,
FEB. 16, 1898.
Lake, Boston; Horatio L Baker, Atkins. Port
to-uav
NEW YORK—Tbe
Tam Da; Bertha F Walker. Pierce,Providence.
Cotton market
May
Cld loth, steamer Williamsport, for Portland,
29% closed auiet; middling uplands 6Vic; do gulf
Opening.
bales.
towing barge Henry Clay, tor Salem,
30% 6%c; sales
Closing.... 28%
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 14tn, sell Georgia
CHARLESTON—The Cotton niarke’ to-day
OATS.
<31 key. Gilkev. Demerara via St Thomas.
was steady:
Middling Sake.
Feb.
May
16tl). sells Odell, WlnPORTSMOUTH—Ar
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was ternortfor Boston; Annie L Wilder, Rookport
25%
Jpening.
for Boston; Yankee Maid, uo tor do; Carrie L
26% firm; middling 6 Vac.
Closing.25%
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-dav was Hix, Rockland for do.
PORK,
PHIPSBURG—Ar 13th. sch Charles A Camp
Jan.
May. firm; middlings 5a*c.
bell, Robinson, rortsinoutb, to load for Balti10 95
NEW ORLKA \8—The Cotton market to-oay more.
Closing.
was quiet; middling 6 9-16c.
Tuesday’s c notations.
SALEM—Ar
9Ch Ja9 A Stetson, HalloMOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was well, fni Lubec 14th,
ysR vr
for New York; Mary Langdon.
easy;
6
M ay
oitdolmg 11-iec.
Feb.
Maker, Rockland for do: AnnieF Kimball,KunJuly.
98%
opening.... ..
SAVANNAH-The Cotton market to-day was bml, Red BeacU for do.
Ar lotb, sells J U Roil well, and Laura Robin! 85%
'.9% quiej; middling 5%<-.
Jioslag...... .100
—

_

street.

dec28dtf

For

and
p. m.
Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, WaterSaco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and

—

“Springfield."

Trains arrive in Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m., l.so
auct 5.52 p. m. j from Gorliam at 6.40, 8.30 and
10.50 a. in., 1.30, 4.15, 5.52 p. m.
For tlelceta ror all points West and South apply to T. F. McGLLLlCUDDY, Ticket Agent,

J. W. PETERS. Supt.

PHILADELPHIA"!

BOSTON aid

Saturday,

From Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. ra. From
InPine street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
surance one-lialf the rate of sailing vessels.
R.
Penn.
R.
and
the
the
West
for
by
Freights
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of

commission..
Passage sft.OO.

Round Trip $18.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent. Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State SU Fiske Building, Boston,
oct22dtf
Mass.

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT
STEAMBOAT CO.
On

after

ana

Steamer

January 3rd. 1898.

CAPT. CHAS. H. HOW,

j.

dec.31

158

46-3.

h.

McDonald,
Commercial street.

_dtf

_

Portland and Boothbay Steamsoar Go
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
GOING WEST.

STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves

fol-

as

lows:

EAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, Mondays aad Fridays, at 7.15 a. m.. touching at
South Bristol, ami Boothbay Harbor,
PEMAQU1D for PORTLAND. Wednesdays
at 6.00 a. ru., touching at above landings,
EAST.

Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Thursdays
and Saturdays for
Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol,
and East lloothbav.
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. in. Tuesdays
for PEMAQUID and above landings.
ALFRED RACE. Manager
oetSOdtt

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning October 1st, 1S97, steamer Aucociswill leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, Sundays excepted, as follows:
For Long and Chebeaguc Islands, Harpswell,
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island, 2.0(1 p. m.
For Cliff Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays. 2.00 p. m.
co

ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen'l Mgr.
‘i11

-■

—■

Steamship

Co.

FOK

n. N.B..Ha!itax. N.Swick, Nova Scotia
and all parts ol New
Breton I lie
and
Cap.e
Island
Edward
Prince
iavorlte route to CampobeUo and St. Andrews,
N. B.
Winter Arrangement.
On and after Monday, Dee. 20th. steamer will
leave Portland on Mondays at 5 p. m.
Returning leave StJohn and Eastport Thurs-

St. Jo
Eastport, Lubeo, Calais.Bruns

SAVANNAH LINE.
Steamships sail daily, I
except Sunday .from I

New Y k ta Savinnah

Wednesdays

i Boston

from

to Savannah

Boston steamer touches at New York.

For INFORMATION see your nearest railroad
Agent or address SAVANNAH LINK, 20 Atlantic ave.. or not; Washington st., BOSTON ; Pier
35. North River, or 317 Broadway, NEW YORK
CITY. Tickets for sale in Portland by T. P.
McGOWAN. 420 Congress St., or W. D. BUCK,
122 Middle St.
nov20S&W3m

Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. ^“Freight received up to 4.00

p. m.

For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
for other information, at Company’s Office,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street
B.

COYLE, Gen. Man.
P. C. 1IERSF.Y Agent

sep20dtfII.

Maine Coast
On

ansi

Navigation Co.

alter Tuesday,
Dili, 1897, the

IV'ov,

Franklin
Portland, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, at 7.00 a. m.
Poptiam Reach, Rath, Hoothbay Harbor
and Wiscasset. Touching at Five Islands on
Tuesdays and Saturdays.

Mondays.

a. m., lor
Harbor. Hath, Pophain Reach
and Portland. Touching at Five Islands on

Hoothbay

Daily YJne, Sundays Excepted.

Weather permitting.
O. C. OLIVER, President
liovadtf
CHAS. R. LEWIS. Treasurer.

Mondays and Fridays.

THE NEW AND PALATIAL BTEAMBR8

BAY STATE AND PORTLAND,

MAINE STEAMSHIP €0.

alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland, every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in

New York Direct Line.

for connection

with earliest trains for

beyond.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
THREE TRIPS SJE8? WEEK.
Worcester, New York, etc.
Steamships Manhattan and John JEnglis
Returning leave India Wharf. Boston, every
Tuesdays,
alternately* leave Franklin wharr
Evening at 7 o’clock.
Thursdays soul Saturdays at o n. m., tor New
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
I J. F. LISCOMB, Gen.
y, rk (liroei. Returning. :lc..ve Pier M, List
Agt
River. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
Sept. 1.1897.
J

NOTICE.
persons aro hereby cautioned against liaror trusting
any of the crew of the British
steamship “City of \V orcester," Capt. Fortune,
from Glrgenti, as no hills of Iheir contracting
will be paid by the captain or
CHASE. LEAVITT & CO., Agents.
febl5’3t
All

p.

m.

p.

ni.

II

J

IConnects with Bail Lines for New York,
South and West.
U Daily except Monday,
eronnacts with Sound Lines for New York.
Through tickets to all points for sale at Union
Station.
_

h

_

IJijlUn

U.

1

W

geo. H. THOMPSON.
land.

_

*•

44WOW1U,

Ticket Agent, Port-

MONDAY. October
On and alter
trains will run as lollows.

4th, 1837

LEAVE.

For Auburn and Lewiston 7.05, 8.00 a. m.;
l. S0. 4.00, 6.00 p. m.
For Gorham. Berlin and Island Fond 8.00 a.
m. :

1.3(1 aud 6.00 p. m.

Montreal and Chicago 8.00 a. m.; and
6.00 p. m.
For Quebec 8.00 a. m. and;6.00 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
and Auburn 8.30, 11.18
From Lewiston
а. m., 3.16. 6.00 and 6.40 p. m.
From Island Pond. Berlin aud Gorham 8.30
and 11.15 a. m., and 6.00 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal 8.30 a. m., and
б. 00 p. m.
From Quebec 8.30 a. m.. and 6.00 p. m.
For

SUNDAY TRAINS.

For Montreal, Quebec, Toronto and Chicago,
6.00 p. m.
For Lewiston and Auburn, 7.30 a. m., 6.05
p. m.
For Gorham and Berlin, 7.30 a. m., and 6.01
p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Island Fond, Berlin, Gorham, Montreal
amt West, 3.30 a. m.
From Lewiston and Auburn 8.30 a. m.
Cars oa
Puilman Palace Bleeping
Nigh
trains and Darior cars on day trains.
_.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R
Jr. effect Nov. 14.1337.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath. Rockland,
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan. Lisbon Falls.
] y.viston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

Bucksport.

8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs.)
I.ewFalls.
Mechanic
Falls. Kumiord
tston, Wtnthrop, Oakland. Readfield. Waterville, Livermore Falls, Farmington and Phillips.
11.10 a. m. for Gray, New Gloucester, Danville June.. Auburn and Lewiston.
11.20a. m. Exprer s tor Brunswick, Bath, Augusta, Waterville. nttsiield. Bangor. Bucksport,
Bar Harbor. iUreenville and A roostook County,
via B. & A. R. It. lor Houlton. Woodstock.
St. Stephen, am! St Andrews, via Vanceboro
and St John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls,
Benns, Danville Jc., Lewiston, Livermore Falls.
Carrabasset, Phillipi
Farmington, Kingtield.
and Rangeley. Winthrop, Oakland,
Bingham
Waterville and Skowhegan.
Au
1.15 o. m. For Freeport Brunswick.
Rockland and
Boothbay.
gusta.’ Bath.
and
Knox
cn
the
all
stations
Lincoln division, Waterville, Skowhegan, Bek
fast. Hartland, Dover and Foxcroft, Greenville, Bangor, Oldtown ,.nd Mattawamkeag
For Brunswick. Bath. Lisbon,
6.10 p.
m.
Gardiner,
Falls, Richmond,
Augusta and
\\T{itGrvlll6
DanvllU,
5.15 p. m." For New
Gloucester,
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Fall*
Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p.m. Night Express, every night, fon
Brunswick, Bath. Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor, Moosehead Lake. AroostooH
countv via Ola Town, Bar Harbor, Bucksport
Andrews, St John and
St. Stephen. St
AroostooK County via Vanceboro, Halifax ana.
the Provinces. The Saturday night train doei
not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroffi
or beyond
Bangor. Sleeping cars to St. JohiL
_

White

Alountaln Division.

Bridgton. Fabyans. Burlington
Lancaster. Quebec. St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke
Montreal, Chicago, bt. ram auu iimiucapum
and all points west.
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake. Cornish. Fryeburg.
BrldKtou. North Conway. Fabyans,« Lancaster,
LunenDurg, sl Johusbury, Newport, Sher-*
brook. Montreal and Toronto.
8.45

a. m.

7,20

a. m.

For

SUNDAY TRAINS.
for Brunswick,
train

Taper

An.

gusta, Waterville and Bangor.

Train for Brunswick, Lewiston
Bath. Augusta, Waterville, and Bangor.
11.00 p. in. Night Express with sleeping cars
for all points.
12.50 p.

m.

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

Brldgton,
8.34
m.j
front

From Montreal. Quebec, Fabyans.
8.25 a. nr.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls,
Waterville ami Augusta. 8.35 a.
a. m.:

Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days
Rockland. 12.23 p. m.; Kiugilelu. Phillips, Farmr
ington, Bemis. Riuuford Falls. Lewiston, 12.34
p. m: Lewiston and way stations 3.25 p. m.: bt.
John. Bar Harbor.Aroostook County,Moosehead,
Lake and Bangor, 5.45 p.m.-.Bangelby. Farming.
ton.KumfordFalls, Lewiston, 5.55 p. m.; Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain point!
8.10 p. m.: dally from Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. m. daily, Halifax.
SL John. BarHarbor. Wajprvllle and Augusta, 3.60 a. m.. except Monuays.
GEO. F. EVANS. General Manager.
F. E. BOOTUBY, G. P. & T. A.
novl2dtt
Portland, Nov. 14.1887.

will leave

Wiseasse'
Returning—Leave
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.00

boring

3.30

Portsmouth.
Newbury,
Biddeford.
port, Salem. Lynn. Boston. 2.00 a. m._ 1.00
6.67 a. m.. 4.16 p. m.
in
Boston,
p m. Arrive
Leave Boston for Portland, 9.00 a. m„ 7.00
10.30
Arrive! in Portland, 12.25,
p. m.

In Effect Nov.

for

points

§12.45,

STEAMER SALACIA Portland & Rumlord Falls R’y.
Wharf,

MT:
I

season

m..

Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn,
t2.0Q, 19.00 a. m., §1.00. 16.10
Boston,
Arrive in Boston, 6.57 a. in., 12.50,
p. m.
m.
Leave
for
Boston,
4.16, 9.25 p.
7.00,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
Arrive Portland, 11.50 .a. m., 12.16.
p. m.
4.30, 10.20 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

days.

j.

a.

OFFICE DEPOT AT FOOT 01
TICKET
INDIA STREET.
oct4tf
Portland. October 4tn, 1897.

“Percy

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 10.00 a.
m., Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays for
Lowell's Cove. Orr’s Island; Card’s Cove. Poors
Point, East Harpswell; Small Point, Ashdale
Sebaseo, Phippsburg and Cundy’s Harbor.
RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
7.00 a. m„ Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays,
touching at all landings.
For further particulars apply to

Telephole

18.40

Arrive in Boston, 7.26, 10.16 a m,, 12.50,
4.22, 7.25. p. m. Leave Boston for Portland, 5.59. 7.30. 8.00. 8.30 a. 'll.. 1.00, 4.15.
Arrive Portland.
10.13, 11.00 ap. m.
m., 12.00, 12.20. 5.00, 8.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Scarboro
Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebnnk. Weils
Beach, 12.55. 4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston. 4.05 a. m.. 12.55, 4.30 p.m. Arrive Bouton, 7.25 a. m.. 5.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Boston ior Portland 3.45 a. m., arrive Portland 7.10 a. in.
EASTERN DIVISION.
For Way Stations, 9 a. m.; Biddeford,

STEAMERS.

International

_

_

m.

For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction anu Woodfurds at 7.30, 9.45 a. m.,
12.30, 3.00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland oonnects
at Ayer Junction with “Hoosac Tunnel Route"
for the West and at Union Station, Worcester,
for Providence and New York, via “Providence
Line" for Norwich and New York, via “Norwich Line" with Boston and Albany R. R. for
the West, and with the New York all rail via

sepll

_

Feb'

17.00,

a.

TWO ROUTES FROM NEW ENGLAND

—

e.

|

boro and
5.35 p. m.

—

e

&

Return for Portland-Leave Orr’s Island, by
m. Arrive Portway of above landings, 7.00 a.

..

e

X
X

m.

p.

GOING

Keturn
$50.00 and upwards.
upwards according to steamer and accommodations.
Second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Londonderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50. Beturn $66.75 and $78.40, according to steamer
and accommodations.
London,
Sieeraite, to Liverpool. London,
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfastand
to
steamer.
60
$25.50 according
$22
Apply to J. B. Keating. 61 1-2 Exchange
street, T. P. McGowan, 418 Congress street, J.
W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street, or David Torrance & Co., general
agents, foot of India

...

...

X

For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Wiudlram and Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30

KATES OF PASSAGE.
First Cabin,
Si CO and

sonville.

Sid 14th, sell J J Hanson, for Boolhbay and

a

Slafion foot of Preble SI.
4, 1897, Passenger

Liverpool.

dina.
Ski

1411). sells Kate S Flint, for Key West,
Gladys, for Barbados.
Returned, sells Sadie C Sumner, for Brunswick; (ieD Ames, for Fernaudina; Sarah D J
Eawsou, for Wilmington.
Passed Hell Gate 14th. brig Caroline Gray,
from Amboy for Portland: sch Morris & Cliff,
Port Liberty for Provincetown.
At City Island 15th, brig Caroline Gray, from
Ambov for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 14th. schs Addie Sawyer. Norwood, New Haven; Isaac T Campbell. Stevens,
Charleston; Morning Star, Hawes, New York.
Cld 14th, sch Crescent. Poole Lauding and
Cape Charles City.
T
Cld I5tli, sell Laura L Sprague, Wixon, Jack-

$

PORTIAIID & ROCHESTER R. R.

From

Steamship_Portland.

Eojal Mail Steamers—Liverpool Ser-

Memoranda.

▼

&_WORCESTEC

PORTLAND

—'

From

tricity

exchange dispatches.
Ar at Cape Town, CGH, Feb 12, barque John
Swan. Nash. New York.
ml1
Ar at Pm t Elizabeth, Feb 13, barque Willard
Mudgett. Colcord, New York.

X
X
7

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday,
From Piillasfeiphii every Wednesday and

MAIL STEAMERS.

_Liverpool
Liverpool

—

X

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LISE.

_

Steamer Percy V, llow, Plnpsbnrg via Candy
Harbor.
Sell Silver Wave, (Br) Boston for-.
Sells Emma Jane, Moses B Liuscott, and
Montieello, fishing.

»

^

♦

6od4m

m HOBFRT REFORD CO.. Limited.

PORTLAND.

X

7

!♦♦♦«♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*<►♦♦*♦«>*

5000 tons, Teb. 11.
7000 tout), Feb. 18.
7000 tons, Feb. 25.
8. 8. Cervona,
Portlond, Me.
And weekly thereafter.
je25dtf
Special attention given to the carriage of
Cheese, Butter, Apples and. Perishable Cargo.
For all information apply to

Hurona,"
Annandale,

S. 8.
S. S.

■

..

Agt.,

PORTLAND

Arrived.

n..

X

6.35 anti 6.20 p.

THOMSON

Steamer Harrisburg, Anderson, Philadelphia
towing barge Merlam, with coal to Randall &

....

To California. New Mexico,
Arizona and Texas.
Sunset Tourist Excursions leave Washington, D. C., every Wednesday and Saturday.
Y Through sleepers to San Francisco without
A change through New < >rleans and the semiX tropical regions of the South. Personal ConX ductors and Porters through. 5 days to San
7 Francisco, 4 days to Los Angeles, 8K flays to
5 New Mexico and Arizona, 2& days to Texas.
• Sleepers open for occupancy Tuesday night
m and guide to show the National capital (withX out extra charge') on Wednesday morning.
X
For information, tickets and reservations,
7 address,
Pac. Co.,
7 E. E. CURRIER, N. E. A. So. State
•
9
Street, BOSTON.
•
GEO. C. DANIELS, T. P. A. So. By.,
X
223 Washington St., BOSTON.
ALES. 8.1HWEATT.
Y
X
Y

R.

In effect Oct. 4tli, 1897.
Station, lor Scarboro
Trains leave Union
Crossing. 10.00a. m.. 6.15. 6.20 n.m.; Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. m.. 3.30,
6.15 6.20 p. m.i Old Orchard. Saco, Bid8.30.
deford, 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 n. m., 12,45,
6.15, 6.20 p. m.; Kennebnnk. 7.00. 8.40 a. in.,
! 12.45.3.30. 6.1(5,6.20p. m.; Kennebnnkport,
8.40. ai m..
12.46, 3.30, 6.U' p. m.j
7.00.
Wells Beach 7.00,8.40 a. m.. 3.30. 5.16 p. m.;
North Berwick, Somerswortb, Dover,1i 4.05,
7.00. 8.40 a, m.,
12.45, 3.30, 5.15 c. m.(
; Rochester. 7.00. 8.40 a. m., 12.45, 3.S0 p. m.;
12.45,
Farmington, Altnn Bay, 8.40 a. m.
3.80 p. m.; Northern Dlv., Lakeport. Laconia, Plymouth, 8.40 a. m.. 12.45 p. m.;
Worcester, via Somerswortb, 7.00 a. m.;
Rockingham
Manchester, Concord* via
3.30
7.00 a. m.,
p.
m.i
Junction,
Junction. Exeter, HaverRockingham
hill. Lawrence, Lowell, Boston. *1 r4.06,

For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m., 12.30, 3.00,

T. P'lMcCOWAN, S. S.

TUESDAY. Feb 15

Office

|

X

7.30

For particulars, apply to

R-

Boston & fViaine

Tourist

Low Kates to the Sunny South. For Manchester, Concord and point3 North at
m.
12.30

...

16

LINE.

SAVANNAH

___

On and after Monday, Oct.
trains will Leave Portland:

STEAMSHIPS.

OCEAN

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

Grace E Stevens,

HeatoD.
THOMASTON—Sid 13th, sch Lizzie Carr,
New York.
VINEYAKD-HAVEN—Ar 16th, sells Mimbus
East ttarbor 21 days tor Boston: Island wily,
New York for Portsmouth: Willie H IIigEins,
Pascagoula for do; Sallie E Ludlow, Jersey City
for Mt Desert.
,,
WILMINGTON, NC-Cld 14th, sch Harold J
McCarthy. Hawley. New York.

22
22
23
23
23
23
25
20
2(1
26
26
26
26
26
26

..

13%

Lake Erie* West.. 17
Lake Shore.192
Louis & Nash.BO
69%
117%
Manhattan Elevated.116Vs
Mexican Central.
G%
6%
New York, lump sum, $ 16,000.
112
Micblgani'Central.112%
Ship Eureka, same, general cargo, s 11,000.
: 0%
Minn & JSt Louis. 27%
88
Ship A. G. Itopes,New York to San Francisco, Minn & St Louisjpf.| 86%
33%
Missouri Eaciflo. 32%
general cargo 87.50.
New
dersev
98%
Central.
94-%
Bark Celina, Portland t Buenos Ayres, lum- New
118V4
York; Central.117
ber $3.
14Vs
New. fork, Ghicago& St Louis 14
73
to
73
Portland,
dopf
Caroline
Amboy
Gray,Perth
Brig
28%
Northsrn Pacific com
25%
coal 70c,
6GVs
do
do
pfd. 665/3
Schr O. D. Witherell, Portland to Baltimore,
1x8%
Northwestern.127%
at
or
about
46c.
175Va
ice,
ao
pfd.„.174
17%
Schr Sarah & Ellen, Newport News to Cien- Out & Western. 16%
21 Vs
Heading.'|21
86
coal
gold.
81
Spanish
fuegos,
91%
Book Island. 90%
Schr Olive T. Whittier,Sagua to north of Hat- St Paul. «4%
96%
140
do Bid.
147%
teras, sugar 03110c.
77%
Schrs C. L. Davenport, K. W. Hopkins and H. St.Eaal a Omaha. 76%
150
do
••'60
prfd.
J. Smith, Norfolk to Clenfuenos, coal $1 86
134
S'5 -aui. Minn. 4k Maun.134
Spanish gold.
12%
Turns Taclflo. 12
Schr Henry Lippitt. Portland to Martinique Usiou Pacific.
34%
34
7
..7
t.
>iabash....
tfai
shooks, etc., p.
18%
18%
do prfd.
to
New
Jacksonville
Schr John S. Deerittg,
167
&
Manx.168
Boston
York, lumber $4 75.
91 Vs
New York&New England pfd, 90
Schr J. W. Bigelow. Ca teret to Baltimore, Olu Colonv.192
192
ICO
95c.
Adams! Express.100
phosphate
i26
Schr Mary F. Corson, Elizabethport to Port' American Express.127
4 2
«. Express. 43
land, coal 70c.
9f>Va
97%
PeoDles Gas...
44
44
IIomcstaKe,
Portland VYuuiesaie Slnt’ir”
3%
.. 3%
31%
Paelfio Man... 3iVs
PORTLAND. Feb 15.
>86%
Palace.184
puiman
We are unable to rep rt any very marked in138%
sugar common.138%
crease in any department of file Hade, but can
92%
Western Dcion. 91s/s
Beuthoru lty pfd.
see some improvement compared with two
weeks ago in the general situation, and indicaPrint Cloth Market.
tions of fairly good movements when the weathMass, Feb. 14. 1898.—Tho
FALL RIVER,
The Flour business
er becomes more settled.
is quiet at 2 3-16.
market
cotli
prlpt
is light, but a very strong feeling is manifested,
JioBtou I'roflaco Market.
owing to the fact that Wheat has been further
advanced fully 2c since the rise of 15 to 20c a
BOSTON. Feb. 15. 1898—Tha following are
barrel for Flour noticed a few days ago. Oats to-day’s quotations of Provisions, etc..1
Fr.ourt.
appear to be the feature of the grain market,
tnd prices are 4t4c above the figures quoted Soring patents, 5 S5@5 95.
at the opening of tin new ye r; it looks now as Spring, ciearlana straight. 4 CO05 £0
5 16@5 70
though Oats would soon command better prices Winter patents. stral
;nt, * SO gu 40
Winter, eleariand
than Corn, the latter showing an advance of on- Extra auu necouos uo.
ly about lc since January 1st. In Provisions, Fine and Supers—.
sho market for Pork and Lard is a firm one and
Domestic Markets.
me dollar higher than last week.
JLard is up
ilfy TelegrapiD
14c. Sugar (irmly held at previous quotations
FEB 16. 1898.
Spices of all kinds higher. Cranberries scarce,
Flour market—receipts
YORK—The
NEW
with a sharp advance. Eggs steady at the de- 42,83i;bbls; exports 12.878 bbls; sales 8,600
and higher.
cline. Cabbages weak, dealers paying $6 to s® packages: closed firm
Flour quotations—city mill3 patents at 5 10®
per ton. Nails firm but unchanged.
4
winter
5 10;
patents 80®6 2o:city mills clears
The following are to-day’s wholesae prices cf at 5 40a6 6; winter straits 4 56 <>.4 65; Minn,
5
Provisions. Groceries: etc
0.85 >0; do bakers 4 26(0,4 60.
puts
GralaFlour*
Rve firm; No 2 Wesi'-cn 57c.
Corn car
89340
SurarEne &
Wheat—receipts 84,175 bush: exports 16,372
do bag lots .... 42 bush: sales
•ow erades.4 00®4 26
■>»
,<;0i> push futures 12D.OOO on;
Meal bag lots
(a 40 spot steady; No 2 Red f o b 1 OftS/s fob sfloai;
Spring Wueat ban35®;t6 No 1 Northern Duluth—l No 1 hard Manitoba
ers.ciana st4 460606 Oats, ear lots
Oats, bag lots
I stent-liras
337 1 10% 1 o b afloat.
Wheat.. • 8 00®6 JO Cotton Beoo.
Lorn—receipts 131.125 bush-fexporrs 79,606
car lots. 00 00323 00
viteb. str’goi
bus; sales 235,000 bush; futures 40,000 spot;
bag lots 0l)00®24 00
roller.. .. 6 3635 60
sieauy; No 2 at 37%cfob afloat.
spot
clear do.. .5 10«5 26 Backed Bi t
Oats—receipts 91,*00 bush; exports 200,014
car lots. 16 60316 60
tl.ouis st’g' F
dusk ; spot firmer:
sales
bush; futures
bus;
FA
hn» IrvralA SHflltC fin
No 2 at 32c; No 8 at 32c; No 2 white at 33c;
® 16 6u track white 880.
elear do. .6 20®5 36 Middling (15
bag ots. .$16017 00
wnt’r wheat
Beef firm.
eatent*. 5 85.06 00
BLard firm: Western steam 5 40.
w
Coffee.
rut.
Pork strong.
(Buying* Belling price) Klo.roastec
ll@15
CHICAGO—Cash quotations;
Cod—Large
Java&Mocha do26®28
Flour dragg
Molattev
Shore ,...« 750600
Wheat—No 2 spring at 93®94c; No3 do at
small do. .2 0003 60 Porto Rico.26030
2 Red 99%c@l 0
Corn—No 2 lit
8<>®07e;No
60
26X3
Barbadoes.
Pollock
..2
..26*26
2 white fob awy2®
Haddock.. .1 7502 00 Fancy.30*33 29c. Oats—No 2 at 27c ;No
2a%c:No3 Whtte o b at 28®2o% c ;No2 rye at
Tea.
II aka.2 0002 25
1 Flax11 erring. Box
Amoys.16@20 44c: No 2 Bariev f o b at 32®40e : No
Mess
Sealed....
9014c Congous.16060 seed 1 23% ; Prime Timothy seed 2 85.
rib
short
10.
Lard
at
6
12%;
Mackerel, bi
Japan.18036 pork 1105®$1240.
salted
meats—shoulders
5
at
sides
Dry
20®5
IS
*22
Snore
00**26 Formoso.22050
GO.
short
dear
sides
at
6
60®6
at 4 v. rajf-;
Shore 2s 618 01>®*20
Sugar.
Hotter firm; creamry 13® 1 9o; dairy ll@17c.
6 34
$12*114 Standard(Iran
Large «s
6 34 Cheese quiet 8as%c. Eggs firm; fresh 14c.
produce.
Ex cllne duality
Receipts—Flour. 16.000 bbls; wheat 49,000
4 96
Cane canrrete woo
lAxtrac.
oats 370.000 bush;
corn 612.000 bush;
dobbl
9000*9 50 Yellow Extra C....4% bus;12.000
bush; barley 66.000 bush.i
rye
8 00
Maine.
Saed
Shipments—Flour 12,000 bbls;! wheat 16,000
3 6603 76
Pea Beans,1 3001 40 Timothy.
bush; corn 234,000 bush; oats 177,000 bush:
Yellow Eves.] 5501 66 Olover.West, S%@9
3
bush.
do
Cal Pea.... l 56*1 <>o
N\ Y. 9%@10 rye OUOG busli: barley i.OOO
Irisnrotat’s.ousB5®9G Alalie,
lofeioVs
ST. LOUIS—Wheat—No 2 red cash elevator
Red Top,
ao, bDi
3
16017
at 97%c; track 97ya@9H%c; Feb 07%c; May
Previsions.
3weeisJersey376®4 00
u9
c; Julv at »2w»c; No 2 Red cash 91V2c.
Pork; ao Norfolk 0 00*
Hour pats 4 70®4 85; sis 4 36@4 46; clear
do Vineland,4 60®s5
heavy
©14 00 3 96 4 16; medium at 3 60®8 75.
Onions.Hgp*(i OOgO 001 medium 12 75013 00
Corn—No 2 cash at 2l'o; Feb 28 askod; ;May
do Natives 3 6003 751 light.. 12 00u,12 60
at 28Vs7t28% ; July 21)%@2U%c.
cm
Ohlokeas....
10*12 medium
Oats—No 2 cash 20% elev; track -c.
Turkeve. wes. 138i6u Beef—light..9 <1099 26
DETROIT—Wheat—No 1 White and No 2
Northern do... .16017 heavy... 9 75*10 25
Red U..%c: May.96 Vic.
Fowls...
80*9 Ernests %0* 6 76®
Corn—No 2 mixed at 31e.
card, tcs ano
Apples.
Oats—No 2 white —e.
Eating appl’s3 6004 co % bbl.Dure flVtSe'A
Rve—No 2 atol%o.
do eom’nfi,
do common $2®3 00
4%
Baldwins 3 60064 601 salis.eomDd 6%®5Vs
TOLEDO—Wheat—No 2 cash 96%e; May at
Evap tf 1»
pails, pure 7 ti7
90110
97%.
Lenou.
purelll
8% my
Corn—No 2 mixedsnc.
3 0004 00 Ham.
Messina
a
©yy,
oats—No 2 mixed 26%c. I
....

16
36
16
16
16
17
18
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

..

Bonds

Chea. «i uim.,,.. 23%
Gnicaso4i Alton....164
<1°
pfa
Chicago ■Burlington & Quincy 101
Delaware & Hudson LanalC’o.lli
Delaware.Lackawana & Wesrl56%
Denver <t |Rio tiranae. 13

16

..

Ccu Mass, nid..55%
9%
do eommo

—

IB
15
15

..

the

Onion I'aclflc. 34%
American Bell ..269Vs
American Sugar,
common.139
Sugar, utd.. ..113%

uouu at

FOR

Grenada.NewYork. .Trinidad
.Feb
Alleghany-New York.. Kingston .Feb
Madiana.NewYork.. BarbadoesFeb
Britannic.New York.. Liverpool... Feb
St Paul.New York. .So’ampton.. Feb
YVesteriiland .New York. .Antwerp....Feb
Sardinian-Portland!. .Liverpool .Feb
Yucatan.New York.. Hav & Mex Feb
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool .Feb
Aunandale... .Portland/.. London.... Feb
Laurentian —Portland....Liverpool ...Feb
Mobile.New York. Loudon .Feb
Andalusia.New York. .Hamburg.. .Feb
Fulda.New York.. Genoa.Feb
Normaudie... .New York. .Havre.Feb
Garrick.New York.. Montevideo .Feb
Saratoga.New York. .Havana.Feb
Galileo.NewYork. .RioJaneiro..Feb
.Liverpool ..Feb
Laurentian ....Portland
Orizaba.New York..H^v & Mex Feb
Trinidad.New York. Bermuda.. .Feb
Andes.New York. .Port Prince.Feb
Advance.N ew York.. Colon .Feb
Lahn.New York.. Bremen.... Feb
Werkendam .NewYork..Amsterdam.Fob
Sparndam.New York. .Rotterdam ..Jan
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool. ..Feb
.Feb
Berlin.New York. .Antwerp
Philadelphia .New York.. i^aguayra.... Feb
New York... .New York. .S’thampton..Feb
Cervona.Portland... London-Feb
Evelyn .New York..Porto Rico .Feb
Massachusetts.New York. .London.Feb
New York.. Liverpool .Feb
Campania
Furnesia.New York..Glasgowli ..Feb
Prussia.New York. .Hamburg.. .Feb
Eras.NewYork. .Genoa.Feb
Edam.New York. .Amsterdam Feb
F. Bismarck.. .New York..Hamburg.. .Feb
..

Boston A Maine....168
do
pfd
Maine Central.

New VorSt

FROM

Capua.New York.. PeniambueoFeb

tions of stocks at Boston:
Mexican .Central, as. 66%
Atchison, Top. & dantaiFe. It, new. 3 3

Flint &

*_

DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

SAILING

111°“

Opening.
Closing.....

ot

»uz»r naxon.

Portland market—out loaf 7: oonfetlon ta y
><e;. pulverised Bei powered, 6a; granulated
%
codec crushed 6c: yellow 4:.

do

—_

May.

(By Teleerapll.)
NEW YCRK, Peb. 16.
Money on cal! easy 1%@1% pr centilast loan
1H: prime mercantile paper at 3ft4 per cent,
sterling Exchange was weak, with actual
business in bankers bills 4 86V*a4 86¥a for de-

Lamb skins

27%

FOiiK.

KsvTork Stock and Money Market,

Retail Grocers'

2<%

Opening..
Coslug.. ..24%

European Market*.
By x'cleeraph.
LONDON. Feb. 15, 1898.—Consols closed at
112 13-1G for money and 112 16-16 for account.
LIVERPOOL, Feb 15, 1898.—Cotton market
is lower; American middling at 3 ll*32d; sales
8,000 bales, including 1000 bales for speculation and export.

These steamers ara superbly fitted and furand afford tlie most
nished for passenger trai
between
convenient and comfortable route
York.
New
Portland and
Fare, one way, 74.00; round trip, SQ.OG.
Merchants' and Buyers' round trip tickets,
under regulations of Merchants Association of
N. Y.,only 75.00.
j. F.

j.

LISCOMB.General Agent,
/
ueudtf

B. COYLE, Treasurer.

15,

a 897,

DEPARTURES.
8 30 A M. and 1.10 P. ML Prom Union Station
for Poland, Mechanic Falls, Buckfleld. Canton, Dixtield, Rumford Fails.
From Union
8.30 a. 111.. 1.10 and 5.15 p. m.

Station lor.Mechanio Falls and intermediate
stations.
1.10 train makes close connections at Rumford Falls for Bemis aud all stations on R. F.
& R. L. R. R.
Through Tickets on Sale.
R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager,
Portland, Maine.
L. LOVEJOY, Superintendent,
Rumford Falls. Maine.
Jets dtt

E.

CASCO

BAY STEAMBOAT

la

Wharf, Cortland, Me.
Week day time table, commencing Sunday
Nov. 28, 1897.
Peaks’ Island,
For Forest City Larnlintr.
5.30, GAO. 8.00. a. m., 2.15, 6.15 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00,
a. m.,2.15 p. m.
For Trefethen’s Landing, Little and Great
Diamond Islands 8.00, a. m., 2.15 p. m.
All Sunday trips on Casco Bay Steamboai Co.
line discontinued for the season.
sept24dtf C. W. T. CODING. Gen. Man.
Custom House

4

THE

p>:bibss.

How He Is
JiliW

ADVEKTISE5UiSX8 IOBAI.

Nomination for

YVatson Miller & Co.
Owen. Moore & Co.
J. K. Libbv Co.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft—2.
Nines Bros. Co.—2.
Prof. Leosaidow.
Standard Clothing Co.
Executrix’s Notice.
Messenger’s Notice.
Receiver's Notice.

AMUSEMENTS.
New Wants, To Let. For Sale. Lost. Found
under
and similar advertisements will oe found
(their appropriate heads on page G._
*

soottuns ot Syrup,

millions of
Has been used over Fifty Years oy
Teething
Bothers for their childreu while
It soothes the child,
with perfect success.
softens the gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
is the best
Colic, regulates the bowels, and
from
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising
teething or other causes. For sale by Drugand
gists in every Dart of the world. Be sure
esk for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cts
a

bottle

When Baby was sick,
gave her Castoria.
Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
Castori*.
When she had Children, she gave theta

PERSONAL.
Mr. Seth Milliken of New York la passing a few days in this oity.
New
Mr. O. R. Wish left yesterday for
of
York to attend the annual meeting
American Newspaper Publishers’ As-

the
sociation to be held in that city Feb. 16,
17, 18.
Mr. William Chenery, the well known
confined at
Miichiflr nf the nost office, is

a serious cold.
a lecHou. James P. Baxter delivered
ture before the Amorican Geographical
Tloclety at Washington, Monday.
Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens,‘.the state presiwill speak both
dent of the W. C. T. U.,
and evening’today at the

%anie by

In the>fternoon
Auburn.
Court street Baptist church,

Adjutant Charles E. Davis of this city
■went to Augusta Monday on military
business.
The oondition of Mr. Wm. H. Somers,
the last
■who has been seriously ill (luring
Is
improving.
steadily
weeks.
fiew
on a trip
Mr. Clinton Baxter has gone
to California.
Col. Wessinger of Louisville, Ky., will
at
be at the Grand Army encampment

next^week.
(BRIEF JOTTIHQS.

candidates.

with a very
Yesterday was cloudy,
a
damp air. At noon there were tfew
gleams of sunshine.
The county commissioners are busily
engaged sending their ^annual report to
the tax payers.
The Samaritan association will give
a whist party at Union hall, Free street,
The publio are
Wednesday evening.

oordislly invited to attend.
The regular monthly meeting of the Invalids’ home will be held at 10 Mellon
street, at 3 o’clock today.
Many people passed.overjTukey’s bridge
whioh was opened to the public yesterday.
Tho hose wagons are again on wheels.
Two of the stores In the new Y. M. C.
A. block In Congress square will be occupied as soon as completed. The one
w.

Kj.

±.

U.

their leader. Col. George F. McQuillan thinks he might prove an excellent
compromise candidate and his
friends.are doing all that they can in his
ham

as

behalf. A clever soheme is to be worked
by them at the Demooratio caucuses.
They propose to have the delegates to the

Independent

ueauquamers

oconpied by C. H. & A. L.
Skinner, tailors, and the one adjoining
toy Chester I. Orr, the barber.
Offioer Skillings yesterday forenoon arrested a man on Fore street, who was trying to sell a box containing a dozen pairs
It is snspeoted that
©f ladies’ slippers.
be stole them. He says that his name is
John F. Conway.
John C.Osgood of Casco,'has deeded to
-Timothy J, Peasley of Taunton, Mass.,
land and buildings thereon in Caseo.
will be

or

ex-Mayor Ingraham.
OBITUARY.

lecture which was to hav3 been
great storm,
given, on the night of the
the auspices of the Associated
under
It has now
Charities, was postponed.
The

tost of the machine is about $150.
of public works met
The committee
Jeaterday to approve bills.
The barbers of this city will close their
shops this afternoon between the hours

and 3, dnrlng the funeral servioes
of Lewis E. Webb.

of 1

ACCIDENTS.
Mrs. George H. Lord, Wilmot street,
lighting the gas *when ; the chair on
tipped over,
which she was standing
causing her to fall and gbreak gher righ
krm near the wrist.
Mr. McGowan, cornerJFederal and India
streets, fell on the sidewalk on Locust
street and sustained a very severe compound fracture of the left arm.

Was

r

ployed.
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The funeral of Mias Randall, who was
In Tolman
found dead Injfher house
Place, was held yesterday forenoon at
Rich’s undertaking rooms. The services
were conducted by Rev. Dr. Barrage and
a number of people were present
The body was
Free street ohurch.
to Forest City cemetery for Inter-

ment.
“THE TWELVE SENT FORTH.”

day morning, in stepping from

a

a

number of old

to oontinue work.
N. F. Trefethen received 600 lobsteri
by the steamer Percy V., and 1700 on the
schooner Eva and Belle.

preservation.

Fortune.Gold*Mining Company hai I
been organized at. Portland for the pur
pose of oarrying on the business of min

Capes,

They

of Mark Crookett on Green street, but
they are now lodged and fed In the home
of George A. Hatch, at 626 1-2 Congress
street.
ST. PATRICK’S CONFERENCE

COF-

FEE PARTY.

As in Her Youth
She Is

in Good Health
Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Kept

b>

A Woman’s Experience with This
I have had Hood’B Sarsaparilla in mj
family for many years and have been kepi
in good health by its use. A few yean
ago I had a heart trouble and I was ad
vised not to work too hard, as it was t
critical period in my life. This was im
possible as I was not able to hire my worl
done. I began taking Hood’s Sarsaparilli
and it kept me in good health all througl
this period. I was able to do my house
work besides running a sewing machine
as I did in my younger days. Whenevei
I get to feeling tired and languid anc
cannot sleep at night I get a bottle o
Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

and it does

me

good

had erysipelas and was weak anc
After taking Hood’i
without appetite.
he was well and able to work every day.’

popular, and have been largely
patronized. This party will prove no exExcellent
ception vo its predecessors.
music wll: be providod, and the order of

Hood’s

dances will be carefully selected.

ett>&uruueui ui

Collarettes

Coats,

special bid for favor

a

as

The prices he quotes
Seal and Persian Coats
less than in October

on

Alaska

are

or

My

son

Mbs. Almeda

Hill, Lyman,

Maine.

Sarsaparilla

offering

in

25c.

its loading attraction
50c.

Novem-

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

it
fll

rtniv 00b
rrp

USliy
Dr.r

Duir

i Qil«

r01

A fnU line °f sizes in whito
have
that
and drab corsets
in any
never been surpassed
point of excellence by any 50c
Corset on the marke t.

it

fin
v
U!l1"

38c
0011

75c.

p«jr
rail•

Thomson’s R. H. Koyal Worcester, Bail B, Kabo, II. & C„
Coraline,

Cutaway

and

Triple

-k

P. D. Corsets at $1.75,

Many others that

are

Aa|m

|

gJwl |JC4iV«
JTffc

vva

gJwl

newest and best of

up-to-date Corsets

land.
These

Hood

are

prompt,

efficient

anc

S “IllS easy in effect. 25cents.

50c

in Nainsook, with square and

round

7oc

embroidery,

$1.00.

A small lot of Slips, formerly $2.00 and $2.50, to be sold at

Dress With pointed and square yoke with ruffles and
skirt finished with full ruffle of embroidery,
$1.25

edge,

75C.

Nainsook Dress, round yoke of hemstitching and insertion, with
75c
full ruffle of open embroidery with finished edge.

59c.

Nainsook

Dress,

edge

of fine

of insertion and

pointed yoke
embroidery,

With

hemstitching,
59c

Short Dresses in both cambric and nainsook, with yoke of fine
tucks and hemstitching, very full skirt,
4gc

A Few

sample bargains

in Women’s Wear-

RUES

Musliil Drawers, good quality, deep ruffle of

GO.

BROTHERS

no

hemstitched,
25c

Gown of

Muslin, double

lined

yoke

tucks and full ruffle of

with

Cambric Corset Covers, V back and front with broad
Regular 62c quality,

bands of embroid38c

ery with finished edge.

Hamburg s
^5 in America
Hamburgs are
prettier in the

From every direction
coming to see us

em-

50c

broidery,

INTERESTED

are

cambric,

50c

extra value,

are

to

BUY

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
CHILDREN’S
CLOTHING.

Switzer-

.

.

Why not, when they can buy such elegant, nice fitpatterns.
ting, new, desirable, latest styles as these are for the
In 4^ yard lengths, at half and
39.50, 2.00, 2.37, 2.50, 3.00, 3.50 and 5.00.
10c and 12'^C prices,
two-thirds prices,
Its only because we have a surplus stock (over 400
They’re worth your seeing.
more than we want) that we are selling them at these
n.U
T
wonderful low prices. Sizes 3 to 8 years.
--j
upai uu*u
October?
in
born
89c.
Come and see what a little money will do.
Rings
Then we’ve a mascot
for you. Opal-set Gold Rings, one
1

morn

—

REEFERS FOR

ROYS

price,

$1.00 to 5.00

iw

larger

opals (chips
cutting) and genuine gold,

If you can find any imitation
you’re “stone-wiser” than the lapidary who cut and polished them.
He says they are pure opals.
Price of Ring and Opal,

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.
__255

MIDDLE

7c

Germantown,

Spanish,
Scotch,

Talma Scotch,

You

8>2C
12Hc

PORTLAND, February 16, 1898.

WE

HAVE

OTHER FINAL CUT IN

Why are Delaware peaches lucious and
mouth-molting while CaUrornias are just peach
skins stuffed with sawdust.
Tell us; then we’ll, tell you why Cooper &
l ea out-flavors all others
Cooper's Ceylon-lndia
tea that ever rolled
and is the most harmonious
beneath a human palate.
luciousness
its liquid

Miss Florida Sollee is the chef
de cuisine of our pretty Tea

MADE

AN-

THE PRICES

THE

REST

THE

COST

Try

We

^5

for the

J

$3.50.

more

dealers, because

one

profit

is

patent calf

desirable for dress, busiIt is made on our
wear.
ness or street
“
as shown in cut,
K.”
O.
last,
fashionable
"with hooks and eyelets that will not wear

OF

which is

OF

equally

j9k
a

^
a

brassy, Australian Kangaroo tops. Most X
dealers would ask you $7.00 for this
J
shoe; our price is $3.50.

THE CLOTH THAT’S IN IT.

If you prefer some other leather, J
suit you with our Vici Kid, A
Fine Calf, French Enamel, Box 4

we can

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN CAPS FOR

'(
Calf, or Russia Storm Calf.
Catalogue from W. L. Douglas, X
Y
Brockton, Mass.

BOYS AND GIRLS.

Our

OWEN,

MOORE

&

store is

located

at

548 CONGRESS ST.

CO.
polished free.

J. R. LSBBY CO.

you

other

than

IMPORTED

THIS SEASON AND THE WPIOLE OF

NEXT FOR ABOUT

give

of

high-cost

WHICH MEANS THAT YOU CAN BUY
ONE NOW FIT FOR

to

a cost

made between X
maker and wearer, and you get ^
•
the same material, styles and
be found in 1
wearing qualities to
a shoe of S
make
We
shoes.

(female)

Booth.
She will serve you a cup hot.
it. It’s free, cream and all.

Shoes at

only

OF CLOAKS FOR BABIES AND SMALL
CHILDREN

of that what makes Mocha and Java
Coffee better than Rio?

money

TO CLOSE OUT ALL OUR STOCK

22c

test the value of the

practically
afford

17c

Ceylou-lndia “What’s all this
Tea.
pother about CeyTea?
lon
What
makes Ceylon Tea better than other
tea’?’ Well, madam, for the matter

can

Douglas

Correct in quality and uniform in spinning.

Saxony,

STREET.fbiedtf

89c

Is the be3t—in fact the One True Blood Purifier
,,

hemstiching

Skirt of Muslin, umbrella style with deep hemstitched ruffle,

Swiss Embroideries are
received, hifty different
Beauties all of them.

just

new,

styles Siips

of tucks and double

and

actual

glacier-draining

narrow

25c

yoke
embroidery,

and narrow ruffles of

with

of Nainsook, square yoke of insertion and full embroidered
ruffle with double hemstitched skirt.

49c.

Hamburgs.
next to

of

different

narrow

pair.

3.25 and 3.50 per

2.75,

edge

show

our corner

Dresses first.

Bishop style

of fine cambric.

with square

Slips

in

seen

perfect

Slip

J v> ■

Hamburgs—Factory Lengths.

valleys of

Many

lace

New Crop

What used to be
now made better and

Cambric

“

■

ip I
I

specials—others may be
speak of Infants’

made and

well

materials,

good quality

We will

affixed.

<51,25. Nainsook

Waists,

There

Skills,

98c.

B.” and

DOT DcUTi

^

Worcester, J.B. I

not

bargains in

attractive

some very

$1.00

AA

Jh g

A.

K. A C. Royal
and Warner’s Abdominal, at

.

all of

few of the

a

prices

yokes

,

nflr
rol

Styles of “W.

We always carry a full line of the Best
“J. B.” Corsets at 75 cents per pair.

Madame
Foye’s, Warner's]
Health and Thomson’s H. B., at |

No,

this week

Handsome Long Slips
edge of fine embroidery,

much

ber.

are

—narrow

and

prices.

offering

We mention
window with

rur

Neckwear, and is taking orders
article at dull season

Our Own

Tonight at City Hall St. Patrick’s Conference of St. Vincent de Paul will give
is annual coffee party and dance. The
St. Patrick coffee parties have always
been very

the

for any

Tarns.

“

Patrick Busbee, Wm.Griffin and Grover
Dunn, tho three old soldiers who last
week applied to the city for lodging in
a
place other than the almshouse, have
their apartments.
once more changed
were at first shelteredjin the house

large

are

These goods
fitting.

Corset Department

es-

ing all sorts of mineral with $1,000,001 (
of them.
capital stock of which $10 is paid in hundred and forty-four
The oificere.'are: President, Edward 1K
“Genuine?” you say.
Yes, genuine 3 to 8 years, same way, all reduced in
Milllken of Portland; treasurer, Claren®
stones in
from

Great Medicine.

GOT A NEW BOARDING PLACE.

a

We

Drawers, Gowns, Corset Covers and Infants’ Dresses.

Mr. Livingston lias with

-j

The

-OTJIFt-

Makes
Him

Infants’ Wear

Departments.

work will be down during a dull
when the fur-makers would
be otherwise idle.

at

Is in perfect

because

and

Underwear

Muslin

season

/X

FORTUNE GOLD .MINING CO.

pa-

his residence on Congress street,
the
yesterday Mr. George A. Harmon,
well-known jeweller, ran across the comas route
mission issued to his father

pers

New York, and his

timates will be low

AN OLD COMMISSION.
over

in

furrier

dory tc

a

*

To be found this week in our

Fur

VERY QUIET ALOG SHORE.
The Ashing arrivals yesterday were the
the Emma Jane anc
Moses P. Linscott,
the Alontecello.
The British schooner Silver Wave came
the
harbor for shelter from
into the

SOME SPECIALS

estimates of

Department any time toThursday.
day
Mr, Livingston, representing
Kenney the Furrier of TwentyThird St.,New York City, is here,
and is taking all sorts of Fur repair or alteration work at very low
His suggestions will be
prices.
valuable, coming from one who
has been for ten years a practical

$5; Miss S. W. Tuoker, $5
H. Gerrish, 85; Mrs. F. H. Ger
rish, 85; Prismatic club, $10; Elizabeth
Wadsworth Chapter, D. A. R. $25; from

is

looking

In

and

or

Cummings,

Hale of Portland.
the
subject of Mr. Greet’s
Twelve
the
chalk-talk this evening! upon
A BIG CONSIGNM ENT.
Apostles. These weekly Bible talks are
Milliken, Tomlinson Co. received yes
to not
only Sunday
now a necessity
Tobacoi
terday from the Drummond
large number
school teachers, but a
Co., St. Louis, Mo., the largest shipmen
unique stjle. of tobacco ever received
who enjoy Mr. Greet’s
by one conceri 1
Everybody invited to Congress hall to- in the state of Maine, consisting of 32S! 1
night. ___
boxes or a weight of 52,313'pounds.
This

agent between Boston and Portland by
Postmaster General Campbell of President Pierce's cabinet, in 1853. Mr. Harmon will have the commission framed. It

>

suggestions

our

Frederio

yawl boat. The boats were a short dis
tance apart, and the boatmen missed hit
step and went headlong into the watei
batween the boats.
been arranged for this evening at the
Jack Bradley in the employ of J. B.
The
council chamber, City building.
Kelsey & Co., and a scowman on dredge
speaker will be Mr. William Morse Cole,
No. 3 hastened to his assistance. Inside
formerly of the economics department of
of ten minutes of the accident the mar
Masof
the
later
and
secretary
Harvard,
taken aboard the dredge, rubbec
unem- had been
commission on the
sachusetts
down and dressed in warm clothes ready

new

4-

for

the expense erf making over your
old Fur Garments if you call at

threatened storm.
Captain Dean of the ferry boat Eliza
beth City is reported to be very sick.
LEWIS E. WEBB.
It is more quiet along the Grand Trunl
Mr. Lewis E.Webb died at his residence
docks at present than it has been for some
on Smith street, Monday night, aged 28
time.
years. Mr. Webb was born in Portland
not
be
A man whose name could
and for several years was foreman of the
was quite badly nurt in the holt
learned
he
after
whioh
Preble house barber shop,
of the Allan liner Sarmatian
yesterday
went into business for himself. He was
He was taken to his homo ii
a
member of Bramhall lodge, K. cf P., afternoon.
but his injuries are not re
a carriage,
and Machigonne lodge, I. O. R. M. He
to
be
dangerous.
ported
a
leaves a widow and
young daughter.
One of the boatmen employed on dredgt
TRAMP
QUESTION No. 1, took an lhvoluntary bath yester
LETURE ON THE

is some talk of placing In the
quite
gymnasium of the Y. M. C. A. from
building a bicycle racing trainer. The taken
There

to

mmumesaui..

: IT WILL COST
YOU NOTHING

deserve.
The following subscriptions have beer
received for the memorial: Charter mem
bers, Mrs. L. D. M. Sweat, $5; Mrs
Charles F. Libby, $5; Mrs. Annie L

Hebrew club is

any candidate of either
party and are not to be reokoned on as
either Col. McQuillan
a sure thing by

unpledged

I
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
I ......

ADVERTISEMENTS.

------

CO.

:

I

■

GOW4.N.
without a fight.
A large throng of mourners and friondi
One of Mr. Ingraham’s strong arguthe late Mrs.
ments
in support of his claims to the attended the funeral of
Demooratio nomination in his [ influence Sarah McGowan, which took place al
Immaculate Conamong the Hebrews of Portland. The the Cathedral of the
Hebrews are quite a power in matters ception yesterday morning, the Rev. D.
in this oity. In some wards J. O’Brien officiated as celebrant of the
political
whore they are very numerous they may solemn requiem mass, while the Cathebe
said to hold the balanoe of power. dral quartette discoursed the solemn
Within the
church.
Among the Hebrews Mr. Ingraham has chants of the
Rev. John
were
O’Dowd,
sanctuary
been quietly
since
his
return
moving
Ui me caurtu
jiBan,
from Halifax and he is said to be very rector or me cnurcn
noDular among thorn. The longshoremen Rev. C. W. Collins and Rev. James A.
Biddeford.
are also veryfetrong
politically and Mr. Flynn of St. Mary’s church,
Rev. Father O’Brien paid an appropriate
claims
to
have
all
of
them
as
Ingraham
wa<
his supporters. By combining these two tribute to the deceased,whosejlife
that of a faithful Catholic.
powers he hopes to not only secure the
The following people from out of towr
nomination, but also the election. Here
in
were
attendance:^ Tho Misses Moof
the
friends
Col.
comes
McQuillan,
Qloin of Malden, and Haverhill, Airs. C.
however, and say that Mr. Ingraham can
F. and Miss Mary Owen and Aliss Nellh
cut no ice whatever among the Hebrews
Cram of Boston; Mr. Andrew McGowar
and
that
the
Colonel
and longshoremen
of
Boston, ; J. B. Friei; of Waterville
can
absohimself is the only man who
Misi
and
C.
J.
Mr.
Gallagher
lutely rely upon the Hebrews and longof Bangor,
Lizzie Gallagher
togethei
shoremen. Col.
MoQuillan also olaims
with officials of the schoolboard and oitj
to have the support of all thg influential
The pall bearers were Col,
Democrats in the
city and if the dele- government.
D. O’C.
O’Donoghue, Mr. Thomas F.
gates go to the mayoralty convention unAir. Daniel Jeffers and Air.
Donahue,
pledged he believes he may secure the no- Thomas
The interment was
McGinnis.
mination.
at Calvary cemetery.
As a matter of fact neither ex-Mayor
Beautiful floral tributes including ivy
Ingraham nor Col. McQuillan oan oontrol
wreaths, eto., were sent by intimate
the Hebrew or longshoremen’s support.
friends and relatives and from employee
The Republican Hebrew club has voted
of the Grand Trunk railway.
to
stand by the Republican candidates
while the

held
A civilservloe examination was
and
yesterday for an inspootor of boilers
There were two
an Inspector of hulls.

ulio

there are doubtless many not members o
any of these organizations who wouli
be glad to learn about this new move
ment from the lips of one who has so fit
tingly been selected as its leader in thi

state, and all ’suoh will be most heart! 1;
welcomed.
It is hoped that the firs
they
public meeting in the interests of thi
not forgotten the trouble Mr. Ingraham’s projected
National University for thi
backers caused the Democratic party sev- founding of which Washington devisee
eral years ago when an attempted count a munificent
bequest, will attract thi
in Ward 1. They are
out
was made
largo attendance which the merits ol
anxious to win, but not with Mr. Ingra- the cause and the talents of the speakei

pledged

we

nearest

friends are out for it in his behalf and
with his knowledge.
Ex-Meyor Ingraham
has been putting in a lot of solid
work for himself and is said to have the
“gang” at his heck and call. Ho wants
some of the
to bo
mayor again, but
strongest men in the Demooratio party
don't want Mr. Ingraham as their candiThey have
dato If
can prevent it.

TBROThIRS

At 4 o’clock on Thursday afternoon o
Mrs. L. D. M. Sweat, th
this week,
state chairman for Maine,will give an ad
dress on the origin,purposes and progresi
of this association, in the Seoond'Adven
church in Congress place. The patriotic
social societies and club
literary and
have already been invited to attend, bu

Democratic mayoralty convention go unto any candidate. In the most
artful manner possible they have inserted the state committee for current expenses,
the names of men who are hostile to Mr.
$12.
__
Ingraham on the cauous ballots. In this
SARAH Me
FUNERAL OF MRS.
to
defeat Mr. Ingraham
way they hope

Fac-simit.e signature of CHAS. H.
is on the wrapper of every bDttle of Castoaia.

Lewiston

Mayor.

And now the fun begins. Col. George
F. McQuillan Is either out for the Democratic
for
nomination
mayor or bis

Foio.

"Mr*. W ibIow

I’lanniiiE to Secure Demooratio

NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

GEORGE WASHINGTON MEMORIAL

COL. M’QUILLAN’S SCHEME.

1

A*

HAMILTON, Manager.
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